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The Bildungsroman details the maturation of a young protagonist, and his

or her entrance into the world of adulthood.  The coming-of-age process includes

establishing and identity, culturally as well as personally, and entering the world of

work, both as a means of economic survival and as a means of attaining a sense of

self.  The pattern of the traditional Bildungsroman has undergone changes in

structure as the societies from which the texts spring have undergone

transformations.  The increasing difficulty of socialization and of achieving a stable

cultural identity is a trend seen in coming-of-age novels, and is associated with the

rapid pace of change undergone by traditional societies owing to capitalism, rapid

industrialization, and neo-liberal economic policies which create a massive influx

of foreign elements. This study analyzes how those changes are reflected  in

bildungsromane written by Chilean authors between 1862 and 1989.
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INTRODUCTION

The Bildungsroman or coming-of-age novel has been defined and redefined

over time since the birth of the genre with its prototype, Wolfgang Goethe’s

Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre, published between 1794 and 1796.  While this genre

has been the object of intense study, critics have, however, most often focused

attention on European novels.  Definitions of this genre reflect concerns particular

to the time in which the specific Bildungsromane studied were written.  Critics like

Jerome Buckley identify the characteristics of early European coming-of-age

novels, producing a definition that revolves around outlining particular plot

characteristics common to many eighteenth- and nineteenth-century

Bildungsromane:

A child of some sensibility grows up in the country or in a provincial town,
where he finds constraints, social and intellectual, placed upon the free
imagination.  His family, especially his father, proves doggedly hostile to
his creative instincts or flights of fancy, antagonistic to his ambitions, and
quite impervious to the new ideas he has gained from unprescribed reading.
His first schooling, even if not totally inadequate, may be frustrating insofar
as it may suggest options not available to him in his present setting.  He
therefore, sometimes at quite an early age, leaves the repressive atmosphere
of home (and also the relative innocence), to make his way independently in
the city… There his real “education” begins, not only his preparation for a
career but also – and often more importantly – his direct experience of
urban life. (17)
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Others like Patricia Alden study the novels in the context of the nation, in Alden’s

case England, as well as the time period during which they were written.  Most of

these critics attribute a text’s specific characteristics to the social, political, or

economic problems of England or Germany during the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries.

Critical texts such as those of Buckley and Alden are part of an enormous

body of literature dealing with the European manifestations of the Bildungsroman.

Others, such as Franco Moretti, The Way of the World: the Bildungsroman in

European Culture  (1987), focus on the Bildungsroman across borders, albeit with

the common thread of the intensification of capitalism and the changes in society

that it brought about as the backdrop for his analysis of the novels.  Todd Kontje, in

Private Lives in the Public Sphere: the German Bildungsroman as Metafiction

(1992), emphasizes the changing role of the public sphere in eighteenth- and

nineteenth-century Bildungsromane.  This critic also traces the developments of

criticism of the genre over time in The German Bildungsroman: History of a

National Genre (1993).  Martin Swales, Jeffrey Sammons, Mikhail Bakhtin,

Gyorgy Lukács, and a host of other well-known critics have studied the

Bildungsroman.

In this study I concentrate on tracing the development of the genre over

time in Chile.  Chapter one focuses on Alberto Blest Gana’s celebrated novel

Martín Rivas (1869) as an example of a text that adheres rather closely to the

parameters set out in Buckley’s definition of the coming-of-age novel.  In chapters
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two through five I study texts that move away from the Bucklean pattern in

significant ways, with the exception of chapter four, which is a study of Antonio

Skármeta’s No pasó nada (1979).  I will return later to the reasons for Skármeta’s

novel being an exception to the trend; first, however, I must explain the general

trend I have noticed in these texts. Owing to the fact that the Bildungsroman traces

the coming of age of a protagonist, it is a genre that is greatly influenced by

upheavals in society, and by changes in social mores.  It stands to reason, then, that

alterations to the scheme described by Buckley, particularly with respect to the

successful integration and accommodation of the protagonist into the world of

adulthood, can be linked to changes occurring in the larger society from which the

texts spring.  I postulate that as the social scape within Chile changes over time,

from a traditional, rigidly class-structured society buttressed by an agrarian-based

economy and a political system dominated by the terrateniente class, to a society in

which class lines have blurred, capitalism has intensified exponentially, and the

political power of the landed gentry has weakened while that of the bourgeoisie and

the masses increased drastically; the successful integration and accommodation of

protagonists into the world of adulthood is problematized.

Coming-of-age novels in Chile follow patterns similar to those described by

critics studying European novels; however, the time periods involved in their

emergence and in the appearance of changes that take place in the genre are shifted

toward the mid nineteenth and mid twentieth centuries.  As Fredric Jameson points

out:  “Mientras Europa sufrió la masiva experiencia de la fragmentación y
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modernización en un tiempo anterior, en que entre otras cosas el Bildungsroman y

la autobiografía hacían su aparición, podemos decir que el Tercer Mundo lo

experimenta ahora, en este siglo, en muchos lugares y en un período

verdaderamente reciente” (126).   Because transition from a traditional, agrarian-

based economy to a modern, capitalist system occurred later in Chile than in

Europe, the effects of these changes on the socialization of youth did not become

an issue until a century later in the former than in the latter: “la inserción de la

economía chilena en el capitalismo internacional comenzó a darse en forma intense

y sostenida a partir de la explotación salitrera” (Muñoz Gomá 43). Another reason

why Chilean Bildungsromane may show different characteristics from those written

by European authors is the rate at which this transition occurred.  Chile’s rate of

transition from an agrarian economy, dominated by a traditional, rural oligarchy, to

a modern, capitalistic one was swifter than that of Europe.  This accelerated pace of

change has an effect on the coming-of-age novel, for “when the status society starts

to collapse, the countryside is abandoned for the city, and the world of work

changes at an incredible and incessant pace, the colourless and uneventful

socialization of ‘old youth’ becomes increasingly implausible: it becomes a

problem, one that makes youth itself problematic” (Moretti, Way  4).  Moretti’s

observation regarding the European novels is applicable to the Chilean texts in that,

with the exception of No pasó nada, as we move forward in time the protagonists’

coming of age is made more difficult by degrees, culminating with Tito Livio, the
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protagonist of Marco Antonio de la Parra’s  La secreta guerra santa de Santiago de

Chile (1989), who ultimately goes through the coming-of-age process twice.

Although the body of criticism dealing with Chilean or Latin American

coming-of-age novels is smaller than that dealing with the European texts, it is by

no means non-existent.  Many studies of Latin American Bildungsromane focus on

the female coming- of-age novel.  Examples include Cristina Ferreira-Pinto’s O

bildungsroman feminino: quatro exemplos brasileiros (1990) and articles on the

subject by Maria Inés Lagos, Leasa Lutes, Margarite Fernandez Olmos, Gabriela

Mora, and Edna Aizenberg.  Several articles focus on different aspects of Latin

American Bildungsromane.  Examples include Juan Pablo Spicer’s “Don Segundo

Sombra en busca del otro” and Juan Gelpi’s  “René Marqués y Magali García

Ramos: dos acercamientos a la novela de aprendizaje.”

Considering Buckley’s description of early Bildungsromane as the point of

departure for this study, and Blest Gana’s novel Martín Rivas as the corresponding

sample of an early Chilean Bildungsroman, I follow the trail of later coming-of-age

novels written in Chile. Using criticism of European novels of this genre as well as

theory applicable to Chilean Bildungsromane, this study comes full circle with

Marco Antonio de la Parra’s La secreta guerra santa de Santiago de Chile,

published in 1989.  When I say this, I mean that in Buckley’s description of these

texts the protagonists seek to break free from constraints imposed on them by

tradition in order to find their “selves” and their true position in society, whereas,

as we move forward in time the pattern is reversed and the protagonists wish to
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recapture the cultural tradition that came before their time in order to successfully

find their ethos and their position in society.  The reasons for this coming full

circle, as well as how this is expressed in the different texts, takes up a significant

part of the discussion in this study.

The novels I will include are, from earliest to latest, Blest Gana’s  Martín

Rivas, Eduardo Barrios’s Un perdido (1917), José Donoso’s Este domingo (1967),

No pasó nada, written by Antonio Skármeta and published in 1979, and de la

Parra’s  La secreta guerra.  Martín Rivas is an example of a traditional

Bildungsroman that conforms to most of Buckley’s criteria. Its importance in this

study has to do with setting a point of departure to document changes occurring in

the pattern of the traditional coming-of-age novel as we move forward in time.  Un

perdido is an intermediary step between conformity to a more traditional, Bucklean

pattern and the radical changes to it beginning with Este domingo, which marks a

fundamental departure from the traditional pattern of the early Bildungsroman as

described by Buckley. This novel, written shortly after major changes in Chilean

politics did away with a long-established system of more or less enforced stability,

tells the story of a young man’s coming of age through his narration of his own

grandfather’s transition to adulthood. The young man’s indecision with respect to

his own future or his own transition to adulthood and his constant references to his

grandfather’s story reflect the changes that have occurred in Chile: “Finalmente…

en 1958 Ibáñez promulgó leyes que legalizaban el partido comunista, liberándolo

para organizar al campesinado.  El control social y político incuestionado  ejercido
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por la oligarquía rural sobre el campesinado a través del sistema de haciendas, un

pilar de décadas de estabilidad política en Chile, fue objeto de crecientes ataques

después de 1958” (Scully 181). In Este domingo the vacuum left by these changes

without the emergence of a clear alternative to the prior system is reflected in the

protagonist’s undefined situation at the end of the novel as well as in his awareness

of the lower classes and their power over his own social class.

No pasó nada is a novel that incorporates the reality of exile into the

coming-of-age process, and with it a time in Chile’s history marked by political and

social upheaval. Its importance in this study has to do with what exile from one’s

country and cultural heritage does to either diminish or enrich the coming-of-age

experience as it relates to the protagonist finding his or her “self” or essential being.

I theorize that it is the protagonist’s status as an exile that allows him to find his

ethos and his place in society following a journey which rather closely adheres to

the Bucklean pattern for novels written much earlier in time. In de la Parra’s La

secreta guerra santa de Santiago Chile the premise laid out by Buckley comes full

circle with the longing for a return to a cultural tradition eroded by an onslaught of

foreign influences, owing both to an opening of the economy and to the influx,

through enhanced technology, of large quantities of foreign media. Because neo-

liberal reforms bring in foreign influences which break down traditional cultural

strictures on who may become what, these reforms result in a multiplication of

possibilities in terms of the protagonist’s identity. Cultural constraints on who or

how one is to be are relaxed, which complicates the achievement of one acceptable
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and stable identity: “Possibility then.  In the universe of consumption, this term

means something very simple: it is a desire, a wish for new things.  In the literature

of the twentieth century, a very strong sense of multiplicity is added to this first

meaning.  Freedom no longer to do something, but rather anything… ”(Moretti,

Modern Epic 145).

I study the novels using prior criticism of this genre as the basis for my

observations. I carry out the textual analysis through the lens of earlier criticism of

the Bildungsroman to determine how the previous material applies to Chilean

coming-of-age novels.  The differences and similarities between what is described

in the criticism relating to European novels and what is seen in the Chilean novels

serves as a basis from which to theorize regarding the particularities of Chilean

Bildungsromane.  I note the time periods in which these texts move away from or

agree with traditional patterns and I place each text in its historical context in order

to tie what is seen in the texts to what is happening in the particular time period.

The emphasis on sociological theory here is necessary in order to lend

credence to the claims I make regarding the reasons for the radical changes to the

traditional pattern of the Bildungsroman over time.  I base this study on the

assumption that these texts reflect and comment on society, and that the

development of the protagonists is linked to developments in his or her particular

world, something Mikhail Bakhtin emphasizes when he speaks of the coming-of-

age novel:  “The fifth and last type of novel of emergence is the most significant

one.  In it man’s individual emergence is inseparably linked to historical
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emergence… He emerges along with the world and he reflects the historical

emergence of the world itself” (23).  In these texts the dilemmas faced by the

protagonists, their struggle to find a sense of self and a satisfactory, stable role in

society, their successes and failures, and the type of journey each must make are

linked to what is happening in the larger world around them.  In order to

understand these texts, therefore, it has been necessary for me to apply theories

regarding socialization and identity construction of such prominent sociologists as

Scott Lash, Jonathan Friedman, Richard Sennett, Anthony Giddens, and others.

I postulate reasons for the novels’ particularities, reasons with roots which

are embedded in the connection between literature and history and fictional texts

and reality.  The fictions studied here sprang from the well of a particular society,

at a particular time, made up of definite social mores, economic woes, and political

upheavals. How coming of age is described in each, the difficulties experienced by

the protagonists, the steps taken and, in some cases, retaken, shed light on the

reality of a time period and on the difficulties faced not only by individuals coming

of age, but also by nations in their historical emergence: “Novels of education have

always been entangled with the eschatologies of national myth” (Esty 144).  I hope

to theorize about the fallout of rapid modernization as it affects the people most

vulnerable to adjusting to these changes, those who are in the process of forming an

identity or an idea of self in a society that is not stable enough to provide the

consistency needed in order to achieve a firm sense of one’s core persona.
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When speaking about the Bildungsroman, Pascal Pensena emphasizes the

connection between particular texts and the societies from which they spring,

which, according to this critic, “provide the underpinnings that serve as a context

for any salient analysis” (10).  Inevitably, because the coming-of-age novel is so

deeply connected to the society that it reflects, the patterns found in such novels

will change over time as the social conditions surrounding their appearance are

altered. The definition of a Bildungsroman, therefore, must also change.  As Todd

Kontje points out, “Instead of lamenting the non coincidence of particular novels

with an outmoded definition of the genre, we can revitalize our critical awareness

of the texts by expanding the boundaries of our discussion of the Bildungsroman”

(141).

Moretti’s observation regarding the protagonists of European novels is a

cornerstone of the theoretical premise upon which I base this study:  “The more

dynamic the society, the more fortuitous the relationship between the person and

the society into which he is born (and this is particularly true of capitalist society…

), the more sustained the effort which the person is required to make through out

his life to substantiate his claim to viability, and less true is it that appropriation of

the given world is completed on attaining maturity” (Way 27).  As Chilean society

becomes more dynamic, as capitalism erodes the long-standing class system and

allows protagonists to break away from the class into which they were born, the

process of coming of age becomes more difficult owing to the fact that  “In a post-

traditional society, social identity must be constructed by individuals, because it is
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no longer given or ascribed, but in the most bewildering of circumstances: not only

is one’s position in the status order no longer fixed, but the order itself is unstable

and changing… ” (Slater 30).  Among other things, as a consequence of the

increasing state of flux of the larger society, protagonists will no longer be

successful in achieving the traditional landmark accomplishments associated with

adulthood: stable, satisfying employment and relationships, identification with a

particular segment of the society they live in, and a secure sense of self.

More than in Europe, where the transition from a traditional, agrarian-based

society to one which is based on market-driven capitalism occurred at a slower

pace, Latin America has seen this process not only condensed in time, but also

intertwined with issues of nation building, racial and economic concerns of

immediate import, and lately the increased effects of the penetration of foreign

influences owing to globalization. The transition from an agrarian society in which

one’s place in the world was assigned to one which is market-driven “both required

and extensively promoted the breakdown of the old status order” (Slater 22).  Once

the status quo changes and old ways are discarded, individuals are freed from

constraints imposed on them by tradition, but they are also set adrift in a world in

which choices must be made amidst an array of possibilities that, over time, grows

exponentially.  With the advent of mediated images, first by way of television and

then via the computer screen, the possible constructions of identity have multiplied.

With respect to this issue, Martín Hopenhayn notes that “no se puede pensar

identidades sin mediarlas con el efecto de las mass-media o de otras formas de
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industria cultural” (80).  For the protagonists of the contemporary Bildungsroman,

arriving at a sense of self becomes greatly complicated.  Whereas in traditional

societies one’s sense of self was rooted in social class and work, in post-traditional

societies an individual’s identity is impacted by the fact that one is free to leave the

class into which he or she is and find his or her way into another segment of society

altogether.  Moretti notes that, “Already in Meister’s case, ‘apprenticeship’ is no

longer the slow and predictable process towards one’s father’s work but rather an

uncertain exploration of social space… ” ( Way 4).  As we move forward in time,

from Martín Rivas to La secreta guerra, the protagonists move further and further

away from their assigned class.  This is less the case in the first novel, which is

representative of a time of relative social stability in terms of class structure.   The

pattern of moving away from assigned class is very clear in La secreta guerra,

which is an example of a coming-of-age novel written in a time when the impact of

globalization and the penetration of foreign influences has compounded the

complications created by capitalism and the loosening  of the class system.

Unlike the case of first-world countries, which largely control the flow of

mass- mediated images, technology, and products, Chile’s progression toward a

capitalistic, market-driven economy is marked by the influx of foreign influences

via television and imported products that flood the market and drive local industry

out of business.  This situation is discussed by Masao Miyoshi, who notes that

because of this process “local, national and regional differences are always on the

verge of reduction to mere variants in the universal theme park, informed by the
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TNC [transnational corporation] world view” (53).  For the protagonists of coming-

of-age novels, this process hampers their ability to accommodate into society

because the cultural roots of their world are weakened as the influence of distant

cultures increases.  As we move forward in time, the protagonists reflect this

dilemma in different ways, varying from a refusal to accept the tenets of the new

world, which leads to marginalization and a life on the periphery of society, but

with a clear sense of self, to struggling to overcome the forces  responsible for

weakening and destabilizing local culture, and in the process gaining a sense of

purpose and a stable identity.
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CHAPTER ONE

MARTÍN RIVAS: EXAMPLE OF A
SUCCESSFUL COMING OF AGE

Alberto Blest Gana’s Martín Rivas (1862), chronologically the first novel of

those included in this study, conforms to several of the characteristics William

Buckley outlines in his definition of the Bildungsroman.  Buckley’s definition

includes elements which are not seen in this novel, however; he points out that “No

single novel precisely follows this pattern. But none that ignores more than two or

three of its principal elements – childhood, the conflict between generations,

provincialism, the larger society, self education, alienation, ordeal by love, the

search for a vocation and a working philosophy – answers the requirements for the

Bildungsroman” (18). In Martín Rivas it is possible to find most, if not all, of these

elements outlined by Buckley.

Set in the middle of the nineteenth century, the novel narrates the events

surrounding the coming of age, through trials of various sorts, of the protagonist

Martín Rivas.  Compelled during his early twenties by the death of his father and

ensuing economic difficulties to leave Copiapó, the province of his upbringing, and

make his way to the capital, Martín arrives in Santiago carrying with him a letter

written by his father prior to his death and addressed to one of the wealthiest men
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in Santiago, Don Dámaso Encina.  Thanks to this letter and to previous business

dealings between Martín’s father and Don Dámaso, Martín is warmly received and

given lodgings in Don Dámaso’s house while he is to pursue legal studies at the

National Institute.

The fact that Martín’s father dies a pauper after years of trying to exploit a

mining stake closely reflects a historical reality in Chile during this period: “los

propietarios de minas fueron siempre  fuertemente explotados por los prestamistas

o habilitadores…mejorando  su status sólo desde el tercer decenio del siglo XIX en

adelante” (Villablanca 15).  The historical background of the novel is one of a

society on the cusp of change, a period in which, although traditional values remain

the dominant paradigm and the political spectrum is still dominated by a powerful

wealthy class made up mostly of the landowning oligarchy, there is, however, an

incipient and ongoing change in how wealth is accumulated and who can acquire

large amounts of it: “el período que se inicia a partir de la mitad del siglo XIX está

marcado por un extraordinario crecimiento del mercado mundial…La estructura

social también se hace más compleja.  La clase dominante no va a seguir siendo

exclusivamente agraria ya que tienden a configurarse nuevos intereses urbanos”

(Muñoz-Gomá 45).

The growth of the international market and  shifts in the balance of power

and the seat of wealth described by Muñoz-Gomá are reflected and commented on

throughout the novel.  One of Martín’s close friends, Rafael, sees his future
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happiness erased when his father suffers economic ruin due to the loss of a wheat

crop sent to California.  Don Dámaso himself makes his fortune through

speculation and marrying upwards, rising from an obscure clerk to become a

powerful and wealthy member of the haute bourgeosie whose political endorsement

is sought after: “Don  Dámaso se había casado a los veinticuatro años con doña

Engracia Núñez, más bien por especulación que por amor.  Doña Engracia, en ese

tiempo carecía de belleza, pero poseía una herencia de treinta mil pesos, que

inflamó la pasión del joven Encina hasta el punto de hacerle solicitar su mano”

(13).

It is over the course of the year that Martín lives in Don Dámaso’s house,

through his love for the wealthy man’s beautiful but inaccessible daughter Leonor,

through contact with his newly made friends and the services he lends the Encina

family as well as through his encounter with wealth and his participation in

political upheaval, that Martin’s coming of age unfolds.  In this setting, the

experiences that mark the protagonist and ultimately allow his innate qualities to

shine through, while at the same time giving him the variety and scope of

challenges he will need in order to prepare himself to function successfully as an

adult member of society must be chosen by the author out of a seemingly endless

array of possibilities.  How the author chooses the experiences and challenges faced

by Martín, and their resolution, reflects Doris Sommer’s theory regarding Latin

American novels written during the nineteenth century post-independence period:
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“The writers were encouraged both by the need to fill in a history that would help

to establish the legitimacy of the nation and the opportunity to direct that history

toward a future ideal” (7).1

The first elements that stand out, and which will be a thread constantly

running through the novel, are social class and money as these are linked to

identity: “The Bildungsroman linked the individual’s moral, spiritual and

psychological maturation with his economic and social advancement.  Certain

material conditions were presumed to be prerequisites for the expansion of

sensibility and intellect” (Alden 2).  The character’s position in the society and the

amount of wealth he or she can depend on, as these are linked to identity, is a

theme present in all the Bildungsromane included in this study, with the exception

of the one set outside Chile, No pasó nada; its importance cannot be overstated.  In

the first lines of Martín Rivas the reader is made aware of Martín’s material

poverty: “Su traje y sus maneras estaban muy distantes de asemejarse a las maneras

y al traje de nuestros elegantes de la capital” (9).  This reference to Martín’s

provincialism and his poverty mark him in a manner which is identifiable not only

to the reader but to other characters in the novel. Hence, describing Martín to his

sister Leonor, Don Dámaso’s son Agustín emphasizes Martín’s poverty:

-¿Sabes que tenemos un alojado?
                                                  
1 Doris Sommer’s book Foundational Fictions analyzes several novels from the post-independence
period in Latin America.  Her analysis emphasizes the connection between the love stories presented
in these novels and the necessity to unify diverse sectors of society through private passions and
individual attractions in order to create a successful national project.
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-Así he sabido: un jovencito de Copiapó; ¿qué tal es?
-Pobrísimo – dijo Agustín, con un gesto de desprecio.
-Quiero decir de figura.
-No le he visto; será algún provinciano rubicundo y tostado por el sol. (19)

Social class is intractably connected to Martín’s identity, both in his personal

concept of who he is as well as what he projects to the world. In this case, Agustín

has not seen Martín yet, but has nevertheless formed a mental picture of  him based

on the latter’s lack of wealth and his provincial origins. What he has or lacks, the

quality or lack thereof of his clothes and shoes, impact his core identity. Only hours

after his contact with the wealth and opulence of the family with which he is to live

Martín, hoping to improve his image, tries to buy a new pair of shoes and winds up

fighting with the shoe peddlers; he is arrested and spends the night in jail.  The first

lesson offered up to him in the city hinges on his desire to improve his appearances,

to change his station in life through a change in the outward  expression of status,

his clothing.  Georg Simmel, discussing the connection between identity and

wealth, notes that “Jewelry exists as an irradiation of the personality and it is

therefore essential that it is something valuable when it radiates the personality. Its

ideal as well as its practical importance rests upon its close relationship to the self”

(329). In Martín’s case the episode over the acquisition of a pair of new shoes is

important in that the shoes, like the jewelry in Simmel’s example, are closely

connected to his self. It is symbolic that his first attempt to change his persona,

albeit only the outward expression of it, lands him in jail; Martín begins his lessons
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on wealth, identity, and social transgression almost immediately upon his arrival in

the city.

With respect to the question of social class, the well-known critic Jaime

Concha states that Martín “es un claro y simple representante de la burguesía, pero

no en el nivel de su consolidación económica sino en el de la instauración

ideológica” (xxiv).  Concha argues that Martín, despite his material poverty, is

ideologically a member of the bourgeois class for several reasons.  One of the

reasons given by Concha is his father’s profession; José Rivas was a  man who had

spent his life trying to mine a claim in Copiapó which, according to Concha, “no

representa otra cosa que el élan individualista, el poderoso esfuerzo de la voluntad

que está en el alba cruda del capitalismo” (xxvi).  Concha’s posture regarding

Martín’s social class does not take into account the decisive  role that  money has

on status in the bourgeois conception of social class.  In earlier, more traditional

societies based on an agrarian, precapitalistic mode of production, social status

remained largely fixed; wealth and power were, to a large extent, concentrated in

the hands of the terrateniente class and a person’s last name carried as much

weight as his or her bank account.  In the new, more capitalistic society of the

nineteenth century, changes created a situation in which wealth could be

accumulated by other means; commerce, mining interests and investment capital

became, in the hands of individuals with business savvy,  sources for the rapid

accumulation of wealth.  In this new system the bourgeoisie rose to the ranks of
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power, allying itself through marriage to the old terrateniente class.  Money and the

things it could buy  became the main marker of social class; last name and family

ties no longer carried the same weight: “todos los atributos de la persona no son ya

intrínsecos a ella sino que están dados por un elemento externo; el dinero o la

riqueza ‘hacen a la persona’” (Faletto 100).

The fact that Martín’s father was a man who exhibited personal attributes

associated with a bourgeoisi élan, or that Martín himself is studying for a career in

law, a profession Concha argues was, during the nineteenth century, made up

mainly of members of the haute bourgeosie, cannot in the new capitalistic society

overcome the fact that he has no money, that his father died a pauper and that “En

la afirmación burguesa la posibilidad de la relación entre las personas depende del

quantum de dinero que cada uno posee y no de los sentimientos personales que

cada individuo pueda inspirar” (Faletto 117).

In Concha’s conception, another character in the novel, Edelmira, could be

characterized as a bourgeois ‘en potencia’ since she shares the same moral

attributes that describe Martín.  Edelmira, a member of the lower middle class,

shares the same moral attributes that, according to Concha, make Martín a member

of the bourgeois class.  Edelmira, like Martín, is morally above reproach; she is

unable to go along with a plot hatched by her brother to trap a member of the haute

bourgeoisie into a bogus marriage with her sister, she is uncomfortable at parties

held at her house in which the men drink excessively, and she is keenly aware of
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the fact that wealthy “hijos de familia” will likely use her for an evening of fun but

never marry her.  This knowledge of the fact that the wealthy young men who

come to the parties at her house have no intention of honoring any promises they

might make is a trait Faletto notes tends not to be present in the ‘medio pelo’ class:

“Sin embargo, la ‘cosificación’ en la relación entre las personas sólo es percibida

por gentes muy contadas.  El medio pelo, que es el grupo que más a menudo sufre

con este tipo de relaciones, pareciera no darse cuenta de ello” (106). Because of

Edelmira’s awareness of her ‘cosificación’ and because of her moral integrity and

valor (she winds up essentially giving her life for Martín’s despite the knowledge

that he will marry Leonor), should she be considered a member of the bourgeoisie

ideologically or “en potencia”?  The novel draws parallels between Martín and

Edelmira morally as well as due to the situation in which they both find themselves.

Martín compares his situation to Edelmira’s,  saying “el encontrar su corazón

herido como el suyo por el anatema de la pobreza” (73).  Edelmira, despite qualities

that separate her from other members of the medio pelo class, is not labeled as a

member of the bourgeoisie  or as a possible future member of this class because her

poverty excludes her from this consideration.   Faletto notes that “Los héroes,

Manríquez y Martín Rivas, están concientes de su propia condición de pobreza y de
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que ésta los relega a una situación social oscura” (107).2

The role of  social class  in forming an identity is depicted throughout the

novel in the wheeling and dealing of business enterprises, the roots of which are

firmly entrenched in family connections, political affiliations, and romantic

liaisons. Parallel to the main story of the protagonist there are subplots involving

characters surrounding Martín Rivas, stories in which business deals and monetary

interests determine personal aspects of life such as marriage and political

affiliations.  Vicariously, through the story of his friend Rafael San Luis’s attempts

to marry the woman he loves, Matilde, Don Dámaso’s niece, Martín experiences

the sting of rejection due to lack of money:

Los padres de Matilde me acariciaban porque el mío era rico y especulaba
en grande escala.  Ella siempre tierna, me hacía bendecir la
vida…Explicarte la ruina de mi padre sería repetirte una historia que se
repite todos los días en el comercio: buques perdidos con grandes
cargamentos; trigo malbaratado en California; ¡esa mina de pocos y ruina de
tantos! En fin los percances de las especulaciones mercantiles…Tú sabes
que el amor tiene una venda en los ojos.  Esta venda me impedía ver la
frialdad con que don Fidel reemplazó de repente las atenciones que me
prodigaba.  Una noche encontré sólo a don Dámaso, tu protector…le vi
encargado de arrojarme de la casa de don Fidel…(86)

Martín learns through his friend’s direct experience how intrinsically one’s

possibilities as well as what one projects to the world as an identity can hinge on a

bank account or social connections: “In the Bildungsroman of the nineteenth

                                                  
2 For other critics who emphasize Martín’s poverty as a determining factor in his social status see
Juan Torres-Pou , “Intertextualidades en el discurso patriarcal burgués: referencias literarias en
Martín Rivas de Alberto Blest Gana,”  Explicación de Textos Literarios  20 (1991): 61-71, and Juan
Luzio Durán, “Significación contextual de Martín Rivas de Alberto Blest Gana,” Revista de Crítica
Literaria Latinoamericana 26 (1987): 43-54.
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century and before, the modes of learning of the hero are easy to categorize:

learning though example and imitation, observing and reacting to people and

events…” (Gohlman 32). Martín listens carefully to his friend’s story, asking only

one question, at the point at which Rafael is explaining that, despite his father’s

bankruptcy, he and Matilde continued seeing each other: “¿Ella te amaba, a pesar

de tu pobreza? – dijo Rivas con su idea fija” (86).  Martín  weighs his own situation

by comparing it to his friend’s and wondering whether there is any possibility that

Leonor could love him despite his poverty.

The ability to be loved as an individual, beyond one’s status in society,

speaks to the essence of a person’s identity or individuality and is here being teased

out of the social context in which it is embedded. Will Martín’s personal, individual

qualities be recognized beyond his social status? Put another way, is Martín’s

identity solely dependent upon his pocket book as far as society is concerned?

Commenting on love and marriage in the modern world, Simmel points out that

there is a “disparagement of personal dignity that nowadays arises in every

marriage that is not based on personal affection – so that a sense of decency

requires the concealment of economic motives…” (380).  In Martín Rivas  there is

a double bind to be faced by Leonor revolving around  whether the entrenched

attitudes towards social class she has learned over time can be put aside in order to

acknowledge the attraction she feels for Martín on a personal level or whether

social class weighs more heavily than personal attraction.  As the novel unfolds and

reaches its end, the reader is presented with an answer to these questions which
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accommodates both the demands of the social order within what is still a fairly

rigid class structure as well as the need for recognition of Martín as an individual

with an identity worthy of both love and admission into Leonor’s social class. The

solution to such a dilemma is a compromise; Leonor will recognize and act upon

her feelings for Martín and these feelings in turn speak to Martín’s personal

qualities, his individual worth, intelligence, valor, integrity, and loyalty.  The

caveat is that he must acquire material wealth as well, something Leonor’s father

will ensure: “El mozo que te acompañó lleva una maleta para ti con un ligero

equipaje: allí encontrarás cartas de recomendación para ciertos comerciantes de

Lima, amigos de Papá, y además los realillos que necesitas para los gastos de tu

viaje y los primeros que tengas que hacer en Lima; lo demás está previsto en las

cartas de que te hablo…” (385).

This  type of romantic liaison conditioned by or hinging on monetary

interests of a specific social class, or a specific business deal, appears often in the

text. Rafael mentions to Martín that Don Dámaso was only too willing to carry out

his expulsion from Matilde’s house for reasons having to do with personal

economic gain. Commenting on the Bildungsroman and the rise of capitalism,

Franco Moretti notes that “Beyond organistic synthesis, what appears here is that

indelible image of bourgeois thought – exchange…` and one in which something is

gained and something is lost” (16).  In this society, in which money has become all

important, the search for capital becomes paramount and its ability to transform the

individual by moving him or her up  or down the social ladder  complicates the
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process of coming of age because it causes a disruption in the traditional

assumption of adult roles in society: “In dismantling the continuity between

generations, as is well known, the new and destabilizing forces of capitalism

impose a hitherto unknown social mobility” (Moretti 4). The social mobility

referred to by  Moretti can be seen in Martín Rivas, hence, a rich speculator’s son

may not count on assuming his father’s role as a rich speculator himself; a

pauperized miner’s son may, through connections and the right combination of

personal traits, rise to become a rich man who never works a day in the mine that

broke his father, and  an obscure clerk may, through marriage and business savvy,

wind up becoming one of society’s wealthiest and most powerful men.

As Buckley notes, it is in the city where the protagonist’s “real education

begins, not only his preparation for a career but also – and often more importantly –

his direct experience of urban life.  The latter involves at least two love affairs or

sexual encounters, one debasing, one exalting…” (17)  Martín does not experience

a debasing love affair first hand; however, his education in these matters comes

through his involvement in Don Dámaso’s son Agustín’s close encounter with

almost being  forced into marriage to a girl from a lower social class, as well as

vicariously by listening to Rafael’s story of his involvement with a girl from a

much lower social class, Adelaida.  Both of these  subplots involve the ins and outs

of love affairs seen through the prism of social class or the possession or lack of

wealth.  Debasement here is almost inextricably linked to poverty; what is debasing
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is seen as the mixing, romantically,  of elements traditionally held apart, at least

legally or formally.

Shortly after becoming a friend of Rafael’s, Martín accompanies him to a

party, obstensibly in order to cheer themselves up, each being forlorn over an

impossible love.   Prior to going to the party, Rafael instructs Martín regarding

what to expect, emphasizing particularly the social class of the people he will meet

there:  “Te diré, pues, que te voy a presentar en una casa donde hay niñas y que vas

a asistir a lo que en términos técnicos se llama un picholeo, si conoces la

significación de esta palabra, inferirás que no es al seno de la aristocracia de

Santiago a donde vas a penetrar.  Las personas que te recibirán pertenecen a las que

otra palabra social chilena llama gentes de medio pelo” (65).  The emphasis on

social class is first and foremost in his explanation to Martín. Later he will go into

details about the people that make up the family in the house where the party is to

take place.  Social class is, however, the main marker in identifying who the people

are.

The daughters in this household will each in turn allow Martín to

experience, albeit vicariously, a debasing love affair.  Adelaida, first wooed and

then left with a baby by Rafael, will then become the object of Agustín’s affections.

Agustín is characterized from the beginning of the novel as a dandy, the son of a

rich man who is sent to France to acquire knowledge and returns with “gran acopio

de ropa y alhajas, en cambio de los conocimientos que  no se había cuidado de

adquirir en su viaje.  Su pelo rizado, la gracia de su persona y su perfecta elegancia
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hacían olvidar lo vacío de su cabeza  y los treinta mil pesos invertidos en hacer

pasear la persona del joven Agustín por los enlosados de las principales ciudades

europeas” (16).  Referred to throughout the novel as “el elegante,” Agustín will be

the main protagonist in what will be a degrading love affair.  He attends the parties

held at Adelaida’s house and there, often in  ridiculous fashion, he tries to win her

affections.   The setting in which his courtship of Adelaida takes place is described

as a house in a poor neighborhood. The atmosphere is one of first trying to copy the

tertulias held in aristocratic families but later winding down into a sordid situation

in which the men are drunk and Agustín makes a fool of himself dancing the can-

can, which he claims to have learned in France, while everyone else dances the

cueca, Chile’s national dance.  At the end of the night several men are sleeping  off

the liquor, including Agustín.   The atmosphere is one of debauchery, poverty, and

relationships based on lies having more to do with climbing the social ladder on the

one hand, and appeasing the demands of a sexual appetite on the other, than with

love in the lofty sense of the word:

Agustín, aprovechándose del ruido, decía con apasionado acento a

Adelaida:

-Yo necesito una prueba de su amor.

-¿Y usted qué prueba me da? – preguntó ella.

-¿Yo? La que usted demande.

-Si usted me quisiese, como dice – replicó la niña – se contentaría con mi

palabra y no me pediría más pruebas.
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-Es que nunca puedo hablar con usted con libertad – repuso Agustín -, y por

eso insisto en lo que le pedí la otra noche.

-¿La otra noche? ¿Qué cosa? No me acuerdo.

-Una cita.

-¡Ay, por Dios! Es mucho pedir.

-¿Por qué? – preguntó Agustín, con la más rendida entonación de la voz.

-Si le doy una cita, ¿quién puede perder en ella?  Soy yo, ¿no es verdad?

-¿No me cree usted bastante caballero?

-Al contrario; demasiado.

-¿Y por qué demasiado?

-Porque nunca se casaría conmigo; diga la verdad.

-Sí, ¿por qué lo duda?

Adelaida leyó en la vacilación la falsía de la respuesta; mas no dió señales

de disgusto. Fingiendo, por el contrario, haber creído en ella, volvió a preguntar:

-¿No me engaña usted?; ¿me lo jura?

Agustín, lanzado en el campo de la mentira, no titubea para responder al

instante:

-Sí, se lo juro. (120)

Martín’s involvement in Agustín’s affair with Adelaida is both as an

observer and as a source of help once Agustín is caught up in Amador’s  failed plot

to trick him into marrying Adelaida.  Martín attends the parties and is informed of

the details of Agustín’s passion for Adelaida by his friend Rafael.  At the parties he
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has the opportunity to observe Agustín’s behavior so that when his friend asks him

how he knew about his love for Adelaida, Martín answers: “Lo he conocido a

primera vista” (116).  Martín’s involvement in extricating Agustín from the specter

of what would have been a forced marriage is a learning experience as well; he is

informed of all the details surrounding the entrapment and arrives at the conclusion

that the marriage is false.  Martín is learning the lessons offered to him by his

experiences in the city, with its mingling of elements and the opportunities it

affords for an array of experiences involving different types of people. Despite the

fact that Martín does not himself become involved in a demeaning love affair, he is

surrounded by people who have done so and through his conversations,

observations, and peripheral involvement in these affairs Martín learns valuable

lessons about love. Throughout the novel, he makes comparisons between his

situation, an impossible love for Leonor, and that of his friends, and he is often

tempted to follow in their footsteps: “Cada vez siento aumentarse mi pasión a

medida que la esperanza de ser amado se aleja.  ¿No es mejor, como Rafael y

Agustín, apagar en una amor fácil la sed del alma, que devora la tranquilidad del

espíritu?” (117). Martín, however, resists the temptation to do as his friends do,

limiting himself to participating vicariously in their love affairs.

Agustín’s pretensions of having absorbed  French culture to the point of

becoming in some measure French, his constant insertion of Chileanized French

words into his conversations, and his persistent references to elements of French

culture while at the same time trying to shed or downplay his Chilean persona, are
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an object of ridicule by the other guests at the picholeo.  Agustin’s efforts are

fodder for laughter on the part of the people at the party.  However, these same

people seek to alter or reconstitute their own identity as well.  Doña Bernarda hopes

to enter the haute bourgeois social circle by marrying her daughter off  to Agustín

and her efforts to transform herself by altering her outward appearance are

presented in a comic light: “Preciso es advertir que doña Bernarda se había

ataviado con el propósito de parecer una señora a las personas ante quienes había

determinado presentarse.  Sobre un vestido de vistosos colores, estrenado en el

recién pasado Dieciocho de Septiembre, caía, dejando desnudos los hombros, un

pañuelo de espumilla, bordado de colores, comprado a lance a una criada de una

señora vieja, que lo había llevado en sus mejores años.  Sin sospechar que aquel

traje olía de luego a luego a gente de medio pelo, doña Bernarda entró convencida

de que le bastaría para dar a los que la viesen una alta idea de su persona” (262).

This aspect of some of the character’s personalities, their desire to

reconstitute their identity, be it as a pseudo Frenchman or a member of the

bourgeosie, is connected  to the underlying change in society that is beginning to

occur and which, by altering the status quo, changes the way in which personal

identity is formed. Changing the process by which cultural, class, or gender identity

is arrived at creates a situation in which coming of age is no longer a simple pattern

of repetition from one generation to another, but becomes more a matter of choice.

Agustín’s efforts at presenting himself as somewhat French, his hostess’s efforts at

appearing to be from another social class, and Martín’s episode with the shoes at
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the beginning of the novel, all reflect this choice with respect to identity, something

which complicates and will in later novels further complicate the coming of age

process.

 In his discussion of  nineteenth-century society and the changes brought

about by capitalism, with its emphasis on consumption, Don Slater points out that:

“Fashion, in the sense of the conspicuous and changing display of status through

consumption, was largely confined to the aristocracy, not just because of the

poverty of other ranks but also largely because of social rigidity.  The appearance

of fashion marks a moment in which the fixity of ranks and states is breaking

down” (19). In Martín Rivas fashion is important to members of the haute

bourgeosie as well as to the lower social classes, who are well aware of what is in

fashion and what style says about status and identity.  In attempting to force

Agustín to purchase for both Adelaida and herself the clothing and accessories she

deems necessary for them to to enter “la más escogida sociedad” (161), the girl’s

mother makes a list: “Doña Bernarda entró entonces en la descripción de los

vestidos que convendrían a su hija, sin olvidar los que a ella le gustaría tener,

indicando las tiendas en que podrían encontrarse.  Lo prolijo de los detalles hacía

ver que la buena señora había meditado detenidamente su asunto... En su

enumeración entraron, además de los vestidos de color, una buena basquiña negra y

un mantón de espumilla para ella, que no podía por el calor, sufrir el merino” (160).

She has a clear idea of what is necessary in terms of accoutrements and accessories
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to create an outward appearance that will ease the process of changing  the self into

a form acceptable to another social set.

The narrator comments on the issue of fashion and the importance of being

seen properly attired without wearing the same clothes repeatedly: “...entre las

señoras, sobre todo, no se admite el paseo por sus fines higiénicos, sino como una

ocasión de mostrarse cada cual los progresos de la moda y el poder del bolsillo del

padre o del marido para costear los magníficos vestidos que las adornan en estas

ocasiones.  En Santiago, ciudad eminentemente elegante, sería un crimen de lesa

moda el presentarse al paseo dos domingos seguidos con el mismo traje” (163).

Fashion has become important and, in a society in which the stability of a long-

established social order is beginning to break down under the influence of the

growing importance of money  and capitalism, fashion, as Slater noted, becomes

important as a tool in redoing the self.

Buckley comments on the role of the Bildungsroman as “frequently the

equivalent of the Renaissance conduct book, insofar as one of its recurrent themes

is the making of a gentleman” (21).  Martín Rivas follows the pattern of a conduct

book in that the protagonist will become a gentleman; however, the definition of

what it is to be a gentleman is not clear in the novel. In a period in which the

traditional order is changing, the acceptable code of conduct changes as well and

what would once have been deemed wrong is now not only acceptable but

rewarded. Martín’s conduct is impeccable; he proves his worth and is admitted into

the upper echelons of  society.  He is surrounded by characters whose conduct is
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less than stellar and who are still firmly considered within he circle of  that society.

Agustín, for example, is without a doubt a member of the fold despite his lack of

moral rectitude, his lying, and his attempts to take advantage of a poor girl.  Don

Dámaso not only is a member of the haute bourgeoisie, but is one of its most

respected representatives and  himself possesses a dubious moral code, having

more to do with economic laws than with  moral absolutes.  He waffles between

political parties depending on what would benefit him most at the moment and

marries not for love but for money, which he acquires in “El mundo de los

negocios, que es el mundo de la riqueza por la riqueza, es un mundo de engaños”

(Faletto103).

What separates who is to be considered a gentleman from who will not has

more to do with money than moral rectitude. If early Bildungsromane, as Buckley

notes, resembled rennaisance conduct books, which had to do with the appropriate

behaviors in the making of a gentleman, by the nineteenth century Bildungsroman

this resemblance has been modified so that appropriate behaviors are distorted to

some extent by the wealth of the people involved.  Wealth becomes more of a

yardstick by which a person is judged and the rules of gentlemanly conduct differ

depending on weather a person is a member of the bourgeoisie or someone who is

trying to be admitted  into this class: “In the busy world of middle class progress

the gentlemanly ideal becomes increasingly difficult to discover or define...In the

jargon of the time, to ‘make good’ is to make money, and the gentleman, especially

if his resources are limited, commands less respect than the financial ‘success’.
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Money therefore assumes a new and pervasive importance in the Bildungsroman”

(Buckley 21).3  The case of Martín’s friend Rafael most clearly illustrates this

situation.  Having been born into an aristocratic family, Rafael has led the life of an

wealthy youth on the path to becoming, through the proper schooling, marriage to

the right girl, and the assumption of his father’s business interests, a gentleman and

a member of the upper-echelon bourgeoisie.  The loss of his inheritance and the

death of his father is enough, despite his background, to put him outside the circle

of those considered within the ranks of this privileged class.  Beyond his exclusion

from  upper- class society, the loss of his wealth impacts Rafael’s behavior. His

moral code is so weakened  that he seeks out an atmosphere in which he can carry

on in a very immoral manner, indulging in the pleasures of sex without the need to

meet rigorous social and material qualifications and without having to marry to do

so.  In contrast to Rafael, Agustín and Don Dámaso have neither been pauperized

nor crossed the line of conduct deemed unacceptable within the circle of

gentlemen.

It is in comparing Agustín’s and don Dámaso’s cases to that of Rafael that

the standard for what is considered proper conduct and behavior which is

considered unacceptable can be teased out of the changing social context. Agustín’s

bumbling attempts at wooing Adelaida do not succeed and therefore fail to create a

situation of irreversible mixing between social classes.  His affair with Adelaida is

                                                  
3 Many critics note this aspect of the coming of age novel.  For further readings see François Jost
“Variations of a Species: The Bildungsroman,” Symposium 37.2 (1983): 125-46.
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never consummated and there is, therefore, no permanent or lasting connection

made between himself and the ‘gente de medio pelo’.  He bribes his way out of a

potentially embarrassing situation, but one in which he has neither permanently tied

himself to Adelaida nor hurt anyone.  Don Dámaso has married for money in order

to elevate his status but he has fullfilled his vows, producing several offspring with

his wife. There is no hint of marital infidelity with members of any social class.

Beyond this Don Dámaso has, in the moral code of a society which values money

highly, behaved impeccably, investing his wife’s money wisely, multiplying it, and

caring for it in such a way as to  become an extremely rich man.

What separates Rafael from Agustín and Don Dámaso is the former’s loss

of wealth.  Losing  Don Dámaso’s niece Matilde is the reason he gives for

behaving in the fashion he has with Adelaida, making her pregnant and not

marrying her, yet the root of the problem is his sudden lack of means.  It is assumed

that had he not suffered the financial reverses  he would not have been shut out of

Matilde’s life and would therefore not have found himself looking for consolation

with Adelaida.  Rafael further crosses the line and seals his fate by engaging in

behaviors that permanently and inescapably connect him to the lower social

classes; he produces a child with Adelaida.  This, beyond everything else he does,

closes off his opportunities at redemption and readmission into the fold.  When

Rafael has, with his uncle’s help and some valuable real estate on the table, set

himself on the road to economic recovery and managed to secure his marriage to

Matilde once again, it is this transgression, the mixing of classes made flesh,
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without the required tests prior to acceptance of a lower-class person into the circle,

that is bound to send him to his doom.

In a society on the cusp of change in its social order, Rafael’s breach in

conduct is intolerable.  The flexibility in the social order is small and there is a

price to pay for admission into the gentlemanly circle.  Martín follows the course

prescribed, jumping through all the hoops presented to him, and is finally allowed

in with the condition that he acquire the wealth necessary.  Don Dámaso’s case is

similar in that his diligence regarding money proves his worth and buys him

admission into the circle.  Being born into the fold can serve as armor against errant

ways for Agustín, but in Rafael’s case pauperization, even with the later material

support of a rich uncle, cannot be overcome.  Rafael’s behavior threatens to upset

the gradual pace of change, tilting the social order too quickly.  An indiscriminate

and unregulated crossing  of elements across a social filter  designed to regulate and

slow down this process is inexcusable, putting Rafael  beyond the pale.

As if to highlight the importance of money  in determining one’s identity,

one’s possibilities and one’s limitations, the novel includes descriptions of how

Matilde’s father, Don Fidel, shapes his decisions regarding his daughter’s future

with an eye toward financial gain.  It is Don Fidel who, when Rafael’s father loses

his fortune, asks his brother-in-law to turn him out of the house with instructions to

stay away from Matilde. Don Fidel then reconsiders this decision when he becomes

aware of Rafael’s uncle’s involvement in his nephew’s affairs and his promise to

lease some property he owns to Don Fidel with the understanding that the marriage
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between Rafael and Matilde will take place. Adelaida’s mother ruins this bourgeois

solution to Rafael’s problem by  showing  up at a family gathering with his

illegitimate son and causing Matilde’s decision to break off her second engagement

to Rafael. Don Fidel, however,  is insistent that all will pass and the wedding plans

should continue:  “Vamos – dijo – don Fidel -, espero que no tomarán ustedes a lo

serio los destinos de la vieja.  Que hable cuanto le dé la gana.  ¡Cómo podemos

nosotros volverle el honor a su hija!  ¿No le parece, mi señor Don Pedro?  El

interés hablaba por la boca de don Fidel en aquellas palabras.  La idea de romper el

ajustado enlace de su hija con Rafael le parecía deplorable, considerando que de tal

enlace dependía el arriendo de ‘El Roble’” (266).  What is uppermost in Don

Fidel’s mind is the effort to continue his lease on the property in question. In his

opinion, an illegitimate son is a surmountable problem on the road to his daughter’s

wedding; the pauperization of her future husband is not.

Simmel, in his  The Philosophy of Money (1978), discusses the gradual

penetration of the money economy into the centuries-old traditional social order

based on the clan and its close ties to land. The money economy “brought about a

situation in which land could be mortgaged and rents received from it without

affecting the owner personally or reducing his social position” (320).  Hence, it is

possible to note in Martín Rivas this new importance of land, not simply as a

possession and a marker of social status, of belonging to the terrateniente class, but

also as a commodity in the money market which leads to “the tendency to split up

the land and draw it into the restlessness of economic life” (Simmel 321).  Rafael’s
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uncle is a wealthy member of the landed aristocracy who is using his property as a

commodity in the money economy, leasing it to a third party who will then be

involved in making it produce. Don Pedro’s profit on his land will not come from

making it productive in terms of crops or livestock, but as a commodity.  Oscar

Muñoz Gomá comments on this situation, noting that “Tal penetración es un

desafío a la integridad del sistema de valores sociales heredados de la sociedad

tradicional” (46).

It is possible to note in Martín Rivas  incipient changes in the social order.

Men like Don Dámaso rise considerably in status from clerks to wealthy, respected

members of the bourgeoisie and others like Rafael, born into that class,  will die out

without furthering their line.  The newer rich will consolidate their interests through

marriage, as seen in the union of Matilde with her cousin Agustín, considered by

Don Fidel to be a stroke of  genius: “Asegurar el arriendo y casar a Matilde con

Agustín – pensaba en el camino – sería un golpe maestro” (275).

The social order is in flux; some old money goes down and new money,

under the watchful eye of men like Don Dámaso and with the social conniving of

men like Don Fidel, will build upon itself.  It is against this social backdrop that

Martín’s coming of age unfolds. He will, like Don Dámaso, marry above his

station, but, unlike the latter, he will do so for love.  It is understood that he will

acquire the necessary money pedigree. However, the reader is made to understand

that, unlike other characters in the novel, Martín represents the best possible union

of money with character.
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Buckley notes of the protagonist of the Bildungsroman that “If he survives

his trial by parents, by money, by the city, the hero, like the knights of old

romances, may still have to undergo further testing before his initiation is

completed” (22). Martín survives the death of his father and the ensuing economic

difficulties brought about by this event and his having to leave his provincial home

to find his way in the city.  He overcomes temptations placed in his way, such as

the opportunity for an easy love affair with a young woman of the lower middle

class.  He acts in an upright manner when she offers herself to him and he

maintains his political affiliations, putting his life in danger in a political uprising in

which he expresses solidarity with the Sociedad Para la Igualdad through battle.

These tests, however, amount to an initial process for determining his character,

akin to the testing done to appraise the purity of a precious metal.  Once the

substance is determined to be of a high standard, it is then ready to be shaped into

something useful or valuable.  Likewise, Martín, having passed through all the

hoops presented to him in Santiago, must still overcome one last obstacle; his

accommodation into the  proper social class.  He must acquire the material wealth

necessary to shape him into a gentleman.  Discussing other protagonists, Buckley

notes that this last ordeal is often connected to the love of a woman and resolving

the issues surrounding it hinges on a central conflict that is “personal in origin; the

problem lies with the hero himself.  Thus David Copperfield has an errant heart,

and Pip misdirects his ambitions and affections” (22).  In Martín’s case, the central

conflict that ultimately must be resolved for him to be saved, both literally from
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death for his involvement in the political uprising as well as figuratively in order

for him to triumph over adversity and marry Leonor, is his poverty.  Martín must

acquire the trappings of a gentleman, beyond his already-established worthy traits

such as honesty, intelligence, constancy, loyalty, and moral rectitude.  Now that he

has passed all the tests to determine his sterling nature, he must be reshaped into a

gentleman.  Martín is to take over the family business, leaving his father-in-law to

delve more deeply into politics: “Don Dámaso Encina encomendó a Martín la

dirección de sus asuntos, para entregarse, con más libertad de espíritu, a las

fluctuaciones políticas que esperaba le diesen algún día el sillón de senador” (388).

Hence, it is possible to note that in this novel, chronologically the earliest in

the group to be included, Martín’s coming of age, while following Buckley’s

outline closely, is marked by issues of identity as it is linked to social class and

wealth in a society in which the rules on who can attain status and how money is

accumulated are changing.   Joshua Esty draws an allegory between the society into

which a protagonist is thrust and his or her eventual coming of age: “Within the

allegorical formula, then, adulthood and nationhood function as mutually

reinforcing versions of a stable identity; they are fixed states of being that give

meaning to an otherwise chaotic set of personal and social transformations” (143).

The accommodation into society that is the cornerstone of the Bildungsroman

becomes more difficult the less stable the society. Martín Rivas is an example of a

Bildungsroman set in a period of relative stability. Change in the social order is

occurring and there are markers in the novel that betray this: the importance of
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fashion, the change in the way money is accumulated, the commodification of

property, the reconstitution of the upper class through marriage and acquisition of

large amounts of wealth, and the political upheaval described in the novel.

However, change in this novel is still gradual.  The social circles involved are small

and great transnational, transcultural penetration has not occurred. Thus, Martín’s

coming of age is completed; he accommodates himself to the social order in the

manner described by Moretti as ideal for any protagonist in a coming of age novel,

“as a ‘free individual,’ not as a fearful subject but as a convinced citizen, one who

perceives the social norms as one’s own” (“Comfort” 116).

The ending of Martín Rivas, the protagonist’s happy adjustment to the

demands of the social order, the accommodation of his self to society, his having

found his niche and entered it, signal success and a hopeful eye toward the future.

It is to be expected that in later novels, as the social order becomes less stable and

the pace of change increases, accommodation between the self and the larger

society will become more difficult to achieve “and uneventful socialization of ‘old

youth’ becomes increasingly implausible; it becomes a problem, one that makes

youth itself problematic” (Moretti 4).  Martín’s story, however, like a good conduct

book, shows the steps to be taken as well as the pitfalls to be avoided in order to

succeed. Success here is still a viable option and compromise is not so great as to

make adjustment impossible.
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CHAPTER TWO

LOSING ONE’S WAY IN A CHANGING WORLD:
UN PERDIDO

In Martín Rivas the reader is presented with the story of a young man’s

successful passage from youth into adulthood, with all that this implies, including

marriage, employment, and finding a niche within society, that is, finding himself

ultimately at home in the world. The story presented in Eduardo Barrios’s Un

perdido (1918) is that of the protagonist’s failure in his attempts at doing these

things.  Un perdido narrates the life of Luis Bernales, from childhood into early

adulthood, as a series of unsuccessful efforts at finding a social niche, security,

stability, and a degree of comfort in society. On the first page of the novel, indeed,

in the first paragraph, the reader is given a hint of the problems that will haunt Luis,

making impossible his successful coming of age: “Este niño tiene alma de Vera en

cuerpo de Bernales” (11).  With these words Luis’s grandfather is referring to the

fact that in terms of personality his grandson is similar to his mother’s side of the

family, the Veras, but physically the boy has the build of his father’s side of the

family, the Bernales.  Luis is a divided character in more ways than one.  Beyond

the hint at a genetic predisposition toward certain characteristics, a fact that

highlights the naturalistic tendencies in the novel, Luis is possessed of a reflective,
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shy personality in a world in which, evermore, energy, adaptability to change, and

the ability to wear masks are the necessary traits for success.

Un perdido was first published in 1918 and the events narrated are assumed

to take place in the first decades of the twentieth century.  At this time social and

economic changes already seen in the nineteenth century widen in scope;

capitalism, the rise of the working class as a force in politics, the migration of

peasants away from the countryside and toward the mines in the north, leading to a

mining enclave which early on showed a strong degree of unity and political

direction, as well as continuing industrialization and  the ensuing migration of

people to the city,  created a class of workers freed from the yoke of the

patrón/peón relationship that would still exist in the countryside for many more

years.  These events accelerate the pace of social changes already, to some extent,

seen in Martín Rivas, a situation which complicates Luis’s coming of age much

more than that of his predecessor, Martín: “But when status society starts to

collapse, the countryside is abandoned for the city, and the world of work changes

at an incredible and incessant pace, the colorless and uneventful socialization of

‘old youth’ becomes increasingly implausible: it becomes a problem, one that

makes youth itself problematic” (Moretti, Way 4).  In this society the integrity and

steadfastness shown by Martín would not be enough; here other tools are necessary,

tools which members of the old landed gentry class often do not possess. As

Timothy Scully points out in his book Los partidos de centro y la evolución política
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chilena, changes occurring in the mining regions of the north and in the cities came

much, much later to the countryside. It is no surprise that in this novel the majority

of the characters in flux are on their way down the social ladder, as opposed to the

situation in Martín Rivas, in which many of the characters are members of the

newly wealthy.

Un perdido begins in Quillota, an area in the heart of the countryside

dominated by the landed gentry and the place where Luis will spend his early

childhood years being raised by his mother and grandparents. His father, a career

military officer, will move often and visit infrequently. The Vera home in Quillota

represents the traditional, pre-capitalistic world prior to the economic and social

changes that were happening in the north and in Santiago.  Graciela Montaldo,

speaking about novels written during the period, notes that “las obras del fin de

siglo exponen las reliquias de la cultura (como restos) y las incertidumbres de lo

Nuevo, como la referencia concreta de la experiencia vertiginosa de lo moderno”

(43).    Further on in the novel, due to some rather tragic circumstances Luis is

forced to leave Quillota, the family farm and home are lost, and he goes to live with

his estranged father in Iquique “durante el mayor auge de la exportación de salitre”

(Silva 248).  In Iquique Luis will receive some formal education, have his first job,

and, in Buckley’s terms, experience a love affair that is “exalting,” albeit with a

certain twist (his lover is a prostitute) that makes a comment on society.  After a

couple of years in Iquique, Luis, once again due to tragic circumstances, must
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move to Santiago to live with his paternal grandparents.  In Santiago Luis

experiences, among many other things, the “debasing” love affair referred to by

Buckley.  Un perdido follows Buckley’s general outline of characteristics of the

coming-of-age novel with the difference that there is no successful accommodation

of the protagonist into society.

In Quillota Luis’s early childhood is spent in somewhat of an arcadia, a

country house in which his maternal grandfather is a benevolent father figure and

where time flows placidly without the intrusion of any unstable outside influences

or economic pressures.  Luis is described as “hijo de la madurez, de la edad de los

desengaños: por esto pudiera nacer algo vencido de espíritu… cansado al menos”

(16).  In this first phase of his life, emphasis is placed on this aspect of his

personality with the dictates of naturalism prescribing that the root of such a

personality be arrived at scientifically:  “Yo te aseguraría, Rosario… que el estado

de nuestro ánimo al procrear imprime su tono en el hijo” (16) Luis himself remarks

to his grandfather on his feeling of inadequacy or discomfort in social situations

and seems to find his happiest moments in contemplation, alone, reflecting:

“Resecos los labios, con espuma ligosa en las comisuras, iba en busca de la fuente

de mármol.  Aquella taza blanca, verde en sus oquedades añejas, le detenía el

espíritu como en un quietismo ancestral, helado y extrañamente amplificador de su

conciencia balbuciente” (17).  This aspect of Luis’s personality leads his
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grandfather to believe that, unlike his brother Anselmo, Luis would do well to stay

close to home in Quillota: “Tú no serías militar …, ¿no?” (23).

The difficulties posed by Luis’s shy, reflective personality will not surface

except in a setting other than the placid country home of his grandparents. When

put in contact with elements foreign to Quillota, Luis becomes uncomfortable and

unable to overcome feelings of inadequacy or extreme shyness; for example, his

father’s visits cause some strain since Luis realizes his father expects something

from him that the boy can’t deliver.  An event that brings to a head the extent of the

problem for the reader is a costume party given by a neighbor family “denotando el

gusto exquisito de su fina cepa francesa” (27),  to which the Veras are invited.  Luis

is a young boy at the time and becomes extremely excited at the idea of the

costume, mostly because he feels a certain safety wearing a mask and imagines

himself “abolida la timidez bajo el admirable invento del antifaz, diciendo cosas

divertidas para desconcertar a todos y él quedarse tan fresco.  Gracias a ese trozito

de seda ningún deslate podía pesar en la responsabilidad” (27).  At the party Luis

not only fails to feel relaxed socially but instead becomes so overwhelmed with

anxiety that he must leave and find a place to be alone, outside, in the natural

setting of the countryside.

This event is significant because it will mirror what happens to Luis in the

larger world of the city later on, when he will fail in the ability to wear masks in

order to succeed, a situation which in some measure condemns the larger society
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whose “guilt lies in its forcing the individual to wear a mask and betray himself”

(Peckham 104).  The narrator further indicts the society at large when he states that

Luis “no lograba descubrir qué actitud tomar en el mundo. ¡Qué raro el mundo! O

qué raro resultaba en el mundo él.  Porque todos eran así, y a él le anulaban todos,

le repelían, le arrinconaban, inmovilizándole dentro de sí mismo” (27).  Clearly,

Luis’s difficulties not only stem   from his own personality but also are connected

to the nature of society at large.

Many critics have commented on Luis’s shy, introverted personality.  Raúl

Silva Castro describes him as “un introvertido típico de exacerbada timidez” (253),

and Jerry Benbow characterizes Luis as “a weak protagonist whose fate has been

decided by his environment and heredity” (88).  Other critics note Barrios’s

tendency to create protagonists who are “seres débiles por disposición anímica,

víctimas de su propia abulia” (Peralta 361), as well as his emphasis on “los

hombres de la ciudad, y sobre todo de la gran ciudad” (Peralta 362).  Benjamín

Marínez López remarks on the connection that exists between Barrios’s characters

and their environment, particularly in Un perdido. López comments that “El tema

general de casi toda la obra de Barrios – el mundo interior del hombre en pugna con

la realidad – reaparece aquí con variaciones en la caracterización del personaje, la

presentación del ambiente y el desenlace del conflicto” (56).  This chapter will link

the characteristics of Luis’s personality noted by these critics with the particular

environments in which his coming of age unfolds.  By noting concrete changes in
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his surroundings as he moves from one city to another, and by taking into account

Scully’s observation regarding the cultural and political gap between the

countryside and the city at this time, this chapter will bring into focus how these

changes affect and alter the traditional coming-o- age process as it was depicted in

Martín Rivas and outlined by Buckley.  Resetting the angle from which Luis’s

personality and final outcome is studied will expand on the aspects already noted

by these critics and may ultimately redefine Peralta’s statement that Luis is one of

many “víctimas de su propia abulia” (361).  By focusing on and dissecting the

different societies into which Luis moves, this chapter will highlight the connection

between the environment and Luis’s ultimate outcome, a procedure which may

shift the explanation for this outcome from that of a victim “de su propia abulia”

(Peralta 361) to that of a victim of a society which pushes to the fringes those that

do not or cannot meet its demands.

Throughout the novel society is colored as if reflected through the prism of

Luis's social inadequacy, and what emerges seems deformed.  On the other hand,

even when Luis seems to be doing well his happiness is distorted when passed

through the lens of society. In Iquique Luis is the happiest he has been since

leaving Quillota. He is in love with a prostitute and wishes to set up house with her.

However, he knows he will have to deal with his father’s reaction to this, a reaction

which encompasses all those rules of a society which would frown on such a

relationship regardless of whether it made him happy:  “había de afrontar sin
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cegarse demasiado el conflicto que con el comandante surgiría…Por lo general, en

las novelas, el protagonista de esta clase de idilios no pasaba de ser un pobre joven

huérfano…Y él era hijo del segundo jefe de un regimiento, nada menos” (87).

Social class, once again, will make the attainment of happiness difficult.  Whereas

in Iquique Luis maintains a certain level of prestige due to his father’s position, and

it is this position which provides him the cash to afford the night life and be

befriended by the cadets who will initiate him into this night life, it is also this same

social status which will pose a problem for him regarding his relationship with the

prostitute.  Social class here is a double-edged sword and nothing is as clear as it

was for Martín Rivas.

As if to counter balance this mutually warping effect of Luis on society and

vice-versa, his brother, Anselmo, exists.  Anselmo is the character equipped with

the necessary tools to succeed in a modern, market-driven, dynamic society:  “Es

un muchacho que ha nacido para vencer y ser feliz.  Robusto y alegre, duro y

simpático, dominante y generoso…dosis equilibradas de egoísmo y desinterés, de

frialdad y entusiasmo…y verás a todo en la vida se adaptará ese niño” (20).

Anselmo will succeed in his initiation into the world; he will accommodate and

rise, like cream, to the top of his field.  In this novel, however, we are not told the

story of Anselmo, the stronger brother, whose happy ending parallels that of Martín

Rivas.  Instead, we are told the story of Luis, the weaker, reflective brother.  The

reason for this is twofold: one is a to make a comment on society, and the second
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has to do, once again, with issues of social class and the idea that “With few

exceptions…the people who attempt to cross class lines wreck their lives…”

(Alden 18). As in Martín Rivas, the issue of social class will have a bearing on the

protagonist’s identity.  In this novel, however, the crux of the matter will be the

lack of the material means to maintain a life style which, once Luis leaves Quillota,

will become ever more difficult to sustain.  Instead of setting out the rules on how

to climb the social ladder with success and integrity, this novel focuses on how to

descend that ladder without losing one’s sense of self, or without being forced to

lose one’s self in order to climb back up.

Anselmo, the older brother, is what Lionel Trilling would term the “noble

self,” a term which “conveys the idea not of abstractly right conduct but of a

characteristic manner or style of approved conduct…and such moral virtue as may

be attributed to it follows incidentally from its expressing the privilege and function

of its social status in mien and deportment” (36).  Anselmo enters the military, a

profession which, Trilling notes, emphasizes the traits “definitive in the formation

of the noble self” (36).   Narrating the life of the brother whose assimilation into

society is easy and who follows the pattern of “the slow and and predictable

process towards one’s father’s work” (Moretti, Way 4), which Franco Moretti

identifies with the uneventful socialization of youth prior to the difficulties imposed

by a changed social scape, would not make much of a comment on society since

there would be little disagreement between his self and society.  Anselmo’s
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struggles, if there are any, are glossed over and he will appear only periodically

throughout the novel, emerging at the end as a grown man, successful, happy, and

assimilated.

The other point of difference between Luis and his older brother,

temperament aside, has to do with money and social class.  Once again, as seen in

Martín Rivas, these two elements go a long way in helping, hindering, or confusing

the protagonist in his search for a stable and acceptable position in the world.

Anselmo leaves the country home in Quillota before the economic collapse of the

family, when he is still financially able to maintain the life style to which he is

accustomed and to present himself as a member of the terrateniente class.  By the

time financial ruin occurs in the Vera household, Anselmo is well on his way

toward being fully independent.  Luis, on the other hand, is only a young boy of

fourteen when the family suffers bandruptcy and when he loses both his

grandparents and his mother, a situation which Buckley notes “usually symbolizes

or parallels a loss of faith in the values of the hero’s home and family and leads

inevitably to the search for a substitute parent or creed” (19).  In this novel Luis

will first look for a substitute parent in his biological father, who until Luis is

forced to leave Quillota had been alienated from the boy and had not played the

role of parent.  When his attempts at forming a bond with his biological father fail,

he will look to another cadet, Teniente Blanco, whom he finds similar to his

grandfather: “Tiene usted mucho de mi papá Juan, Blanco” (94).    When Luis
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leaves Quillota he knows there is nothing behind him to go back to; there is a void

between himself and his past.  Luis leaves on shaky ground whereas Anselmo

leaves knowing that everything stays in place behind him. Once Luis leaves

Quillota he experiences what David Miles notes as common to the heroes of many

bildungsromane written after Wilhelm Meister:  “The pattern of his experiences

traces a curve diametrically opposed to that of Wilhelm, beginning in the country

estates of his childhood…his path leads him directly to the lonely crowd of the

modern metropolis.  The anonymity of a Parisian hotel has replaced the sacred

tower society, and the only higher order left is that of the private self” (987).  Luis

will move from the warmth and security of his grandparents’ country home to a

barracks where he will live not with, but separate from his father.  This lack of

warmth will mark him and send him on a path forever seeking what he lost:

“Porque la verdad es que un cuartel es tan frío…no es lo mismo que una casa de

familia…” (65).

Luis will try to be true to himself as he moves further away from Quillota,

and he, like Anselmo, will try to be the “noble soul” described by Trilling.

However, for Luis this will be difficult because the qualities associated with the

noble soul are “realized in and dependent on, certain material conditions” (Trilling

43).  As Luis moves further away from Quillota in terms of the type of society he is

moving to, he will have less and less of the material conditions to support the life

style that would be truly adequate for his personality.  Trilling notes that the noble
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soul exists “in a wholly harmonious relation to the external power of society, to the

point of being identified with it” (22).  As Luis moves from Quillota to Iquique and

finally to Santiago, he becomes less able to maintain any kind of harmonious

relation with society, since each step moves him into a world further away from the

type of pre-capitalistic, traditional, landed gentry life style of Quillota.

In Iquique, transitional space between the old life style in the heart of the

terrateniente stronghold, and Santiago, the center of change, modernization, new

values and a transforming socio-economic landscape, Luis will be caught in a

balancing act involving the opposite poles of his father’s expectations, which

mirror those of society, and his own happiness.  Here, however, he will be able to

manage this balancing act thanks to the joy he finds with in the daytime life of the

brothel and the love he feels for one prostitute in particular, Meche.  The brothel

represents the closest thing to a home Luis experiences since his departure from

Quillota and in it he finds all the characteristics associated with family life.  Luis’s

affair with Meche has aspects that are associated with the exalting love affair

alluded to by Buckley:  selflessness, warmth, and a caring attitude.  Meche cares

for Luis like a wife:  “La mujer le regalaba tal vez más de lo que lograba él darle;

hacíale  lucir corbatas de última moda, y pañuelos de hilo, y calcetines vistosos; le

rociaba con esencias finas, le zurcía la ropa interior, cuidaba que no le faltasen

botones y nunca dejaba de consagrar a su idilio todos los atardeceres, con ese

ardor…” (114).  The afternoon hours he spends at the brothel remind him of life in
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the Quillota country house “Porque al fin de cuentas, el prostíbulo, de día, era como

una familia de muchas niñas que se entretienen juntas, en labores domésticas o

jugando…” (114).

Speaking about the double bind faced by many protagonists in English

Bildungsromane of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, namely the

bind brought about by the pressure to rise in social status in a society in which

changes in the economic structure made it more possible to do so, while at the same

time trying to maintain a stable identity, Patricia Alden notes that

“Lawrence…emphatically rejects the bourgeois and proletarian communities,

envisioning his protagonist’s escape from social molds through sexual experience.

However, he transposes into this ostensibly private arena the fundamental conflict

experienced within the class structure…” (130).  In Barrios’s novel Luis escapes

from social molds and from the pressures imposed on him by society; the pressures

to conform, to wear a costume, in this case the military uniform, in order to fit in,

as well as pressure to do all this by showing strength, versatility, volition.  Luis

escapes these strains with the prostitutes not only through sex but also through

experiencing once again the atmosphere he associates with the old country house in

Quillota.  The life style he left behind is throughout the novel the only one suitable

to him; a life style with time for contemplation and no need for competition or

masks is what he finds at the brothel during the day: “En este patiecillo había un

tonel bajo la llave que goteaba musicalmente, y en su hondura negra se reflejaba el
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sol, pequeño como un espejo en el bolsillo.  A Luis gustábale mirar cómo el astro,

tan pequeñito, temblaba en el fondo del agua, arrugándose con los círculos

concéntricos eternamente renovados por la gota.  Más allá, en el tabique

polvoriento de la cocina, por encima de mil botellas vacías, la jaula con la lora… de

la cocina venían olores domésticos, y por el aire azul, con una poesía de hora

recogida, pasaban los sones del cuerno con que se pregonan los helados en la calle.

Luis amaba todo aquello” (115).  This description is very similar to several given

regarding Luis’s life in Quillota, in contemplation of simple things like the water in

a fountain or letting himself be transported by his senses.

The fact that Luis can find happiness in the brothel in Iquique, but is never

able to repeat this experience in Santiago with the prostitutes there, contains a

commentary on society.  Teniente Blanco’s views on the Iquiqueña prostitutes and

brothel life outline this social commentary as strongly as the later comparison to

prostitutes in Santiago, and Luis’s marriage there, will:  “Tan poco de extraño, que

muchas de ellas concluyen por hacerse mejores que nosotros. Mientras a nosotros,

reflexivos, el vivir en lucha nos amarga y nos torna en cierto modo pérfidos, a ellas,

que no especulan ni económica ni cerebralmente, sus ignorancias mismas, sus

liviandades de mujer y ese fondo incorruptible que yo llamo la fuerza sencilla del

pueblo, las defienden contra el escepticismo y la perfidia” (107).  In his monologue

on this topic Blanco aligns the prostitutes with characteristics of the pobre and of

those who aren’t caught up in economic speculation.  There are plenty of examples
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of prostitutes here who wind up giving more to their clients than the clients pay

them for their services.  In Santiago, however, economic speculation is the basis of

everything. Life is an exercise in exchange value and, for those who have none, an

exercise in survival by one’s wits.

In Iquique the sector of society that is insistently rebuffed by Luis is that

group involved in the theater.  The opera singers and actresses and the entire world

they move in are disliked intensely by Luis: “Abrumaban esos tipos con su bullicio,

su imprudencia y su fraseología de zarzuela” (91). The reason for his dislike of

these people and their milieu is bound up with Luis’ struggle for authenticity, for

placing himself in society without having to assume a role or a mask. He therefore

dislikes these people whom he sees as deceivers, as false, and he is uncomfortable

in this atmosphere in which “the spectator contracts by infection the characteristic

disease of the actor, the attenuation of selfhood that results from

impersonation…by engaging in impersonation at all the actor diminishes his own

existence as a person” (Trilling 64).  For Luis, caught up in the struggle to be

himself and as himself find accommodation into society, who is seeking to resist

the pressure to accommodate via the mask of military life, these characters

represent everything he wants to avoid.

Luis will, through the course of many conversations with Blanco, whom he

sees as something of a surrogate parent, become imbued with the latter’s

philosophical posture:  “Nadie ha podido elegir sus taras, ni el ambiente de su
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niñez, ni la tonificación de sus órganos.  Ahí está la cuestión.  Llegamos a la vida

como efectos de causas en las cuales no se dio participación a nuestra

individualidad.  Nacemos con nuestra suerte echada” (146).  The type of

determinism expressed by Blanco finds its basis in the philosophy of Arthur

Schopenhauer:  “Schopenhauer’s deterministic theory of human action and

motivation is at the basis of Barrios’ view of life, especially as it is reflected in Un

perdido” (Walker, Metaphysics 30). In his critical study of the philosophical

underpinnings of Barrios’s work, Walker notes the influence of both Schopenhauer

and Nietzsche and points out that the latter’s ideas on volition and power of will,

which divide those who are slaves from those who are masters, are present in the

dichotomy between Anselmo, whose will would make him a master, and Luis,

whose lack of will makes him a slave.   The idea of a human beings’ fate being

bound up with factors over which they have no power, such as the constitution of

his personality, as well as Nietzsche’s ideas about strength and volition, are tied to

changes in economic practices, which spilled over into profound transformations in

society and consequently impacted the needs of individuals.  In a pre-capitalistic

society, based on traditional practices and a fixed rather than a fluid social

structure, the pressure to rise or to not fall, the need to go out into the world and

make one’s way, and in so doing accommodate one’s self to the demands of an

ever-changing market, are not as compelling.  Members of a particular class tend to

remain in that class despite a loss of money, since wealth is associated more with
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land ownership than with money; social class tends to be determined by birth.

Patricia Alden describes the situation in England, which has many parallels to what

occurred, albeit later, in Chile: “During the nineteenth century, as the industrial and

democratic revolutions gained momentum, the centuries old, hierarchical caste

system was displaced by a highly stratified but fluid class structure in which an

individual’s social position was increasingly determined not by birth but by bank

account and occupation” (5).   Prior to these changes competition was not as fierce.

It was enough to be, like the protagonist of Martín Rivas, steady, hard working, and

possessed of a sterling moral character, or like Martín’s eventual brother-in-law, a

member of the right class. Volition did not necessarily divide masters from slaves;

instead birth and last name played a stronger role.   Half a century later, making the

adjustment from a provincial, landed gentry life style to what is now a more

dynamic and harsher social scape where in order “To survive in this milieu, a

person must abandon any attachment, any stable commitment…” (Sennet 154),

accommodation becomes much more of an exercise in will and adaptability.  Here a

person would need more individual strength, or, as Nietzsche puts it, volition.

Family name and blood relationships as a guarantee of some measure of security

and privilege are dead. In Santiago, for Luis, the family has, quite literally, died in

that it no longer exists, and if it did, in the life of the city at this time: “As an

agency of society it served especially the task of that difficult mediation through

which, in spite of the illusion of freedom, strict conformity with socially necessary
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requirements was brought about” (Habermas 47). The reader can note the

difference in treatment afforded Martín upon his arrival in Santiago, with a letter of

introduction to a non-relative, to that given Luis by his own paternal grandparents.

Martín  is warmly received by Don Dámaso: “Bueno, Martín, bueno – contesto don

Dámaso – Está usted en su casa. Traiga usted su equipaje y arréglese allá arriba.

Yo como a las cinco: véngase un poquito antes para presentarle a la señora” (13).

In comparison to the description of Martín’s welcome at the hands of Don Dámaso,

Luis describes his first dealings with his paternal grandparents’ family thus: “La

familia santiaguina se manifestó a Lucho dominadora y antipática desde su primera

comunicación con él… Ni un termino cariñoso.  En cambio una contrariedad: él

había pensado distraerse un día en Quillota, buscar a la vieja ama Casilda, cubrir de

flores las tumbas de los suyos y, recorriendo aquellos lugares en que su niñez

habíase deslizado afectuosa y placentera, expandir su con razón siquiera con

recuerdos y conversaciones sentimentales.  Pero he aquí una orden seca y

perentoria le desbarataba la ilusión y, lo peor, marcábale para su nueva existencia

tono de criatura que oye y obedece” (152).   It is of note that when Luis refers to

this part of his family he does not refer to them as his paternal grandparents or even

his grandparents, but rather as “La familia santiaguina” (152).  Implied in this way

of referring to the family is the idea that what makes them thus is connected in

some way to the fact that they reside in Santiago.
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It is possible to see the difference between the two time periods in the

comparison of the feasible outcomes for Luis posed by his grandfather in Quillota

to what will continually be proposed as a ‘solution’ for him once he leaves

Quillota.  In Quillota Luis’s oddness is accepted and an individual solution for him

is expressed by Papá Juan, not a solution merely to force the boy to conform to

society, but rather one solution which would place Luis in a society more agreeable

to his temperament: “¿No te gusta la sociedad de la bulla y el ajetreo?  Húyela”

(36).  Once Luis leaves Quillota, both in Iquique and in Santiago, solutions are

posed which involve forcing the boy to conform to society, specifically in order to

find a profession which will afford him a living as well as a defined position, an

answer to the question of who he is:  namely, the military academy.  Moretti, in a

chapter which  studies coming-of-age novels written between 1898 and 1914 in

Europe, notes that “the world of the late Bildungsroman has solidified into

impersonal institutions, while youth has become more vulnerable, and reluctant to

grow” (“Useless” 47).  The military academy will become for Luis the ever-present

threat of an impersonal institution, bound to force him to wear a mask in order to

conform to a society in which he has no place.  Going back to his first encounter

with a mask, in Quillota at the masquerade, it is easy to see that Luis will not be

successful in attempts to win social acceptance by hiding in the costume of a

military cadet.  Despite the difficulties he encounters, Luis will follow his Papá

Juan’s advice:  “En toda una vida, basta a menudo conocerse a sí mismo para
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acomodarse en el mundo” (36).  Thus, when his father proposes the idea of the

military academy as a solution for Luis, the boy refuses, telling his father:

“Perdona Papá; pero creo que no tengo vocación…conozco mi carácter” (109).

In Santiago Luis finds himself in a completely changed social position. Not

only is he an orphan without any inheritance, truly without access to money or

financial backing from anyone, but he is also in radically different surroundings.

He intensely dislikes his grandparents and his two aunts, all of whom he finds false

and pretentious.  Although his grandfather is retired from a state job “y tenía

mediana fortuna” (155), the family marks even their gossiping with “el sello altivo

y pulcramente aristocrático” (154).  It is here that Luis will fail to accommodate

into a society in which “identity itself can be seen as a saleable commodity.  Self is

not an inner sense of authenticity but rather a calculable condition of social survival

and success…in order to have intimate relationships, social standing, jobs and

careers” (Slater 85).  For Luis, the assumption of an identity in order to move up

the social ladder or  make himself acceptable to a society he himself does not like is

not possible.

The problems associated with the accommodation of the inner self of the

individual to the demands of the larger society are a theme studied by many critics

of the coming of age novel, precisely because it is a large part of the task of the

protagonist to accomplish this accommodation, thus finding his or her niche in
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society.4  During the nineteenth century, changes brought about by capitalism

created a situation which made this process more difficult; one critic notes that

often “the orphan, the illegitimate child, the foundling, are literary figures used

again and again to symbolize social alienation when the author is after the social

uniqueness of the self and its opposition to the social role” (Morse 108).  In

Santiago Luis is an orphan and what occurs will alienate him from mainstream

society as well as make a comment on that society.

In the capital Luis’s education will go beyond the formal training given to

him at the military academy and he will learn about the falseness and lack of

loyalty associated no longer with people connected to the theater or to the world of

the stage, something he had noted in Iquique, but now with his own family and

friends. Almost everyone in the mainstream society is marked as ready to betray or

use someone else.  The only people in Santiago on whom Luis can truly depend to

lend him a hand in time of need will be other marginalized, fringe people, generally

artists.  Luis notes the first time he sees his sister Rosario after the long separation

of his years in Iquique that “además de ojerosa y desmejorada, encontrábala más

insignificante de figura” (155).  Santiago has not been kind to Rosario, specifically

the bourgeois society in which she has been placed, which, despite being made up

                                                  
4 For more on this topic see Georg Lukács, The Theory of the Novel trans. Anna
Bostock,Cambridge: MIT P, 1971.
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of her relatives, has essentially used her as somewhat of a maid, exploiting her

position as an orphan.

The dynamic of exploitation, which occurs between Rosario and the aunts

with whom she has been living, is repeated in the household into which Luis is to

move with his paternal grandparents and their two daughters, Elena and Pepa, and

in many other instances.    Pepa, the ugly daughter, is used to cater to the whims of

her pretty sister Elena and to run the household.  In the household where Rosario

has been living, not only is she used but also other breaches of traditional family

practices are noted; the pretty aunt Anita marries her daughter’s suitor, and an ugly

sister-in-law comes to live in the household essentially as a nanny and maid despite

the fact that she is severely ill with a lung disease: “Jacinta – se llamaba Jacinta –

era tísica…y tan hacendosa y trabajadora, que sola pasó las malas noches cuando

las criaturas echaron dientes o tuvieron la alfombrilla, y ella las durmió primero con

mecidas canciones y luego al susurro de cuentos y consejas” (157).  Family

relationships such as those seen in Quillota or Iquique, where Luis’s father provides

for him despite the fact that the boy does not live up to his standards and where the

prostitutes show the type of loyalty and selflessness associated with traditional

family practices, are not repeated in Santiago.  The insistence on this change in

family dynamics is a comment on bourgeois society and on the values associated

with the city.  Enzo Faletto discusses how relationships between individuals were

affected by the changes in economic structures brought about by capitalism: “Las
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relaciones pasan a ser relaciones entre el dinero; por lo tanto, las relaciones

personales vienen a ser relaciones entre cosas.  Es posible, entonces, aprovechar de

los otros tal como se aprovecha de una cosa” (103).  The possession of money,

then, invades and transforms interpersonal relationships, even between members of

the same family.  In the case of the pretty and the ugly aunts, it is the possession of

attributes that are markers of wealth versus the lack of these attributes which will

define the parameters of the relationship.  Both of the pretty aunts possess beauty,

which can be exchanged, through marriage, for social position, and which is a

marker of social prestige.  The physical characteristics associated with these pretty

aunts mark them as members of a social class: “boca muy graciosa y perfil

distinguido” (153).  The ugly aunts, however, are described as possessing attributes

which are not exchangeable for a stable social position through marriage and which

are also associated with a lower social class: “comenzando por la figura y

concluyendo por sus modales, poníase fuera de lo distinguido siempre” (154).

In Santiago money has a pervasive role in the lives of all the characters,

including the protagonist who will be forced, due to lack of monetary resources, to

enter the military academy and to begin to practice deception, something which he

had always deplored.  It is also lack of money or the means of acquiring any which

will drive him to steal and to marry someone with whom he is not in love.   Luis’s

rapid downward spiral in Santiago is closely connected to a lack of money, which

translates into a lack of an escape. Even in the worst moments in the academy,
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money provides him with a way to escape a situation he finds intolerable:  “a ratos

olvidaba la desventura, distrayéndose con el dinero que también las tías solían darle

‘para mantener rango de Bernales’” (166).  The prostitutes in Santiago, with whom

he hopes to find an emotional bond of the kind he had with Meche or Ana Portela

in Iquique, are too commodified: “Mas la prostitución santiaguina difería de la

iquiqueña.  Muy industrializada, permitía libertad sólo a las cocotas de lujo, que no

estaban al alcance de Lucho” (168).  The prostitutes’ lives are also regimented

according to money; their time is, literally, money, and unlike the situation in

Iquique, only those with enough wealth can buy the luxury of more or a different

type of time with them.

Whatever money Luis can acquire during his time in the academy, from the

modest stipend he receives as a cadet to the small sums given to him by his

grandfather and aunts, is always in exchange for something.  In Santiago there is no

giving freely as there had been in Iquique.  His grandfather sees the fact that the

boy is attending the academy as something that focuses prestige on the family and

on himself personally for his generosity in taking the boy in and giving him a

future, all without costing him a cent:  “Sin costarles dinero, el chico marchaba con

distinciones en la Escuela.  A cambio de tan ligero esfuerzo, cosechaban ellos cierta

gloria” (165).  For this reason Luis is given a few pesos more once a month by his

grandfather.  A similar situation, although with grotesque highlights, occurs with

Aunt Pepa, who, having once overheard a titillating conversation between Luis and

his brother Anselmo regarding a night out, will then give the boy money in
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exchange for details and sexual innuendos about how he spends the cash she gives

him on his nights out: “Cuando iba él a salir solo en las noches, se le acercaba ella,

discreta y disimulando una dudosa mueca de curiosidad;  le cogía la mano, le hacía

empuñar un billete de veinte pesos…” (173).  Luis goes so far as to invent spicy

stories for this aunt in order to “explotar aquella veta cuyo beneficio le aseguraría

buenas vacaciones” (173).  Here the boy has begun to take on the characteristics of

his surroundings; he is willing to exploit his aunt’s weakness in this area for

money.  Money has begun to break Luis down.

The lack of money, as it closes in on him, will seal all avenues of escape,

until Luis is put into a situation where he must try to fit into a society into which he

simply can not accommodate. Georg Simmel notes that “the deepest problems of

modern life flow from the attempts of the individual to maintain the independence

and individuality of his existence against the sovereign powers of society” (On

Individuality 324).  Clearly, for Luis these powers of society prove to be an

enormous problem, since he has no resources that would allow him the means to

live independently in the manner he chooses.  Luis ultimately accepts the solution

of the military academy because he understands that realistically he has no other

possibilities. His grandfather holds the purse strings and with them the power;

however, coercion does not work in terms of accommodation into society and

identity formation. As Moretti notes:  “A pupil must know his lesson, but he

doesn’t have to believe in its truth.  Convincing the subject that what he must do is

also symbolically right is, however, exactly what modern socialization is all about.
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If this does not happen, and shared values are replaced by sheer coercion (how

many arbitrary and unfair punishments in these novels!), the individual will hardly

feel at home in the world, and socialization will not be fully accomplished” (45

“Useless”).

Once Luis, betrayed by a friend from the academy, is caught in the

deception of feigning illness and leaves the school, there is no more possibility of a

reciprocal exchange between him and his family;  Luis is accorded no social merit

or prestige free of charge and is thus unable to give something in return for their

housing him; all pretenses are discarded and the boy is treated rudely.  There are

episodes of extreme cruelty in which Luis is told he is accepting charity, and that

his grandfather’s house is not his home: “Pues acuérdate –añade Pepa-. Yo no

como por caridad en mesa ajena” (184).    His uniform must be returned to the

academy and he has outgrown the clothes he wore the day he arrived from Iquique

two years before. Having no money to buy any new things, the boy is forced to

wear clothes which had been his father’s when he was a boy, clothes which are

assumed to be thirty or forty years old, are terribly out of style, will be much too

large for him, and have been kept in a chest in the attic for years.  The same aunt

with whom he had the tacit agreement regarding monetary rewards in exchange for

titillating sexual stories is, since she has the role of the housekeeper, in charge of

dispersing these clothes to Luis, who will be embarrassed to be seen in public

dressed in this fashion.  When the boy first appears dressed in these garments in

front of the aunts and grandparents “nota gestos de sorpresa; luego, risas
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disimuladas” (183). It is the shame of wearing the clothes in public and the constant

mulling over the problem of how to acquire the money to buy others that leads Luis

to steal his father’s old military uniforms and accessories from the trunks and sell

them.  Clearly, traditional practices associated with family networks, particularly a

relationship as close as that of grandson, have been changed in some manner.

Oscar Muñoz-Gomá notes that “el Mercado, como mecanismo que se autorregula,

genera una racionalidad económica que tiende a penetrar el sistema de valores del

resto de la sociedad” (46).  Relationships between family members in Luis’s

familia santiguina operate on the basis of this economic rationale.

At this point in the novel, Luis has learned several lessons in his

grandparents’ household as well as at the academy; he is better versed in the art of

deception, he has become good at spotting a weakness which can be exploited for

money, he knows when a bribe comes in handy (he had been bribing Ricardo, the

cadet who finally betrays him, in order to keep his deception regarding the feigned

illness from his grandparents), and, owing to his constant need of money, he has

overcome whatever scruples might have kept him from stealing. It is clear that Luis

has in some fashion been loosened from what fragile moorings held him to a

particular path, yet the need for money is imperative in order to free himself of the

household where he is humiliated. The pressures of modernity, of the breakdown of

traditional family practices, and of the exchange rationale that is the basis of all

relationships in the city operate on Luis to such an extent that he will ultimately

undergo a process that will lead him from his grandfather’s house to the city streets.
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Slater notes that “modernity releases individuals from communal surveillance by

the local community and status order into the anonymity and ‘licence’ of the city,

the free labour market, the destabilized social order” (65).  Luis will be released to

some extent from the surveillance of his family members and other members of his

bourgeois family, which will give him the psychological freedom to search for a

niche in which he is comfortable. However, like a double-edged sword, this

freedom will also entail the need for Luis to survive on his own financially, as well

as require him to find suitable companionship.

Buckley speaks of the protagonist of coming-of-age novels experiencing a

debasing as well as an exalting love affair.  In this novel the closest thing to an

exalting love affair for Luis will be his relationship with Meche, the prostitute in

Iquique.  Although he is wed in Santiago, it is not to the girl he would have chosen,

Blanca, who marries his brother instead.  In this episode of the novel it is clear that

competition, the cornerstone of the evolving market driven economy, is not limited

to business but trickles into all areas of life, including among family members: “the

sheer psychological pressure to compete was uncomfortably intense, and the world

created by that competition was in many ways repugnant” (Alden 13).  Betrayal

among friends and family members, competition, the necessity to constantly be

duplicitous, and the overwhelming demand for money or some material possession

or talent worth something of exchange value are elements seen over and over again

in the Santiago portion of the novel.  Luis is unsuited for this type of existence and

will desperately seek someone on whom he can lean.  He meets Teresa, the girl he
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will marry, at a bus stop.  She has left her provincial home after a love affair in

which she has been badly used and Lucho, who is living on his own and working at

the library earning a meager salary, arranges for her to move into the pensión where

he lives.  The two marry and at first seem reasonably happy;  however, lack of

money, combined with Teresa’s covetous nature, will lead to a disastrous end.

Teresa will have an affair with one of Luis’s co-workers and her husband will

grovel, forgiving her and begging her to stay.  Teresa will ultimately leave him and

turn to a life of prostitution.  Throughout the duration of the marriage Luis,

suspecting Teresa’s exessive interest in material things but refusing to deal with the

ramifications of such a nature, lies to her about his salary in order to keep her

happy. He borrows money from everyone he possibly can in order to give her as

many comforts as he can. Hence, at the time of the separation Luis is destitute,

unable to pay the rent on their rooms, and he finds himself on the streets.  These

pages of the novel are loaded with references to monetary issues -how many pesos

for this, not enough pesos for that- and with images of Luis exhausting himself in

attempts to make ends meet financially with the ever-increasing demands of his

wife.

It is after this debasing love affair that Luis will ultimately come of age,

emerging from this episode as one who has accepted his fate;  he will turn to

drinking and surviving on charity from his sister, who is now living with Anselmo

and Blanca.  François Jost points out that “In the school of life, this sort of

protagonist is often a drop out; he is not admitted to the commencement exercises
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where the diplomas are delivered” (140).  In the narrow sense of manhood being

defined as having found stable employment and molded oneself to a niche in

mainstream society, Luis has not achieved manhood;  however, in the broader

sense of having accepted society for what it is and himself for what he is, and

having given up on seeking the utopia of his old lifestyle in his present

surroundings, Luis has stepped over the line which divides adulthood from

childhood.  Despite the fact that he will not follow the established exterior patterns

for achieving manhood, Luis’s interior world is no longer that of a child.  Prior to

this, although he suspects Teresa’s nature is one more in tune with Santiago and

what the city represents, and has doubts about her love for him and her satisfaction

with his poverty, he tries to force Teresa to join him in his quixotic quest for

tranquility in the midst of the formidable forces operating in the city: “No

ambiciones la fortuna.  Una existencia tranquila basta” (249).  Once his marriage is

over, Luis will seek only to live as best he can alone, drinking, but “stripped of

illusions he can recognize and identify the illusions of others, particularly those

illusions which persuade people who have social power that they ought to have

social power because they deserve it” (Peckham 259).  In this sense Luis has

achieved his coming of age. As Patricia Alden notes of Peak, the protagonist of

George Gissing’s Born in Exile (1892), an English Bildungsroman, “The Hegelian

conception of self-culture prompts us to consider that the possibilities for spiritual

growth may lie not in the country house from which Peak is excluded but in the

disintegrative process which he undergoes” (23).   For Luis, it is the disintegrative
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process he undergoes after his marriage to Teresa that is the impetus for his growth;

he emerges from this without illusions, facing reality for what it is.

At this point Luis is living with friends from his days after leaving his

grandfather’s house, marginalized artists, poverty stricken and out of the

mainstream, characters who refuse to be regimented by the clock and money.

Peckham, addressing the question of the search for identity in nineteenth-century

European novels, notes: “Only one thing in the world is free of illusion: art,

because it does not pretend to be anything else” (259).  Luis will live with these

people, who, like himself, don’t fit in, but who, unlike himself, have found

satisfaction in art.   In a situation similar to what Alden notes regarding many

nineteenth-century English coming-of-age novels, he has realized that for him “the

only way out is down” (3).  The boy is comfortable with the artists, upon whom he

can depend on and with whom he can be himself despite the fact that “The great

city is a theater.  Its scenario is principally the search for reputations.  All city men

become artists of a particular kind: actors.  In acting out a public life, they lose

contact with natural virtue” (Sennett 119).  It is not surprising in the context of

Luis’s childhood reaction to the masquerade ball in Quillota, which promised such

freedom from his awkwardness but brought him such misery, as well as his

reaction to the opera singers and actors in Iquique, that he should fail at becoming

what Sennett notes, to some extent, everyone in the city must:  an actor.

At the novel’s close, Luis’s situation will shed light on the changes

occurring in the city at the time.  Whereas in Martín Rivas the poorer sections of
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the city were not a long distance from the area where wealthy homes of the haute

bourgeoisie stood, in this novel there is a sense of the city having spread out:

“Solían subir al Cerro Santa Lucía y desde allí otear la gran masa de la ciudad que,

bajo las estrellas y envuelta en su halo blanquecino, extendía su llanura de cúpulas

y tejados, sin fin” (247). Richard Lehan discusses the representations of eighteenth-

century London in the literature of the period pointing out that “Those who cannot

fit into the commercial system become homeless… As a result, we get a sense of

human detritus as an unfortunate by-product of the city” (295).  Luis and his artist

friends would appear to be this detritus. They do not fit into the commercial system

and are homeless; the city pushes them to the fringes.  The painter Téllez’s

quarters, to which Luis and another friend must move for lack of funds, is

described as “aquel edificio inconcluso, plantado a la orilla de la calle-camino,

frente al túmulo--al ‘gasómetro’, como lo denominaron los bohemios-- entre

solares cercados por tapias o por alambres.  El caserío desperdigado en los

alrededores, apenas si les impedía sentirse del todo solos.  Componíase de

mezquinas construcciones, aisladas, sin el menor abrigo contra los cuatro vientos.

Era muy solitario el sitio” (296).  These quarters are clearly far away from

downtown or the neighborhoods where the haute bourgeois live, yet, despite the

poverty which surrounds him, Luis does not like to leave the area: “Mas de

semejante arrabal, por desamparo que ofreciera, Luis no quería salir.  Le aterraba el

centro” (296).  Luis is conscious of the fact that the city is no place for him, yet for
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lack of resources he is trapped, living on its outskirts, forced to return to it in order

to collect the money that Rosario sends him once a month.

There are many characters in the novel who, like Luis, are descending the

social ladder.  The alterations in social class taking place at the time are reflected in

these characters and their situations can be analyzed through the prism of Alden’s

ideas regarding characters in English coming-of-age novels of the nineteenth

century.  Alden notes that the pressure to rise socially became an issue at this time

because not rising could easily mean slipping back into a lower social class, a

phenomenon common to periods of rapid changes in technology and the labor

market.  Alden goes on to discuss the bind these characters find themselves in,

which she denotes as that of the “unclassed” man who must let go of his past in

order to assume the identity of a new social class (18).  This particular type of

situation is similar to what is seen in this novel, but with the dynamics operating in

the other direction;  characters are moving down the social ladder instead of up it.

Hence the reader is given accounts of Papá Juan in Quillota, who loses everything

and dies in financial ruin, Rosario, the sister who is not pretty enough to marry up

into a social class which would have equaled the one she was born into and who

takes on the role of maid in the aunt’s house in Santiago, Teresa, Luis’s wife who

will become a prostitute, and El Choclo, a former member of the aristocracy whose

family has lost everything and who works at the library with Luis.  The

psychological impact of this process of becoming unclassed is described,

particularly in the case of  El Choclo, who often suffers fits of anger and
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depression, a condition which “manaba… por supuesto, de la eternal y maldita falta

de fortuna que a la familia imponía un vivir opaco, al cual no se conformarían

nunca los Robles, nacidos en la opulencia y relacionados con el gran mundo

siempre, pero ‘a horas excusadas que hacían sentir más la ruina’” (255).

In Un perdido, as was the case in Martín Rivas, money and social class are

basic to the process of identity formation and accommodation into society;  both of

these act as the foundation upon which the coming-of-age novel rests.  It is clear in

this novel that upsetting the traditional order of society, through changes in

economic practices as well as the movement of people from one setting to another,

the countryside to the city, creates a situation which makes coming to terms with

the world and finding a niche in it more difficult.  The fact that Luis emerges as

economically unsuccessful and dependent on his older brother for his material

needs speaks of the changes in society.  Luis comes from a social class in which

only half a century earlier families protected members of their own clan from

slipping so far down the social ladder.  Hence, in Martín Rivas, when Martín’s

friend Rafael is in financial ruin after his father’s death, an uncle steps in to help

him out and even a womanizing dandy who contributes nothing to his father’s

business is protected from sliding down the ladder through marriage to someone

from a lower social class.  A little over half a century later, the period when Un

perdido is published, times have changed and the penetration of market values,

exchange rationale, and the competitive force of a market-driven economy in which

money counts for more than land ownership or family name, has weathered away
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the glue which kept families together, fostering betrayal, deception, and miserly

behavior.  Luis is an example of the phenomenon described by Montaldo: “Los

decadentes, reciclando viejos valores imposibles de restituir en lo real, se enfrentan

a un mundo que no aceptan” (87).  The fact that Luis does not accept the world in

which he must live precludes his assimilation into that world but does not preclude

his coming of age, which occurs when he accepts not only the reality of his

surroundings, but also his marginalization from the mainstream of Santiago society.

By this time the ultimate goal of bildung is no longer the happy ending promised in

Goethe’s novel and repeated in Martín Rivas.  Bildung has been transformed to an

inner process which leaves society at the margins rather than one which places

society at the center, forcing the protagonist to reorganize his internal world to fit

its demands.  It is to be expected that as society continues to change at an ever-

greater pace, the end results and the process of bildung will metamorphose along

with the social context in which they occur.
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CHAPTER THREE

FILLING IN THE GAPS: ESTE DOMINGO AND CREATING
SOMETHING IN A VOID

The third novel examined in this study, José Donoso’s Este domingo

(1966),  is a novel in which “the characters are lost in a world where a new morality

has begun to be defined” (González 24).  Este domingo is Donoso’s second novel

in a career which spanned close to forty years, and one which would eventually

place him among the group of writers considered to be part of the Latin American

“Boom”.  In this novel it is possible to note certain themes which were already

present in Coronación (1958), and which would recur throughout his work over the

years: the presence of the house as a microcosm of the larger society, the dynamics

of interaction between classes, the opposition of old and new, and the elements of

fear and power as driving forces.  Although Este domingo  was published in 1966,

the events narrated in the novel take place not only in the fifties and sixties, the

decades immediately prior to publication, but also go back to the twenties as the

novel oscillates between the story of a grandson and that of his grandparents.

While Donoso received greater critical acclaim and recognition for his later novels,

particularly El obsceno pájaro de la noche (1970) and Casa de campo (1978), Este

domingo is important in the body of his work.  In it Donoso seeks to give definition
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to a transitional period in Chilean history, one in which “self-definition and

salvation must be fashioned in a spiritual void” (González 24).

Este domingo sets the protagonist’s coming of age against the background

of a society that is between epochs.  Mikhail Bakhtin describes this situation as one

in which the protagonist “is no longer within an epoch, but on the border between

two epochs” (23).  In this novel, the protagonist’s world has shifted from a

relatively stable society to one that has undergone significant transformations in the

economic sphere.  The situation portrayed in this novel is one in which these

changes have spilled over into and deeply affected the political and social spheres.

The protagonist tells his story without concretely clarifying what has become of

him at the end of the novel.  Instead of a chronologically linear account in which

the protagonist moves forward through time, this novel moves temporally from the

main character’s present to an examination of his grandparents’ past.  The narration

alternates between the protagonist’s childhood memories and episodes of his

grandfather’s coming of age in an effort to define a slippery and inchoate present.

Richard Coe describes this process as “The imperative search for an identity, for an

understanding of the present self in terms of, and in contrast to, the self that was”

(75).

As a comprehensive background for this novel it is necessary to take into

account that by the nineteen sixties Chile had undergone significant political

changes.  Whereas these changes were occurring during the years when Un perdido
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was published, their scope, depth and impact on society were not as great as the

period reflected in Este domingo.  In Un perdido expectations were still clear

regarding what members of a particular social class were supposed to do and not.

Although in Barrios’s novel changes in social mores are noted, particularly in how

members of the same family interact with one another, there are still clearly defined

roles, which, if not adhered to, will result in marginalization.  As Scully notes, by

the period in which Este domingo is set “El control social y político incuestionado

ejercido por la oligarquía rural sobre el campesinado a través del sistema de

haciendas, un pilar de décadas de estabilidad política en Chile, fue objeto de

crecientes ataques” (181).  Social control is weakened, the masses appear on the

political scene and the poor now have a voice that impacts members of the

bourgeoisie; the novel documents the fallout of years of economic changes. This

situation is reflected in the novel in the roles assigned to the lower classes,

particularly the change in their options over time as the narrator goes back and forth

between his personal childhood and that of his grandfather.  In general servants and

the poor no longer play a minor role; instead they influence and are a determining

factor in the boy’s coming of age. Their presence is important to the protagonist’s

search for authenticity as well as to his eventual accommodation into society.  As

Renato Martínez Torres notes in his study of authors from the Latin American

boom, “se establece la dialéctica del descubrimiento de sí mismo entre el yo y el

‘otro’” (80).  The ‘otro’ in Donoso’s novel is made up of members of the poor who,
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now with a political voice and demands of their own, impact both the grandfather’s

and the protagonist’s coming of age.

Many critics have “characterized Donoso’s work as dealing primarily with

the conflict of classes” (Tatum 44).  While it is true that class conflict is an

important aspect of this novel, it is subordinated to and intertwined with the theme

of the protagonist's elusive coming of age. Although it is clear at the end of the

novel that he has reached manhood, this character’s coming of age can be described

as elusive because the reader is given a very unclear picture of exactly who or what

he has become.  There is no information regarding his ultimate employment, the

steps taken in his formal education, or how he eventually accommodates into

society.  The reader understands in a vague way that the boy has become a man,

that he lives in an apartment on his own, that he owns a car, that he has a circle of

friends in similar circumstances and that he seems to have assumed a stable,

workable identity within society.  This vagueness mirrors the slipperiness of the

epoch: a period of flux, changes in social mores, and the beginning of a time in

which roles are less defined. By the nineteen sixties more choices were available to

members of all classes, a situation which complicates the coming-of-age process in

a manner described by Robert Dunn: “In the context of a post-traditional order, the

self becomes a reflexive project.  Transitions in individuals’ lives have always

demanded psychic reorganization, something that was often ritualized in traditional

cultures in the shape of ‘rites of passage.’  But in such cultures, where things stayed
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more or less the same from generation to generation on the level of the collectivity,

the changed identity was clearly staked out – as when an individual moved from

adolescence into adulthood.  In the setting of modernity, by contrast, the altered

self has to be explored and constructed as part of a reflexive process of connecting

personal and social change” (48). The protagonist of Este domingo engages in this

process by probing into the era of his grandfather’s coming of age, making

comparisons between himself and his grandfather, and scrutinizing the period

embodied by his grandparents in his search for a context for his own world.

Pascal Pensena Buma points out that “the Bildungsroman… is an

ideological tool that traces the ‘werden’ or ‘becoming’ of a young person as a

consequence of his or her interaction with the social, political and cultural

dynamics of his or her society, which then becomes a kind of ‘school’” (12).  For

the protagonist of Este domingo, the state of the society in which he must come of

age is one of such instability that the lessons it can offer him have become more

complex.  As a ‘school’, this type of society offers instruction more in the form of a

buffet in which he must choose from an array of possibilities that were not open to

his grandfather.  In order to choose between the many lessons offered by a more

fluid society, and know how to apply what he learns from them, in order to create a

workable definition of who he is, the boy must create a context for these lessons.

Nothing is fixed anymore and individuation becomes more difficult due to the fact

that the protagonist must make choices that will require him to analyze and
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question his world. Speaking about the destabilization of identity in general, Dunn

notes that “This destabilization is an effect of the convergence of structural changes

linked to recent transformations in advanced capitalism” (110).  While Dunn is

speaking of recent transformations in economic practices, in Chile, Donoso’s

generation strongly felt the fallout from alterations to the economy that had started

in the nineteenth century. Speaking of Donoso and his generation, Juan Armando

Epple describes one of the constant themes found in their works as “el tema de la

ruptura del sistema de valores y la concepción de la realidad de una clase social

que, luego de haber asumido por muchos años el liderazgo de la sociedad,

comienza a quebrarse lentamente por la irrupción creciente de estos otros niveles de

realidad que emergen de la clase inferior” (214).  The need to reorganize social

schemes that previous generations took for granted is imperative for the protagonist

of Este domingo. As a boy he realizes that he is living in a void, one which he must

fill: “For all these characters, existence is characterized by a void, a lack which they

cannot identify, but which Donoso probes in psychoanalytic fashion” (Adelstein

105).

For a protagonist living on the border between two epochs nothing is solid;

instead, his life is unfolding in the gap between what was and what will be.  For

this type of character, a definable cosmos must be created by making an amalgam

between the past and the present. However, the results of this process are not fixed;

the concrete is not yet set at the end.  Discussing the protagonist of this type of
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Bildungsroman, Bakhtin notes that “He is forced to become a new, unprecedented

type of human being.  What is happening here is precisely the emergence of a new

man” (23).  In Este domingo, what little the protagonist says regarding his situation

at the end of the novel includes the fact that he is a distinctly different person, one

who is not absolutely clear even to himself: “Las cosas ya no eran como antes.

¿Son ellos o soy yo quien se ha quedado aislado en uno de los medallones

fabulosos de la alfombra color galleta del mirador?” (188).  For the reader,  lack of

clarity regarding the protagonist’s position at the novel’s close creates a situation

which requires scrutiny and analysis.  It is this method that will allow conclusions

to be drawn concerning what the novel postulates with respect to the coming- of-

age process. The process of understanding Este domingo involves a method Epple

describes as one in which the author himself indulges: “el hurgueteo despesperado

en las llagas de la decadencia social, vista como una catástrofe que divide al mundo

entre el pasado aristocrático y un presente que debe modernizarse, y mostrando,

más que nada, las formas de la agonía, pero sin que se adviertan perspectivas

salvadoras para el futuro” (215).  While Este domingo does probe the chasm

between past and present, what little is said of the protagonist after his coming of

age points toward and postulates a future.  Taking into account Bakhtin’s

observations regarding protagonists whose bildung occurs on the border between

two epochs, the type of human being that emerges from this experience gives

definition to a hazy and uncertain post catastrophe era.
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  For the protagonist, the grandparent’s house is the center and symbol of

everything stable.  In the first pages of the novel he describes the difference

between how he perceives his life with his parents and the feelings he associates

with his grandparents’ house:  “Hasta que doblamos por la calle de mi abuela.

Entonces, instantáneamente, lo desconocido  y lo confuso se ordenaban.  Aquí, la

inestabilidad de departamentos y calles y casas que yo habitaba con mis padres

durante un año y abandonábamos para mudarnos a barrios distintos, se

transformaba en permanencia y solidez” (12).  It is in this house that the chasm left

by sudden political change, long-standing economic changes, and transformations

in the social sphere are managed.  In his study of the European Bildungsroman,

Franco Moretti points out the effects of capitalism on the coming-of-age process:

“In dismantling the continuity between generations, as is well known, the new and

destabilizing forces of capitalism impose a hitherto unknown mobility” (4).

Moretti’s assertions can be applied to  Donoso’s works, which emphasize the

penetration of the lower classes into spheres formerly reserved for the upper

classes.  After this penetration has occurred the once static social order is upset,

basic tenets regarding individual roles are discarded, and society is transformed.

As Susan Gohlman notes apropos of the contemporary coming-of-age novel,

“Nothing is easy for the hero of the modern Bildungsroman.  But everything is

possible” (32). Social norms, the acceptability of certain professions for members

of a specific class, how and where one is to live, and whom one can marry become
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less defined.  In a society caught between a traditionally defined caste system and

something as yet unclear, inchoate, the process of assuming a stable identity and

accommodating into society is made more difficult.  Joshua Esty describes a similar

situation in George Eliot’s well-known novel The Mill on the Floss (1860), thus:

“Ordinarily, realism functions in the Bildungsroman to make visible the world by

codes that the protagonist must learn.  Here, however, modernization places

Maggie and Tom on the historical margin where those codes are no longer

intelligible or viable” (154).  In Donoso’s novel the protagonist is confronted with a

world in which the codes are murky or nonexistent. In this world he will have to

supply the codes for himself.

The weekend visits to his grandparents’ house allow the protagonist to

come into contact with a time of stability and oppose what he takes in during these

visits to his own life and time. This process creates a background and gives depth

to a present, which, as it is, will not give him much in order to anchor himself.  At

the grandparents’ house ritual is important. There, every Sunday empanadas will be

brought from an ex-servant’s house for Sunday lunch, and his grandfather will go

through certain formalities upon the children’s arrival for the week end: “Todos los

sábados, al llegar pasábamos por esta estricta ceremonia: un estirado ritual, siempre

idéntico, suplantaba la relación que mi abuelo era incapaz de tener con nosotros”

(17).  Rituals, then, are an important part of these visits and of what the protagonist

associates with his grandparents and the era they represent.  Many critics have
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discussed Donoso’s insistence on the ritualization of life for the bourgeoisie as a

way for members of this class to overcome difficulties in expressing emotion.

Miriam Adelstein notes “The characters of Cuentos …live in a world of order,

rigidity and sterility, their lives governed by routine” (101).  In Este domingo, as in

most of Donoso’s works, the bourgeoisie is associated with this ritualization.  The

grandfather, Álvaro Vives, is defined by his adherence to rituals, not only those

routines associated with his grandchildren, but in every aspect of his life.  These

routines, which are described and perceived by the protagonist, are associated with

social order: “Rituals, Durkheim argued, are central to the constitution of social

solidarity and to the creation and maintenance of social order” (Eyerman 122).

This is the aspect of his grandfather’s house which allows the boy to work out his

own place in such a system. He does this through games as well by probing his

grandfather’s past.  In Donoso’s works, houses are important symbols associated

metonymically with the haute bourgeoisie: “La casa se reviste de un doble carácter:

por una parte es mercancía, con sus jeroglíficos indicadores de valor adherido como

etiqueta.  Por otra, es prolongación del yo…” (Martínez 126). In the security of a

stable social order, represented by the house, the boy will explore the confused

society in which he lives.  In the space within the gates, he will observe and draw

conclusions regarding the validity of traditions associated with his grandparents’

generation.
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The period represented by Álvaro’s coming of age is one of social control,

rigid norms and clear expectations, all of which are reflected in the dynamics of his

initiation into adulthood.  Álvaro’s parents exhibit behaviors associated with

ensuring a continuation of the status quo.  Their son is to be molded carefully in

order to guarantee this.  The protagonist, however, undergoes a completely

different acculturation.  His parents do not involve themselves with him; they are

not excessively preoccupied with guiding their son’s steps toward a particular

outcome.  The protagonist’s coming of age reflects the relaxation of social norms

related to the period in which he undergoes his bildung.  It can be said then that the

chasm created by the effects of long-standing economic changes is mirrored in the

gap between the protagonist’s coming of age, marked by his parents’ complete lack

of involvement with him, and that of his grandfather’s bildung, which is defined by

his parents’ obsessive preoccupation regarding his future. Hernán Vidal notes a

theme in another of Donoso’s novels, Coronación (1957), as that of the stultifying

power of “los valores represivos que sustentan las figuras paternas y maternas”

(176).  In  Este domingo,  the repressive aspects of parental involvement are absent

in the protagonist’s life. Although the boy’s parents may complain about some of

his grandmother’s habits, they themselves are beyond certain rituals that marked

the generation before them. They do not want their son baptized, nor do they allow

him to attend religion classes at school: “Mi padre le hizo una señal para que se

quedara callada.  Tanto él como mi tío Lucho eran científicos, muy modernos, y a
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pesar del escándalo que hizo mi abuela, no permitieron que nos bautizaran.  Tenían

prohibido que nos hablaran de religión y que nos enseñaran a rezar” (92).  The lack

of constant molding on the part of the protagonist’s parents mirrors what has

happened in society at large.  Patterns of behavior, social expectations, and

outcomes are more open. The once severely restricted field of possibilities for a boy

from a wealthy family is now more fluid.  For the protagonist’s grandfather, Álvaro

Vives, the pressure to continue in his own father’s footsteps is intense: “Pero este

niño, Alvarito, tan malo que ha salido para las matemáticas.   Tuvimos que

castigarlo  y dejarlo sin veraneo.  No sé si irá a poder ser notario como yo” (55).  In

the grandfather’s generation, the possibility that a boy might fail to follow in his

father’s footsteps or be unable to succeed and repeat the cycle of his father’s life as

a member of a wealthy class is heavily sanctioned.  Because his poor performance

in mathematics endangers his chance of becoming a notary, Álvaro Vives will

spend an entire summer locked in the house in Santiago with Violeta, the maid,

while his family spends the summer in the country.  Álvaro Vives represents the

generation in which “Identity was a function of predefined social roles and a

traditional system of myths which provided orientation and religious sanctions to

one’s place in the world, while rigorously circumscribing the realm of thought and

behaviour.  One was born…with one’s trajectory fixed in advance” (Lash 141).  It

is interesting to note that Luis Bernales, the protagonist of Un perdido (discussed in

Chapter Two), goes through his coming of age during approximately the same time
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period as Álvaro Vives.  Luis Bernales, however, has neither the money nor the

tools to succeed and “make good,” and he, unlike his counterpart, will be pushed to

the fringes of society, becoming almost invisible to the members of his clan.

Clearly, Álvaro Vives could have risked the same fate had he not been able to pull

up his grades and attend law school.

During the weekend visits at their grandparents’ house, the children are left

mostly on their own.  Most adult intervention is from their grandmother, Chepa,

who is neither a regulating nor repressive presence but quite the opposite: “Los

intentos de Chepa por revertir el orden establecido aparecen en todo el relato”

(Bueno 49). Chepa opposes structure even in the children’s games, a detail which

parallels the underlying theme that society as it was, codified and strictly regulated,

no longer exists; there must be new games and new strategies for new times.

Chepa realizes this and allows the children the space to explore their world through

play: “Entonces mis primas, en camisón de dormir, subían al mirador a jugar con

nosotros.  Estoy seguro de que mi abuela sabía de estas visitas prohibidas, pero

jamás dijo nada para estropearnos el placer de la clandestinidad.  Era el tipo de

placer que entendía.  Le gustaban lo que nuestros padres llamaban nuestras

‘rarezas’, y para defenderlas, no permitía que nos regalaran juegos organizados

como pin pón, ludo, carreritas de caballos, dominó o cosas así” (87).  Instead of

these games, Chepa promotes other types of diversions for the children, los juegos

legítimos, after which one chapter of the novel is named.  The type of entertainment
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in which the protagonist and his cousins will indulge during the time spent in their

grandparents’ home revolves around deconstructing and reconstructing the society

which simmers beyond the gates of the house, and which, at times, seeps through

them in an “irrupción de incitaciones secretas provenientes, por lo general, de la

realidad social que se agita más allá de este orden cerrado, aséptico, tradicionalista

hasta la exageración” (Epple 212).  That Chepa considers these types of diversions

legitimate, as opposed to organized board games, speaks of the fact that she intuits

the children are growing up in a society which is in a state of flux, in which the

social order is no longer fixed.  In these games, new words are created to refer to

old situations. ‘Ueks,’ for example, is a word invented by the children to describe

people from the wealthy classes: “Ueks, ueks…ueks…¿Qué oímos en esa sílaba

que la adoptamos inmediatamente como símbolo de algo, de estar bien, de

seguridad total, de belleza, de soberbia?” (95).  The children have grasped the

differences between social classes and are savvy at describing and assigning new

terms to refer to them; hence the protagonist remembers that “Los cuecos…era

gente fea y modesta, de piernas gordas y cortas, generalmente crespos, y siempre

insoportablemente tiernos.  Pero bajo ese exterior almibarado e idiota, los cuecos

podían ser, y a veces eran, perversos e intrigantes” (96).  Each layer of society is

reinterpreted and renamed; the “hombre-hombres” are men like the children’s

fathers, business men and politicians, and the “serafines” describe those who were

“rubios y rosados y salían primeros en la clase y los sabían todo sin que nadie se lo
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dijera, pero eran tontos, sin imaginación, sin osadía, hechos de goma-pluma”  (97).

In the children’s games, members of the class described as “cuecos” invade areas

defined as spaces belonging to those who are “ueks.” There is a mixing of elements

across borders and there are gray areas between spaces assigned to different tiers of

society, a situation which mirrors what is happening outside the gates of the

grandparents’ house.  In the world created by these diversions, the upper-class

group can not survive without the “cuecos.”  The “ueks” must use these people as

cooks and wet nurses even though this implies “líos interminables de espionaje y

envenenamientos y traición y fidelidad” (96).

The terms used in the children’s games seep out into the vocabulary of the

rest of the household; hence, Chepa will refer to herself and her friends as “ueks”:

“Con estas manos tan ueks, a enseñarles a comer con poca plata y a tejer y a coser

para que ayuden a sus maridos” (98).  The household servants also include these

new terms in their vocabulary and the protagonist remembers the maid

complimenting him on a new pair of pants:  “me sonrió y me dijo que me veía muy

ueks” (15).  These diversions in the attic mirror the world that the children see

outside the house, as well as things they notice within it.  The larger society is the

object of their games and the words they use to reinterpret their reality seep out into

that world.  The main character in these games, Mariola Rocanfort, invented to

stand as the idealization of all that is ‘ueks’, will parallel Chepa’s existence.

Ultimately, what happens to Mariola will become intertwined with Chepa’s life to
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such an extent that the protagonist’s memories of his grandmother, his

interpretation of the lessons offered by her and by the juegos legítimos, as well as

what he will carry with him from those weekends at his grandparents’ house, will

affect his accommodation into society.

As the novel alternates between episodes of the protagonist’s weekend

visits and the grandparents’ stories, the reader is told more details regarding what

goes on in the here and now in the house.  Dots are connected to create a sharper

picture.   There is a fine layering of time between the period associated with the

protagonist’s coming of age, the grandfather’s bildung in another era, and an

unstable present, something inchoate left over by changes which began in the past

but are being played out in the present.  This layering creates a depth that allows

the reader, as well as the protagonist, a deeper understanding of the world being

portrayed.  Interweaving time periods like a tapestry, the novel creates a story

which alternates between present and past. Álvaro’s story is told in a section

followed by a portion told from the protagonist’s point of view, which is once again

followed by a segment involving Chepa’s life.  Within each of the sections,

however, time bounces back and forth so that, while Álvaro’s coming of age is told

in a different section, it is embedded into the era in which his grandchildren appear.

Richard Coe describes this situation as “The indirect approach to the childhood –

the reconstruction of… the child-self, not through direct reminiscence but by way

of a previous generation”  (32).
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Álvaro Vives’s coming of age is important in that, like Chepa’s life, it will

be marked by his encounter with members of another class. The summer Álvaro

spends grounded in Santiago, while his family goes to the country, will provide the

opportunity for the beginning of an affair with Violeta, the maid.  Álvaro will lose

his virginity and his awkwardness.  It is after this affair with Violeta that he will

master mathematics and become less of disappointment to his parents:  “Álvaro, a

quien su madre al regresar encontró más crecido, más gordo y con menos acné,

salió bien en su examen, muchísimo mejor de lo que nadie se hubiera atrevido a

creer… cambió tanto durante el verano, estaba muy independiente y no era

necesario decirle que estudiara –él sabía muy bien lo que hacía y por qué lo hacía”

(66).  His affair with Violeta affords Álvaro the opportunity to create an escape

valve for himself. However, the reason for this goes beyond simple sexual

initiation.  Violeta has the qualities Donoso often associates with the lower classes,

qualities the children assign to this class in their games: tenderness, warmth, and

vitality.  It is these characteristics of Violeta’s that will build up Álvaro’s self-

esteem.  During the course of that summer, Violeta will care for him in ways that

defy her employer’s orders, putting herself at risk in order to do so.  Donoso

characterizes Violeta as someone who, guided by her instinct, will know what to

do. Her employers, however, are characterized as individuals who, guided by the

pressure to conform, have no notion as to how to help their son.  It is Violeta who

initiates the sex between them, and when Álvaro asks her why she did so she
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replies that she felt lonely. Violeta is able to act, risking her employment, because

she is a member of a class that in Donoso’s novels is portrayed as one in which

instinct and vitality have not been suppressed by rigid social norms:  “la clase baja,

cuyos seres parecen prestigiados en razón de su vitalidad instinctiva” (Epple 219).

Although Álvaro also feels alone and bothered by his own unfulfilled sexual

desires, he is unable to express this outwardly until Violeta does so first.   In a

world that closely parallels the one created in the attic by the children’s games,

Álvaro, who is very much ‘ueks,’ depends on Violeta, very much a ‘cueca,’ to give

him the tools he needs to overcome difficulties he experiences in his life.  As he

grows older and approaches marriageable age, Álvaro’s detours into Violeta’s bed

allow him the space to indulge in instinctive practices that are otherwise socially

forbidden to him.  It is within the walls of her bedroom that he imagines he is with

girls of his own class in something of a grotesque practice session for the real thing:

“entonces, de noche, tarde, lleno de deseo por la Alicia o la Pola, a quienes ha dado

sacratísimos besos, entra a la pieza de la Violeta, que siempre lo acepta y rueda con

ella por la cama, tratando de conjurar de ese cuerpo caliente y rollizo y lleno de

deseo, la finura de los brazos de la Pola, el cuello largo y la cabeza pequeña de la

Alicia, los senos jóvenes apenas insinuados de la Sofía, eres la Sofía, sí, eres la

Sofía, y mañana serás la Alicia y otro día la Pola, todas, poseo a todas esas

muchachas imposibles en tu carne rollliza y caliente” (68).  It is also here that he

allows himself to speak freely of what happens at the parties he attends and of his
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feelings of intimidation regarding Chepa when he meets her.  Discussing the effects

of rigid social norms on the human psyche, Erich Fromm notes that “it has become

ideal to think and to live without emotions.  To be ‘emotional’ has become

synonymous with being unsound or unbalanced” (244). Violeta’s room allows

Álvaro to release pent-up emotions that social norms would have him hold in. It is

this room that affords him the necessary relaxation of social norms in order to make

incursions into the realm of instinct, a practice Donoso associates with the lower

classes. The protagonist needs a space with clearly defined social boundaries, his

grandfather’s house, in order to deconstruct, reconstruct, and piece together his

world.  His grandfather, however, during the period of his coming of age, needed

the opposite: a space with no rigid social boundaries, Violeta’s bedroom.  This

difference speaks of the dramatic changes that occurred over time in society, and

how these changes impact the coming-of-age process.

Álvaro’s coming of age is profoundly marked by his relationship with

Violeta.  It is her empanadas that will continue to be served at the Sunday lunches

long after Álvaro is no longer a boy, when his grandchildren come to visit on

weekends. The smell of these empanadas opens the floodgates of memory and

desire in both Álvaro the boy and Álvaro the old man.  In the will left by Álvaro’s

mother, Violeta is given a house in which she will raise her daughter, Mirella, who

lives and grows up in the generation immediately prior to that of the protagonist.

She embodies the upheaval in society that is being portrayed and deciphered by the
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protagonist in his juegos legítimos in the attic.   Mirella, only slightly younger than

the protagonist’s parents, represents the alteration of social norms seen from the

perspective of the lower classes. The protagonist’s parents themselves embody

some of the changes in society in that they are leftists, they are atheists, they live in

apartments, they move constantly, and they do not involve themselves excessively

in molding their son for a predictable social outcome.  However, these disturbances

to the status quo of previous generations are associated with the wealthy class.  In

Donoso’s novels it is usually members of the lower class who have the power to

upset a status quo which requires their complicity. Mirella will exhibit behaviors

that are a breach of Violeta’s traditional lower-class role.  It is from episodes

involving Mirella that changes in lower-class behaviors and expectations are noted

and it is these changes that are the engine of social change.

Hernán Vidal discusses the role of servants in Donoso’s works, pointing out

that generally they are a necessary element maintaining the status quo.  Servants,

according to Vidal, are themselves involved in preserving the social system which

keeps them beholden to the bourgeoisie.  In Este domingo there are examples of

both those servants who embody an era prior to that when the protagonist is

growing up, as well as members of the lower classes who show characteristics of

the period in which the boy is coming of age.  The novel reflects a time in which

political changes created a situation which “abrió paso a la posibilidad de rebeldías

y desafíos al sistema social.  Este fenómeno, manifiesto especialmente a lo largo de
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los años 60, fue uno de los rasgos centrales del desarrollo político chileno” (Muñoz

Gomá 200).  The contrast between Violeta and Mirella foregrounds these changes.

Violeta reflects an era, that of Álvaro, in which expectations and identities were

clearly defined.  At one point the narrator notes that “ella  quiere volver a su aldea a

casarse con el muchacho de la aldea y tener una familia en la aldea y ser una señora

de la aldea como lo son su madre y sus tías, como lo fueron sus abuelas y

bisabuelas… El ideal.  La norma, lo respetable, lo deseable, el destino para que

nació, el lugar del universo donde ninguna duda la asaltará porque es el lugar que le

corresponde” (71).  Clearly, Violeta incarnates the servants referred to by Vidal in

his discussion as pillars on which the social order rests.  She knows her place in the

world and does not wish to alter her circumstances.  In contrast to her mother,

Mirella represents those members of the lower social classes who, through their

actions and attitudes, embody social change during the period in which the

protagonist is growing up.  Mirella refuses to comply with what Violeta assumes to

be standard codes of behavior, a phenomenon her mother attributes to the fact that

Mirella “Es moderna” (43).  Violeta will have conflicts with Mirella over the

latter’s tendency to avoid what her mother considers basic and expected behaviors.

Mirella, for example, will refuse to have Chepa as godmother to her child, an event

Violeta takes for granted since in her era it would have been common practice for

the patrón’s family to be named as godparents of a servant’s child.
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The changes incarnated in the contrast between Mirella and her mother

profoundly affect the protagonist’s search for an identity.  He is living in a time

when what his grandfather’s generation took for granted, a stable identity based in

large measure on social class, has been exchanged for more freedom of choice.  In

the new era, identity is no longer fixed but must be worked out, something made

more difficult for the protagonist of this novel because at this point society is in a

state of flux and, while individual outcomes and trajectories are more open, the

rigid norms of the past still surface, for example, in his grandfather’s house.  At the

point in history in which the protagonist is growing up, contradictions in norms,

rigid versus open and traditional versus new, are apparent. As noted, the boy’s

parents are leftists. However, they oppose Chepa’s involving herself with the poor;

they criticize her for dressing shabbily; they are keenly aware of and agree with

differences based on social class: “Ay, mamá.  Imagínate, Meche, la Mirella

refinada.  Las cosas de mi mamá…” (43).  For the boy, sorting out these

contradictions, as well as deciding whether the era represented by his grandfather

holds any validity for him personally, is imperative for both his accommodation

into society and his arrival at a stable identity.  He realizes that, despite outward

appearances of control by the wealthy classes, beneath this veneer lies a deep

dependence on the “cuecos.”  When the latter fail to do their part in maintaining the

status quo, society is thrown into a state of flux in which upheaval soon follows.

Rituals, those bastions of social order, are upset when members of the lower classes
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fail to play their part.  Mirella’s refusal to transport the Sunday empanadas from her

mother’s house heralds the end of an era.  Shortly after she refuses to do this, Maya

will fail to bring the empanadas one Sunday and “La familia entera, anonadada con

la interrupción del ritual se quedó esperando sin poder explicar qué había sucedido”

(143).  Ultimately, the boy recalls that “como murió la Violeta, ya no hubo más

empanadas ni más almuerzos  dominicales.  Fue el principio del fin” (189).

Álvaro’s coming of age leaves him in a situation in which his life is divided

between the social mask he has been forced to wear and his suppressed inner self

which emerges periodically in Violeta’s room.  By the time the protagonist

interacts with his grandfather, this split between Álvaro’s two levels is so complete

that the children include him in their games as “un personaje de farsa que en

nuestros juegos llamábamos ‘la Muñeca’ porque era muy blanco, muy blanco,

como de porcelana envejecida” (16).   It is clear to the children that their

grandfather is not a normal person, that there is something wrong with him, which

they intuitively label as being like a doll, a simulation of the real thing.  Fromm, in

his book Escape From Freedom, discusses social pressure to conform and the

results of this pressure.  He notes that “Only those at the bottom of the social

pyramid, who sell nothing but their physical labor, and those a the very top do not

need to be particularly ‘pleasant’” (243).  For the population in between these two

extremes it is imperative to modulate behavior in order to conform to social norms.

Hence, Violeta is a member of a social class that has not been hollowed out by the
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need to wear a social mask.  For others in society, specifically those who must

conform, instinct must be suppressed in order to mold social behavior to the norm:

“early in his education, the child is taught to have feelings that are not at all ‘his’”

(Fromm, 243).  Álvaro Vives is a product of this situation. His outward identity

bears no connection to his internal self. Instead, he has almost completely lost track

of his inner self, which periodically emerges in Violeta’s bed and with the aroma of

the Sunday empanadas: “y el olor a masa dorándose despierta entre mis piernas

como un puño, el olor escarbando en mi memoria amodorrada en busca de

memorias que ya no existen” (53).  According to Fromm, “This loss of identity

then makes it still more imperative to conform; it means that one can be sure of

oneself only if one lives up to the expectations of others… By conforming to the

expectations of others, by not being different, these doubts about one’s identity are

silenced and a certain security is gained.  However, the price paid is high.  Giving

up spontaneity and individuality results in a thwarting of life.  Psychologically the

automaton, while being alive biologically, is dead emotionally and mentally” (255).

It is precisely this aspect of their grandfather’s personality, his air of being an

automaton, that the children recognize in casting their grandfather as “la Muñeca’

in their games.  The protagonist will observe his grandfather and draw certain

conclusions concerning himself which have a bearing on his eventual coming of

age:  “Esta distancia entre mi abuelo y nosotros me enseñó una cosa:  que yo no era

el ser más extraño del mundo entero, de lo que la crítica de los grandes me hubiera
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convencido si no fuera porque él, sin duda, era peor que yo” (20).  The protagonist

uses his grandfather’s persona as a measuring stick by which to gauge himself, and

the latter’s era as a context by which and in which to sort out his own world.

In their games, the children play out the social situations that surround

them, which they have absorbed either through observation or by listening to their

parents’ and grandparents’ conversations.  For the reader, details regarding what

the children absorb during their weekend visits to their grandparents’ house are

given in the protagonist’s descriptions of these games, in the stories unfolding

within the house and in the memories of all those involved.  As David Wood notes,

“For each of us to be ourselves, we need to be able to project possibilities, to recall

the past and… make sense of our relation to the world” (197).  For the protagonist

of this novel, memories of these weekends are intertwined with his grandfather’s

coming of age and with the story of his grandmother, whose escape from the social

order affects him greatly.  It is these memories that will define and outline the self

that emerges at the end of the novel.  Álvaro and Chepa are models of a past that

provided rigid norms at the expense of authenticity.  The protagonist will note these

norms and the discrepancy they create between appearances and what lies beneath

them.  His grandparents’ lives will provide him with the opportunity to probe the

cracks that exist in the apparently solid structure represented by the house.  In his

discussion on the coping mechanisms to which people resort in the face of

tremendous social pressure, Fromm notes that one way of coping is “withdrawal
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from the world so completely that it loses its threat” (185).  Early in his childhood,

the protagonist recognizes that his grandfather is a “fantoche que llamábamos la

Muñeca” (19), and that quite probably he maintains this air of being a fantoche on

purpose: “elegía así no tener ningún contacto con un mundo que no fuera adulto,

donde las leyes de la jerarquía prevalecieran.  No era más que otra forma de

liberarse del compromiso que implicaba tener una relación individual con nosotros”

(20).  The protagonist notes the divergence between reality and appearances in his

perception of his grandfather. Through observations of what unfolds in the house,

he will gain insight into the era embodied by his grandparents, as well as clues

regarding the results of the rigid social norms associated with their time period.

The split between his grandfather’s outward self and his inner persona is apparent

to the boy, a split which is like a fissure in the brick foundation of the house.

Following the tracks of this crack, which is so evident to him, the protagonist will

take notice of the relationship between his grandfather and Chepa.  Observations of

his grandparent’s relationship will expose deep rifts created by rigid social norms

and the need to suppress emotions deemed socially unacceptable.

At one point, the boy witnesses a scene at the dinner table in which Chepa

is rudely reprimanded by her daughters for dressing shabbily, spending too much

time with the poor, and leaving Álvaro out of her life.  He and his cousins listen

eagerly to this argument and retreat to the attic when it is over.  In the attic the

children reinterpret this scene in a manner which exposes the cleft between reality
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and appearances in their grandparents’ house.  They understand that Álvaro is

immune from punishment because he plays by the rules, even if this makes a

fantoche of him.  Chepa, however, gives rein to behaviors which are socially

punishable, going so far as to tell her daughters: “Yo tengo mi propia religión”

(98).  When he retreats to the attic following the scene between Chepa and her

daughters, the protagonist thinks about how wonderful it would be to cry “frente a

una tragedia realmente grande… Pero no pasaba nada si no lo inventábamos

nosotros” (99).  The boy understands that within the confines of the house a tragedy

is being played out, one having to do with his grandfather’s being a fantoche and

being protected, even rewarded for it, as well as having to do with his

grandmother’s vulnerability because of her authenticity.  The boy also grasps that

the tragedy is invisible to those involved in it.  In their retreat to the attic the

children feel the need to cry, scream, and tear out their hair. Their feelings mirror

those portrayed in the painting of a burial scene that hangs in the attic.  The

protagonist’s ability to see through the veneer which surrounds him marks him as

the enigmatic child, described by Richard Kuhn as one who “has the uncanny

knack of seeing life as it is, stripped of all human pretenses and conventions” (36).

For the reader, the episodes dealing with Álvaro’s and Chepa’s lives flesh

out and reinforce the veracity of what the protagonist has identified.  We are told in

these episodes that Álvaro Vives has led false a life.  When he first meets Chepa,

Álvaro is fascinated by her. In his descriptions to Violeta, however, he emphasizes
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characteristics which have more to do with social class than with physical

attraction: “Esa piel de yeso… La más rica” (73).  He admits he does not love her

but supposes that eventually he will “porque ella tiene todo para amarla y

representa lo mejor, lo más alto de su mundo” (73).  Álvaro assumes he will love

her because she has all the attributes his society, the wealthy class, would deem

acceptable.  He has internalized the social codes of his time and station in life to

such an extent that he cannot distinguish between what he truly wants and what

society dictates.  Álvaro is a product of rigid social norms, the effects of which

Fromm describes when he says that “Modern man lives under the illusion that he

knows what he wants, while actually he wants what he is supposed to want” (252).

In his descriptions of why Álvaro thinks he loves different girls, the narrator

emphasizes the social reasons for those choices: “la quería porque era linda y

elegante y hablaba su idioma y el de los suyos… y sus padres conocían a los suyos

de toda la vida y si se casaban nada cambiaría, todo seguiría como siempre” (71).

Above all else Álvaro wants to maintain the status quo, to do the proper thing and

not to rock the boat socially. On their wedding night, however, difficulties arise as

he finds himself impotent when he is confronted with “tanta perfección, pero

inerte” (80).  Ultimately, that night, Álvaro will overcome his impotence by

thinking of Violeta: “y duro ahora y seguro hizo el amor con la Violeta en la carne

ignorante de Chepa” (81). Years later, when Álvaro’s grandchildren visit him on

the weekends, his relationship to Chepa has been frozen for twenty years.  Álvaro
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is in his fifties; they have not shared a room or a bed in over twenty years and he

has confessed to her that he was never attracted to her: “jamás sentí deseos por ti,

jamás” (77).

Chepa is not free from the troubles that plague her husband.  She, too,

confesses to him that she chose him over another suitor because the other boy,

Pedro, “se reía tan fuerte y tenía manos de cargador” (73).  Both of these

characteristics are traits associated with the lower classes. To laugh loudly is to

express emotion overtly, a behavior in which the higher social classes are not

supposed to indulge. Rough hands detract from the suitor because this feature links

him to a blue-collar livelihood. Chepa, however, will evolve in a different manner

from her husband.  Álvaro internalizes the social code so that even when his

marriage to Chepa is a sham and he has admitted he never felt attracted to her, he

still plays the role of the husband.  He becomes jealous of Maya, an ex-prisoner

whom Chepa, using her excellent family connections, manages to free from jail.

Chepa becomes involved with Maya and, in contrast to Álvaro, who would keep up

the sham, she openly admits her feelings for him: “Y francamente, Álvaro, ni

aunque te estuvieras muriendo, este domingo, dejaría de ir a buscar a Maya” (83).

The day of this confrontation between Álvaro and Chepa is a Sunday, one of the

days her grandchildren, among them the protagonist, visit.  The boy recalls it as the

day they held a mock funeral for Mariola Rocanfort, the main character of their

juegos legítimos.  He remembers that their grandmother helped them plan and carry

out the funeral, which was interrupted at the end by Álvaro returning from
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Violeta’s house with the empanadas. Shortly after the mock funeral, Chepa will

have a confrontation with Álvaro over Maya.  She will learn that Maya has come

looking for her and her husband turned him away.  Armed with this information,

Chepa will set out to find Maya, eventually winding up in a shantytown at night

where she will be beaten and return home in a state of shock.  It is the last weekend

visit for the grandchildren. They spend that Sunday night in the house instead of

going home because their grandmother does not return from her search for Maya.

The events of that day haunt the protagonist well into adulthood, when he

remembers his grandmother as “la cornucopia derramándose todavía” (193).

Chepa’s feelings for Maya parallel those Álvaro has for Violeta. However,

Álvaro compartmentalizes and rationalizes these feelings such that he need not

admit to himself that he has emotions which fall outside the boundaries of what is

socially accepted.  In contrast to Alvaro, who does not reveal his emotions, Chepa

admits her feelings for Maya and is aware that Álvaro’s connection to Violeta goes

beyond sex:  “La sonrisa de Álvaro era casi espontánea cuando la Violeta estaba

cerca” (132).  Chepa, however, cannot make apparent her feelings to Maya despite

the fact that she is aware of them.  At one point, when she finds out that he has had

sex with Violeta, with whom she had arranged lodgings for him upon his release

from jail, Chepa admits her envy of this woman to herself.  She is envious of

Violeta, not because the maid has slept with her husband, not because she intuits

that her husband loves this woman, and not because she has slept with Maya, but

because Violeta is able to give in to her instincts: “te dejas arrastrar mientras yo
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miro desde la periferia sin confesar nada, pero que siento envidia por tus

magulladuras.  Maya te viene a ver a ti en la noche mientras yo me seco esperando

junto al teléfono” (138).  Once again, as was the case with Álvaro in his affair with

Violeta, the lessons ingrained in members of the wealthy class preclude Chepa

from acting on her feelings.  Chepa is aware that she cannot indulge her emotions

because “era una señora: esta señora… de abrigo de pelo de camello que va

cruzando el parque al volante de su Volkswagen azul” (141).    Vidal describes the

results of strong bourgeois acculturation as an “incapacidad de comunión, de amor

y de creación” (32).  Chepa contrasts her own failure in this area to the emotional

fulfillment of Violeta, whose house she associates with love: “la casa de la Violeta.

Amor. Amor” (163).  Although Chepa is unable to act on her emotions, she goes

further beyond established social boundaries than Álvaro. Unlike her husband, she

admits to herself the depth and scope of what is going on within her, and she does

not compartmentalize these feelings, nor does she excise them from her conscious

life. Chepa’s acknowledgement of the fact that the canons of her upbringing are in

discord with her self creates a situation in which “el instinto traicionado busca

restituir el equilibrio alterado por esa disciplina, y lo hace con una energía

vengativa que, en el relato, conduce a paroxismos de confusión mental y violencia

física que terminan en destrucción, locura y muerte” (Vidal 33). Ultimately, Chepa

crosses the boundary that Álvaro never will.  She makes an incursion into the

fringes of society, both literally, in her nocturnal wandering the streets of the

shantytown, and spiritually, when she comes to the realization that she is “Liviana
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y libre ahora, azotada por toda clase de ventarrones…  igual a Violeta” (168).  At

the time his grandmother comes to this conclusion regarding her status, one of

equality with Violeta, the protagonist is of age where he can grasp what is going on

around him.  Just before leaving Violeta’s house in order to search for Maya in the

shantytown, Chepa tells the servant that her grandchildren “ya están grandes”

(166).  The boy will have witnessed not only the ongoing situation between Chepa

and Álvaro, but also the lack of adjustment between his grandmother and her

world.  Chepa’s coming loose from her class moorings is something that happens

over time and in plain view of the protagonist, whose capacity to interpret and see

through what goes on around him stems from his being, as noted previously, one of

those children described by Kuhn as an “enigmatic child” (36).

For the boy, the Sunday of Mariola Rocanfort’s funeral and of his

grandmother’s foray into the shantytown is the end of something and the beginning

of a new time in his life.  After the events of that Sunday, his weekends change.

Instead of visiting his grandparents’ house, most weekends he will go to a

schoolmate’s house in the country. There he will swim and, to the relief of his

parents, involve himself in activities considered more mainstream than the juegos

legítimos of his grandparents’ attic. However, the protagonist’s coming of age is

marked by the truths he discovers in his visits to his grandparents’ house.  His

memories of those experiences and of the house are intertwined with his adult life

in the last episode.  In this last section of the novel, entitled “Una noche de
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domingo,” the protagonist, now an adult, recalls certain events and describes the

present status of his grandparents’ house and his family.  He remembers a hole

through which he used to escape as a boy in order to reach the street.  He

emphasizes that this hole is big enough so that “pueden pasar un niño y un perro,

jamás un hombre grande” (191).  Martínez discusses the importance of the

opposition between house and street in Donoso’s work, emphasizing that “el

cronotopo de la calle… tenía un carácter doble: por un lado constituía el habitat del

‘otro’, y servía para el encuentro con éste cuando éste se revestía de fascinación”

(106).  As noted previously, the ‘otro’ in Donoso’s novels is associated with the

lower classes. The protagonist recalls his incursions to the realm of the ‘otro’ as a

boy, crawling through the small aperture between fence and street which “como

todo el mundo sabe es peligrosa” (191).  The implication is that, having made these

incursions into the realm of the ‘otro’, both physically, through the gap in the fence,

and mentally, through his observations of his grandmother’s dealings with the poor

and the juegos legítimos, the protagonist has understood at an early age the

attraction of the wealthy classes for the lower classes and the dependence of the

former on the latter.  Having done so at an early age has allowed the boy to

reformat social norms and internalize a code different from that of his predecessors.

Whereas his grandmother finds this portal at an older age, and winds up catatonic --

the gap is big enough to allow a young child through but never an adult  --the boy

does not need to destroy a previously set code of behaviors in order to make room
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for something new, and he, unlike his grandmother, emerges successfully from the

experience.

As they did in previous novels, social class and the lack or possession of

wealth play an important part in the protagonist’s achievement of a stable identity.

In this protagonist’s world, however, it is not a question so much of moving up or

down the social ladder, or conforming to its demands, as of deciding what the

social ladder means to him in terms of his self identity.  The boy’s world is in such

a state of flux that he must be able to come up with new criteria, less rigid, more

accommodating and more thought- out criteria, in order to be able to confront the

myriad possibilities life in a more open society can put in his path.  Whereas in the

previous novels society offered codes which the characters either accepted or

rejected, in Este domingo the protagonist will have to come up with an individual

set of criteria which will allow him to  successfully navigate a society in which

nothing is solid.  In order to do this he will look back to his grandfather’s era and

he will make comparisons, scrutinize, deconstruct, and set that world against his

reality.  As Bakhtin notes, the protagonist on the border between two epochs “is

forced to become a new and unprecedented type of human being” (23).  In this

novel, the boy recognizes flaws in his grandfather, whom he characterizes as a

puppet, as well as the contradictions in his parents, whose leftist politics do not

preclude social snobbery, and he emerges as something distinct from either.  In a

world in which everything is possible, society cannot base standards on social
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class, since movement between classes is much greater.  Whereas in Un perdido

society could push to the fringes those who did not accept its codes, in this novel

the fringes have invaded the center and the center has made forays into the margins.

With Este domingo we are entering a stage when, truly, “the self becomes a

reflexive project” (Giddens 33). Black and white have ceased to exist as a defining

pattern. They have bled into each other and a large gray area has surfaced in which

new codes must be arrived at in order to succeed.  Clearly, in this type of situation

the individual must construct a viable self through observation and experience;

nothing is given to him or her.
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CHAPTER FOUR

NO PASÓ NADA: COMING OF AGE IN EXILE

The fourth novel included in this study, No pasó nada, was published in

1979.  Its

author, Antonio Skármeta, was born in 1940 in Antofagasta, a coastal city in the

north of Chile.  In 1973, after the military coup d’etat that ousted Salvador Allende,

Skármeta left for Argentina and Germany where he lived among the community of

Chilean exiles.  His experiences in Germany, as well as his roots in Antofagasta,

are reflected in this novel, which tells the coming-of-age story of a Chilean boy

living in exile in Berlin. Donald Shaw notes that “No pasó nada is among the more

original examples of recent Spanish American exile fiction.  In large measure this

is because Skármeta has escaped from stereotypical characters and situations by

centering the tale on a teenager instead of an adult” (132). Skármeta has published

several other novels and short stories, and is most widely known for his novel, El

cartero de Neruda (1985), which as a film, The Postman (1995), directed by

Michael Radford, was nominated for several Oscars.  Most recently he has returned

to Chile in 1989 where he conducts writing workshops and, in 1992, began to host

“El show de los libros,” a program on Chilean national television.
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No pasó nada (1979), unlike the other novels included in this study, is set

outside Chile. However, Chile will play an important role in the protagonist’s life.

Whereas the protagonist of Este domingo seeks a sense of self, cultural moorings,

and a pattern to his life by reaching across temporal boundaries and exploring his

grandfather’s coming of age, Lucho, the protagonist of No pasó nada, will, by way

of memory, reach across the physical space that separates him from Chile in order

to complete the coming-of-age process. As one critic of Skármeta’s works  points

out, “Los narradores…utilizan el juego de la memoria para reconstruir su propia

historia” (Bannura-Spiga 156).  At the novel’s beginning Lucho’s family is living

in exile in Berlin, the city where his coming of age unfolds.  Through his

recollections of life in Chile, Lucho will incorporate his cultural foundations, his

chilenidad, into his self.  In this novel, what it means to be Chilean in terms of life

style and identity is not problematic, hazy, or unstable.  Instead, the cultural

foundations of Lucho’s identity as a Chilean are frozen owing to his condition as an

exile.  What may or may not be happening across the ocean in his native country

has little bearing on what Lucho will carry with him as his root cultural identity.

Although ongoing changes, brought about by dictatorship, neo liberal reform, and

globalization, may be having an impact on life styles and cultural practices within

Chile, for the protagonist of No pasó nada  these changes are a moot point.  What

he remembers, his recollections, and his life within the family’s apartment in Berlin

will define what it means to be Chilean for him.  Speaking of identity and cultural
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change, Stuart Hall notes that “Cultural identities… like everything which is

historical… undergo constant transformation.  Far from being fixed in some

essentialized past, they are subject to the continuous ‘play’ of history, culture and

power” (112).  For Lucho and his family, what it means to be Chilean is, as Hall

describes it, “fixed in some essentialized past” (112), because as exiles they are

barred from participation in the ongoing changes occurring within Chile.

In contrast to the protagonists of other novels in this study, whose struggles

to arrive at a sense of self and to find a niche within society are directly impacted

by and made more difficult as a result of rapid cultural changes within Chile, in  No

pasó nada Lucho’s sense of what it means to be Chilean is stable throughout his

coming of age.  Lucho’s initiation is marked instead by the need to overcome

difficulties in interpreting the new world into which he is thrown.  Kalaga

Wojciech uses Kateryna Longley’s term, the “Fifth World,” to describe the

situation of exiled peoples, and he notes that “the key and decisive moment

accompanying displacement into the Fifth World is annihilation of the ontological

role of interpretation, which now, deprived of its own semantic universe, simply

cannot take place at all” (55).  Lucho’s journey through the coming-of-age process

will involve overcoming the possibility of annihilation and finding an effective role

for himself by learning to decode a new semantic universe.

Because the protagonist’s core cultural identity is not in question, but will

instead be reaffirmed throughout the novel, Lucho’s journey will more closely
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resemble the pattern described by Buckley with regard to the traditional nineteenth-

century bildungsroman. He will leave Chile for Germany, a move which parallels

Buckley’s description of the protagonist moving from a provincial town to a more

developed city.  Lucho will experience two love affairs, which parallel Buckley’s

description of   “one debasing, one exalting” (17), and in Berlin he will “make his

way independently in the city” (17), with “direct experience of urban life” (17)

playing a large part in his coming of age.   Because core cultural identity is not

unstable in this novel, the pattern of the protagonist’s initiation is similar to the

earlier, German prototype in which “The hero was… to serve as a model for

German youth” (Buma 3).  In No pasó nada Lucho is the model for an exiled youth

who must find a role for himself, who lives outside his country but carries,

crystallized within him, a sense of self, one which emanates from his memories and

from cultural practices within his home.  Commenting on the role of the protagonist

in this novel, Grinor Rojo notes that “En la medida en que en No pasó nada hay un

discurso del exilio, el arribo del protagonista a la edad adulta se liga en él

indefectiblemente al descubrimiento de una significación, acaso de la significación,

la sensata a la vez que políticamente deseable, para la/s vida/s del exilio –la suya y

las de los demás miembros de su comunidad” (69).

The reader is introduced to Lucho on the first page of the novel by way of

his recollection of the coup d’etat which led to his family’s exile in Germany.  In

the first lines the protagonist makes clear that the events of that day changed his life
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forever.  He notes that at that time he dreamed of being a musician and had asked

for and received a guitar for his birthday, which fell only days after the coup.  The

importance of this episode is that it foreshadows the way in which the events of that

day will have a lasting impact upon the person the protagonist will become.

Lucho’s dreams of being a musician are cut down by the coup. The guitar remains

at his aunt’s house upon the family’s departure for Germany, and is later sold in

order to help his aunt, who loses her job shortly after Lucho’s family is exiled.

Thus, it is possible to note from the opening page of the novel that Lucho’s

development, his future persona, is deeply influenced by his condition as an exile.

It is shortly after he narrates the story of the guitar that he notes:  “A mí ya no me

importa que hayan vendido la guitarra y que nunca pude tocarla, porque ya no

quiero ser más cantante” (26).  It is understood that as a young boy his dreams most

likely would have changed had he been able to play the guitar.  However, Lucho

must redirect his interests without the opportunity to explore this particular

aspiration.  Once his family is living in Germany everything about his life is

altered, and Lucho finds himself in a situation defined by economic hardships, a

precarious political situation, and the difficulties associated with being unable to

comprehend the language spoken around him.  Some opportunities are cut off while

others open up, tasks are thrust on him, and he is conscious at all times of his status

as a foreigner. His coming of age is abruptly redirected and the person that will

emerge from this process is closely intertwined with his condition as an exile.
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Early in his stay in Germany Lucho’s traditional role within his family is

upset.  Lucho’s father maintains certain attributes that demonstrate his traditional,

dominant position; for example, he punishes Lucho and sets clear boundaries for

the boy’s behavior. On the other hand, shortly after his arrival  in Germany Lucho

will have to take on  duties which in some measure upset the customary position of

father and son. Lucho will have to become the voice of the family because he is the

first to learn enough German. Hence, he will have to answer the phone because “el

papi y la mami dejaban que el teléfono sonara no más porque les daba vergüenza

levantarlo” (30).  In an episode which clearly illuminates this role reversal, Lucho

teaches his father a strategy he has learned in order to cope with hunger.  The boy

takes his father to the supermarket one day when they are extremely hungry and

have no money. At the supermarket Lucho shows his father how to satisfy hunger

without the need for money: “Siempre hay señoritas que ofrecen cosas de

propaganda en la sección de comestibles, y yo agarraba  de esto y de lo otro.  Un

pedazo de queso, después una galleta, después un chocolate, un vasito de vino, un

camarón cocido.  Si uno hacía la vuelta completa, podía darse por almorzado” (45).

It is apparent from this episode that in Germany Lucho assumes a posture with

respect to his father which he never would have had to assume at such a young age

in Chile.  In this episode Lucho is the teacher and his father is a grateful student.

Because of his condition as an exile, Lucho is put into a situation which requires

him to assume roles he most likely would not have had to assume in Chile at that
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age; Lucho’s coming of age is sped up by his situation.  He will, at an earlier age

than otherwise, become the interpreter of his world instead of allowing his parents

to act in this capacity for a more extended period of time.  His father makes clear

the difference in Lucho’s situation after their arrival in Germany when he tells

Lucho and his brother that “desde ahora en adelante se había acabado la niñez para

nosotros” (43).

In Germany Lucho is always considered as an outsider and is often referred

to as “el chileno.”  The fact that he is identified in this manner creates a situation

which reinforces his roots while at the same time allowing him to move through his

new surroundings without having to reflexively create a self to present to the world;

instead, one is assigned to him.  Peter du Preez notes that “Identities exist in

systems of relations… which  maintain each other.  When we examine any system

of identities, their reciprocal definitions become obvious.  Masculine identity has

its peculiar meaning in relation to feminine identity; black to white; protestant to

catholic; proletarian to bourgeois” (3).  For Lucho, being marked as “el chileno”

defines him for the surrounding world as “Other,” and also creates a relationship

between his identity and the identities of those who surround him.  He does not

have to struggle for definition since he is labeled from the outset; instead he will

have to struggle to interpret what this definition assigned to him will mean in terms

of a role, much the same as the protagonists of the German prototypical novels,

whose “Germanness” was not in question but who needed to find a role within
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society.  Lucho’s struggle revolves around interpreting the world around him, and

finding a role within it instead of arriving at an internal identity. His battles go on

externally instead of internally. Self-definition is not a problem for Lucho as it was

for the protagonist of Este domingo and, unlike the situation in Donoso’s novel,

Lucho will carve out a clear role for himself.  The issue surrounding identity is

resolved for him in that he is “el chileno” as long as he remains in Germany.

Coming of age in this situation creates a set of problems which do not impact his

sense of self as much as they affect day-to-day living with the assigned identity, as

well as the question of how to be effective, how to have a significant, meaningful

part to play in society even as he accepts the assigned role of “Other.”  In order to

resolve these problems, Lucho must walk a fine line, one which neither annihilates

his root cultural identity nor places him so far out of mainstream German culture

that his mark on society becomes nullified, ineffective.  Asher Milbauer, speaking

about the role of exile in the works of Joseph Conrad, Vladimir Nabokov, and Isaac

Bashevis Singer, points out that: “The complete, unqualified adaptation to and

assimilation with an alien culture leads inevitably to spiritual extinction.  To feed

on one’s past only, to live with thoughts directed only toward this past, leads to

oblivion and death” (16).  This is the edge Lucho must live on, a place where he

remains “Other,” yet an effective “Other.”  The steps Lucho takes in order to

succeed in this venture involve making ever greater forays into the alien world

around him and interpreting what he sees there in terms of previous knowledge,
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while at the same time, within the walls of his family’s apartment, he continues to

exist within a cultural context which remains almost unchanged from the one he

left behind in Chile.  With respect to the implications of maintaining traditional

cultural practices in one area of a person’s life on the acquisition of identity,

Anthony Giddens notes that “where traditional modes of practice are dominant, the

past inserts a wide band of ‘authenticated practice’ into the future.  Time is not

empty, and a consistent ‘mode of being’ relates future to past.  In addition, tradition

creates a sense of the firmness of things…” (48).  Unlike the protagonists of Este

domingo and Un perdido, Lucho has a firm sense of who he is and can, from this

base, set out to find a clear role for himself.

Lucho’s first impressions of Germany, indeed all his impressions of his new

world, are assimilated through the prism of his past: “El crecimiento de Lucho se

irá formulando dentro del campo de fuerzas que en su conciencia promueven las

presiones simultáneas de un allá y un aquí, de un entonces y un ahora. Ambos

espacios y ambos tiempos se encuentran y se combaten en el interior de su alma

joven” (Grinor 118).   Lucho apprehends Germany through the lens of Chile, a

process similar to what Milbauer notes regarding the protagonist of  Nabokov’s

novel Pnin (1953): “past and present are inseparable; whenever Pnin tries to grasp

the meaning of his present existence or come to terms with it, he invariably ends up

taking a journey into his past” (64).  Throughout the novel Lucho will resort to this

practice as he attempts to decipher the world around him.  In the first pages of the
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text he describes a familiar activity, soccer, as it is placed in an unfamiliar setting.

At the beginning of his stay in Germany, Lucho’s capacity to interpret his

surroundings is limited to activities so familiar to him that he is able to draw

conclusions and make contrasts based on his memories of those activities in Chile:

“Mi jugador predilecto era Kosteddes…Yo encuentro que juega con mucha

picardía y me acuerdo mucho, viéndolo en acción, de un chileno que se llama

Caszelly…Además me interesa cómo juega Kleinmann en la defensa, que también

se parece a otro jugador chileno, el Elías Figueroa…” (27).  His first contact with

German children his age is, of course, at school.  However, Lucho’s descriptions of

these first encounters are limited to activities that allow for a familiar frame of

reference, ones that do not require language.  Thus, Lucho recalls that “Comencé a

aprender el alemán jugando futbol en los recreos.  Me ponían de back centro y allí

metí tanto fierro que aprendí distintas palabritas: ‘desgraciado’, ‘cabrón’, ‘pata de

mulo’” (35).  Speaking about Skármeta’s characters, María Garza Bannura-Spiga

notes that often “se hacen reconocer por el grupo y se afirman a través de los

deportes…” (157).  His first friends are other boys whose situation parallels his

own.  Homero and Sócrates Kumides are two boys whose family has been exiled

from Greece.  Despite the fact that language is not a uniting factor, the similarity of

their situations allows for better communication, and as Lucho points out: “Me

llevaron a su casa, me enseñaron a tomar vino, a bailar como Zorba y, lo más

fundamental, a hablar el alemán” (37).  In order to begin to successfully interpret
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his universe Lucho seeks out situations which he can manage through common

codes that exist either because of the universality of these codes, for example in

soccer, or because of a common experience, for example the experience of being

exiled from one’s homeland.  Kalaga notes that “the subject is held in existence by

semiotic systems and universes to which it relates or, to use another register, by

discursive practices and institutions.  The subject functions within those discursive

fields because it is interpreted within the whole complex system of affiliations,

differences, and interrelationships” (53).  In No pasó nada, the protagonist’s

semiotic universe is upset to such an extent that, in order to begin the process of

apprehending his new world, Lucho must find common ground. He must find the

border areas where his universe touches and bleeds into the alien one around him.

Lucho moves out into the German world gradually, in little steps, as he manages,

through learning the language and deciphering social codes, to increase the

dimensions of these common areas.

In the beginning even common, universal phenomena, such as night versus

day, or the type and quality of insects are interpreted through the lens of memory:

“Aquí en invierno oscurece muy temprano. En Chile la noche es corta, hay más

pájaros que en Berlín, una cordillera muy linda que siempre tiene nieve en la punta;

hay muchos insectos, perros sueltos, y moscas. Aquí en Alemania se ven muy

pocas moscas.  La gente es muy higiénica” (29).  As the novel moves on in time

and Lucho is able to learn German and become more accustomed to his
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surroundings, as noted, he will be assigned another role, one which emanates from

within his family: that of translator and interpreter for his parents.  Lucho’s parents,

whose coming of age can be presumed complete and who, therefore, had stable

professional roles and a fixed root cultural identity prior to their arrival in

Germany, find it more difficult to start over.  As noted, Kateryna Longley speaks of

a “Fifth World,” one which goes beyond economic indices as the defining factor

used in order to assign nomenclature; she describes it as the place “inhabited by

uprooted and displaced people for whom it is impossible to fight their way through

an almost impenetrable network of fences and obstacles” (23).  For Lucho’s

parents, Germany is their Fifth World, and, unlike the protagonist, who is young

enough to find a niche for himself in order to fit into his new world, who must learn

the language in order to break through the “impenetrable network of fences and

obstacles” (Longley 18), his parents exemplify an option described by Kalaga: to

“reject the new universe by setting up an impervious barrier in the form of a refusal

to translate oneself into an alien language and an alien cultural discourse… This,

however, would equal existential solitude and dissociation from the surrounding

world” (56).  Lucho’s parents exemplify this mode of existence in Germany; their

friends are other exiles, their activities revolve around the committee to oust

General Augusto Pinochet, head of the military junta which in 1973 overthrew

Salvador Allende, and to support those who remain in Chile; their only hope

centers on returning to their native land; and they rely on Lucho to be their bridge
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to the surrounding world: “cada vez que pasan una noticia de Latinoamérica en la

television me pega el grito para aque vaya a traducirle” (34).

In contrast to his parents, Lucho is on the cusp of coming of age and,

although his cultural identity is not only frozen owing to his distance from Chile,

but also reinforced since he is labeled “el chileno,” his mind set is flexible because

he is at an age where molding is still possible.  Lucho, then, will gradually

overcome the difficulties implicit in finding himself suddenly living in a foreign

land, unable to speak the language or understand the or the social codes, and in a

difficult economic and political position.  Lucho does this by moving out into

German society in ever-widening circles.  From the soccer field, where he does not

need language and where he is at home, through initial friendships with other

exiles, he will move gradually further away from familiar ground until he finds

himself in what can be described as completely German territory.  An example of

this gradual movement  is his passage from spending time at a magazine store after

school, a place which he describes as “muy lindo, con diarios extranjeros y revistas

de historietas y deportes…no era que yo leyese las revistas, pero me entretrenía

mucho mirando los monos” (46), to spending his time at a record store.  The

transition from one space to another parallels his acquisition of language, while at

the same time moving him further into German society and away from his family’s

home.  Whereas at the magazine shop he only looks at the pictures in the comic

books or magazines and is unable to decipher enough of the language to read, once

he moves on to the record store he will become involved in listening to and
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speaking German.  The record store heralds the beginning of his acquisition of

enough of the German language to move into German society without the crutch of

the familiar. It is through music that he will become more adept at using language

to penetrate German culture:  “Dejé de ir a mirar las revistas cuando me convertí en

un fanático del radio portátil.  Pasaba por Kudamm con el cable en la oreja, y

cuando agarraba una palabra, abría el diccionario y la iba repitiendo hasta

aprenderla” (47).

The acquisition of language is what moves Lucho from the relative safety of

ignorance into the perilous waters of knowledge, which will foster expectations,

hopes, and contacts with his new world on its own terms.  This moment of

acquisition of knowledge has roots which go back to biblical scripture, having to do

with the fall from innocence after eating from the tree of knowledge. In his

discussion of this theme, Terry Otten asserts that “the fall refers neither to a

historical time nor place but rather to a state of mind… it takes place within the

self” (9).  For the protagonist of this novel, the record store is the place where he

will move from relative innocence to a state of knowledge which will allow him to

move into German society, and cross the threshold leading from childhood to

adulthood.  The adjectives used to describe the magazine store point toward the

benevolence associated with innocence, “muy lindo…calentito” (46).  The clerks at

this venue will not allow Lucho to indulge in activities associated with adulthood,

such as looking at the pornographic magazines; it is a space associated with

childhood. The music store, however, functions as a portal through which Lucho
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will pass into the world of adulthood; one that will include sex, violence, betrayal,

and deception.  It his here that he will meet Sophie, the girl who will play the role

of the “debasing love affair” (Buckley 17) in the Bucklean outline of experiences

common to many coming-of-age novels.

Lucho’s relationship with Sophie, a clerk at the music store, will be the

beginning of his initiation into German society and also the starting point for his

coming of age.  He describes Sophie as not very good looking: “Las pestañas de

Sophie eran la falsedad absoluta, pero no la mirada.  Era la vendedora más

convincente que he conocido” (49).  He emphasizes the fact that she tells each

customer what he or she wants to hear, swearing that the record  in which the

customer is interested  is her favorite.  Lucho falls in love with her, and not long

after they spend the night together. However, this event is intertwined with Lucho’s

political status, as the evening begins when Lucho invites Sophie to help him paint

political posters for a march planned on the eleventh of September in order to mark

the day of the military coup that brought down Allende’s government.  The

protagonist’s status as someone in exile marks everything that will happen to him,

including his amorous initiation.  Lucho’s affair with Sophie is enmeshed with his

personal political situation as well as with his universal situation as a boy who is in

the process of coming of age and discovering the opposite sex.  After painting the

posters it is late and Lucho is walking Sophie home when a group of boys pick a

fight with him by taunting the girl.  Lucho beats up one of the boys badly and will

have to spend the entire night in Sophie’s apartment for fear that if he walks out of
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the building he will be assaulted by the rest of the boys.  The incidents of this night

set off a chain of events which will ultimately lead to Lucho’s finding his role

within German society and coming of age.  The circumstances of that evening will

also place the protagonist in a space referred to by Barbara Aponte in her

discussion of initiation stories as one loaded with rituals and magic: “el

protagonista quiere abandonar el espacio familiar – A, y aspira a entrar en otro

diferente, abierto al futuro – C.  El camino entre A y C es un espacio ritual y

mágico…” (131).  After his night with Sophie, Lucho’s life will change drastically;

he will go through a series of steps which closely parallel traditional initiatory rites

of passage.   As a result of that night, Lucho will have to find ways to deal with

new difficulties, both in the space associated with Chile and his cultural roots, his

family’s apartment, and in the larger world around him, in which he must come of

age. The first thing Lucho will do upon arriving home from that night is lie to his

parents regarding his whereabouts, using the slogan painting as an excuse for

staying out all night, a deception which he finds shameful: “Me quedó mirando con

esa cara orgullosa que pone cuando algo le gusta, y el pecho se le infla como a un

palomo.  Claro que ahora tuve que bajar la vista junto con los brazos, porque me

dio vergüenza esa mentira” (59).  It is possible to note the connection between this

feeling of shame for having used an event as sacred to the family as the upcoming

political protest to deceive his parents, with the fall described by Otten, and its

biblical connections to the loss of innocence and the acquisition of knowledge.
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The space between point A and point C, referred to by Aponte, is, for

Lucho, loaded with shame and fear.  After his evening with Sophie, Lucho’s life

outside the space of his family’s apartment becomes charged with fear, since the

brother of the boy he beat up is looking for Lucho in order to take revenge.  This

boy, Michael, is much bigger than Lucho and will badger him on the phone and

follow him until Lucho will have to accept resorting to a physical confrontation

with the larger boy.  The interim period between the morning Lucho lies to his

parents about where he spent the night and the actual fight with Michael is a time

of awakening for the protagonist.  It is during this period that he realizes that

Sophie betrayed him, and it is also when he participates in a class discussion which

he describes as “una de las mejores clases que recuerdo en mi vida, porque Herr

Kolberger nos hizo discutir sobre una obra de Brecht…la obra prueba que los ricos

se compran a los jueces y que los jueces no son nada imparciales.  A mí me interesa

mucho esa obra, porque allá en Chile siempre los jueces condenaban por cualquier

cosa a la gente pobre, y en cambio los ricos podían matar y no les pasaba nada.

Allá en Chile, los jueces son momios. Yo no sé cómo serán en Alemania” (61).  In

this space of time Lucho is experiencing the bittersweet taste of knowledge; he is

able to remove the blindfold from his eyes regarding Sophie on his own.  Without

the necessity of anyone else’s input, he arrives at the conclusion that she betrayed

him, and he deepens his meditations on the social system that made such a

profound impact on his life.  Lucho describes this time: “En uno de esos ratos, me

pareció que despertaba de un sueño” (68).  This, then, is the time of awakening for
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the protagonist; the eventual fight with Michael is part of a ritual passage, the

culmination of a process set off the night he spends with Sophie.  Moretti refers to

this as “the tragic paradigm, the pain of trauma is the price for truth: for the

discovery of a violent power behind the façade of an impartial civilization” (53).

The ritual, however, is necessary.  It is not until after his fight with the German boy

that Lucho will find his self and achieve an effective role as “el chileno” within

German society.  Shortly prior to his encounter with Michael, Lucho is at his worst

moment. The trauma of awakening, the difficulty that knowledge brings him is

made clear:  “No tenía mi país, la Sophie no quería verme nunca más, un tipo me

andaba buscando para arreglarme, y había mandado a un alemán al hospital.  Por

mucho menos hay gente que se pega un tiro” (63).  In a study of Skármeta’s works,

Ariel Dorfman points out that “En estos relatos, se presentan seres que viven bajo

circumstancias adversas, donde todo parecería incapacitar al personaje para

elevarse, y que sin embargo…no logra destrozar al joven, que pasa por un rito

inicíaco, un bautismo…” (74).

During this period of time, which parallels the space referred to by Aponte

as one between point A and point C, Lucho will go beyond apprehending and

interpreting his world in terms of what he already knows.  He no longer will

depend solely on his previous experiences from Chile in order to interpret his

current situation.  Lucho has no prior experiences with women that can prepare him

for the ordeal set off by his relationship with Sophie.  He notes that she is “La
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primera mujer de mi vida y la primera traición” (69).  His interest in, and

involvement with, the events surrounding the protest organized by the Chilean

community to mark the eleventh of September wane with the urgency of his own

situation.  It is during this period of time, beginning with the night spent with

Sophie, and ending with his encounter with Michael, that Lucho will be drawn

from the perimeters of German society into its core. The process by which Lucho

acquires a position within German society closely parallels the steps associated

with traditional rites of passage.  Solon T. Kimbali notes that “when the activities

associated with such ceremonies were examined in terms of their order and content,

it was possible to distinguish three major phases: separation, transition and

incorporation” (vii).  Lucho’s coming-of-age process closely parallels these steps.

First in his personal journey is his removal from his native country, an event which

Caroline B. LaRocque asserts is a common thread in the traditional rite of passage:

“The rites invariably open with the separation, often brutal and even fatal in tone,

of the boy…from his childhood home” (54).  After his arrival in Germany, Lucho

begins his movement toward the second phase in the process.  His acquisition of

the foreign language positions him further from his family because he is able to

make his way outside the home and it allows him the opportunity of making

connections with people not associated with the Chile Comité, or in any other way

connected to the community of exiles.
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His ability to speak German also changes his role within his family from

that of a child in need of guidance to that of interpreter and guide for his parents in

a foreign world. It is also the ability to communicate in German that will allow him

to experience his first love with Sophie, an event that will in turn set the stage for

his definitive positioning in the second phase of initiation in which “the initiate,

now identified as an exile and outcast from his natal community…passes through a

series of painful and terrifying ordeals” (LaRocque 54).  LaRocque further

describes this period as “the second and most critical phase of the rites: the sojourn

of the initiate in the wilderness, a mysterious realm of violence peopled by

fearsome and supernatural beings” (54).   During this phase of the initiation

process, Lucho will lie to his family, further sullying the lie by using the Chile

Comité as his motive for having been out all night.

It is during this second phase that Lucho will find himself out very late at

night on the streets of Berlin, surrounded by a group of boys who threaten and goad

him into kicking one of them in the genitals and sending him to the hospital, an

event which precipitates Michael’s search to avenge his brother. During this period

Lucho will lose interest in the activities of the Chile Comité and will distance

himself from his family, as he is unable to share with them what is happening to

him; Lucho will feel himself alone, apart from his family and with no support.  For

Lucho, Michael becomes one of those “fearsome and supernatural beings” referred

to by Carolyn LaRocque.  In his description of the bigger boy Lucho notes his
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unnaturally large size: “Me di cuenta del medio pedazo de espalda que tenía el

bruto.  Si parecía que lo hubieran hecho de cemento” (95).  This phase of his

initiation is associated with constant fear. The terror of his inexorable encounter

with Michael haunts him day and night, yet he is unable to discuss any part of his

situation with his parents, whose help in this matter he has denied himself due to

the lie regarding his whereabouts the night he stayed with Sophie, and because the

events have put the entire family at risk. It is during this phase that Lucho is

tempted to retreat back to this mother’s protection, something which is associated

with the realm of childhood.  Referring to this period between separation and

reintegration, Victor Turner notes that “the initiate’s behavior is norally passive or

humble; they must obey their instructors implicitly, and accept arbitrary

punishment without complaint” (95).  Lucho assumes this attitude with regard to

Michael.  Even as the larger boy threatens to kill him, Lucho acquiesces:

-Y yo te llamaba para decirte que te voy a hacer lo mismo que tú le
hiciste al Hans.
-Sí- dije. Repetía sí, sí, y ponía cara de idiota.
-Donde te encuentre te voy a sacar la cresta.
-Sí-dije.
-Y si el Hans muere en el hospital antes que te agarre la policía yo

voy a
matarte, ¿sí?
-Sí.
-¿Entendiste bien?
-Sí.
- En cuanto salgas de la casa te agarro y te hago pedazos ¿Oíste,
chileno?
-Sí. (67)
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Clearly, Lucho shows all the attributes of the initiate in the second phase of

the process: not only does he seem to acquiesce to everything the larger boy says,

but he thanks him when Michael offers a ride on his motorcycle in order to take

Lucho to the abandoned dump site where he plans to beat him severely.  For Lucho,

sorely tempted to return to the protection of his mother’s love, it is his situation as

an exile that will act as the catalyst in the coming-of-age process.  Even at the

moment they are about to fight, after a journey across Berlin by motorcycle, and

ending at the dumpsite where Michael plans to beat him, Lucho tries to avoid

confronting Michael. He offers to visit the hospital where Hans is being treated,

and apologize to him in person.  It is only the fact that Michael reminds him of his

precarious status in Germany, and points out that the result of his admitting

responsibility for Hans’s condition would be his family’s expulsion from Germany,

that Lucho accepts his fate and wills himself to fight the larger boy.  Once again

Lucho’s position as an exile definitively effects his coming of age, propelling him

over the threshold even when he feel unready to cross it.

Shortly after his arrival in Germany, Lucho is told by his father that his

childhood is over.  He is also warned that any misstep could result in their

expulsion from Germany.  Lucho’s father makes painfully clear to the boy the

delicate nature of their situation in Germany, a fact which will influence the boy’s

coming of age.  Speaking about the coming-of-age process within marginalized

segments of a society, Pascal Pensena Buma notes that “The completion of the
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bildung of members of marginalized societies…entails enlisting in the struggle to

dismantle that oppressive order which, to the hero of the dominant group, might be

non existent” (15).  Lucho is aware at all times that his position in Germany is

vulnerable and that he is not a full member of German society.  When he realizes

the consequences of having sent a German boy to the hospital during the night

spent with Sophie, those consequences loom larger than they would in the context

of a normal teenage scrabble.   For Lucho, the implications of this fight mean

possible expulsion from Germany and the loss of safe harbor for his family.  The

days prior to his encounter with Michael, the days of awakening, are burdened by

this fear.  First he tries to avoid having to meet the German boy and his fear

threatens to overwhelm his coming of age:  “Me di vuelta hacia la cocina con ganas

de meterme a llorar en el delantal de mi mami igual que cuando era niño  en

Santiago” (64).  Moretti notes that, for those coming of age, “as the whole process

of socialization becomes more violent, regression inevitably acquires its symbolic

prominence: faced with an increasing probability of being wounded, it is quite

reasonable for the subject to try and make himself, so to speak, smaller and

smaller” (234).  At this point in the novel, the protagonist is on the verge of a final

trial, the ritual challenge that he must pass in order to enter the space designated by

Aponte as “C.”  However, in order to do so he must cross the threshold by facing

up to Michael and assuming responsibility for his actions the night with Sophie

without exposing his family. Ultimately, his encounter with Michael is charged
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with symbolism having to do with his position as an outsider and a member of a

marginalized group versus Michael’s position as a full member of German society.

While he waits to be picked up by his adversary, he tries to imagine himself devoid

of a personal history: “Apretaba los ojos y me imaginaba sin pasado” (91).  When

Michael finally shows up on the motorcycle, Lucho thinks about “lo que nos habían

contado de que cuando los indios vieron llegar a caballo a los conquistadores

españoles, creían que el animal y el hombre eran un solo monstruo” (92).  Clearly

Lucho is afraid of more than simply being beaten physically; his thoughts moments

before rising to meet his adversary reveal a fear of losing his past, of being

conquered in the sense of losing his cultural bearings.  The reference to the

conquistadors points to his identification with his past.  For Lucho, with his

knowledge of his precarious position as an outsider, there is a need to overcome

this situation while at the same time there is fear about the outcome.  As Pensena

Buma notes, there is the need “to dismantle that oppressive order” (15) represented

by German society.

The encounter with Michael takes in a mythical dimension.  It occurs in a

no-man’s-land on the outskirts of Berlin; physically, a bridge separates the space

from the rest of the city.  Lucho is transported, in a surge of overwhelming terror,

pain, and anger, across the threshold from childhood and into the third stage

associated with the rites of passage, which “follows the return of the boy to the

community and his establishment in the world of his fathers.  Here, final
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consummation of the rite of passage is marked as representatives of the fathers and

elders bestow a new name…and new prospects upon the youth, insignia of his

newly-won status within the community” (LaRocque 54).  During the battle Lucho

experiences a moment, a parenthesis in time, wherein he is reborn: “Me había

separado de mi cuerpo.  Me sentía flotando en el mar de Antofagasta, azulito, de

vacaciones en el norte; vi a mi papi y a mi mami hechos una llamarada; vi que me

lamían suavecito, que yo salía del cuerpo de mi mami y todo era un incendio”

(103).  Regarding such moments of rebirth, Mircea Eliade points out that initiation

rites in general “have a well developed scenario, comprising several moments:

consecration to death; initiatory torture; death itself and finally the ritual of rebirth

and return…” (32).  Clearly, after Lucho’s encounter with Michael, he has taken all

of these steps with the exception of the return to his family.  Prior to the fight he

firmly believed that he would die: “ ‘Este huevón va a matarme’, pensé” (95).

Instead of turning back, however, he continues on his journey, a step which

parallels Eliade’s “consecration to death” (103).  He is also severely beaten up by

Michael and at the end of the battle he experiences flashbacks of his life in Chile,

followed by a dream sequence in which he is reborn floating in the waters off the

coast of Chile, something which is connected to Eliade’s description of “rebirth and

return” (32).  It is immediately after this event that he awakens to find Michael

lying on the ground beside him.  He revives the German boy by splashing water on
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his face, and he realizes that, although he is in considerable pain, Michael is no

better off.

After the fight with Michael, it is clear that Lucho has crossed the threshold

of the initiation process into adulthood, or, as Carolyn LaRocque points out, “his

establishment in the world of his fathers” (54).  This is evident in that, prior to his

struggle with Michael, Lucho had planned to visit Edith, the other girl, or “exalting

love affair” (Buckley 17) in the Bucklean scheme of experiences ascribed to the

typical protagonist of the bildungsroman.  Lucho had taken his savings with him,

expecting to buy a present for the girl.  However, instead of going to her house

after the battle with Michael, he will spend his time and his money eating pizza

with the German boy.  They will become friends and it is clear that Lucho has won

the respect of the larger boy.  It is also clear that he has exchanged the realm of

childhood, often associated with women, for that of men.

Not long after fighting and then bonding with Michael, Lucho will go

through the last phase of initiation, a step in which his father will “bestow a new

name… and new prospects upon the youth, insignia of his newly won status within

the community” (LaRocque 54).  This event occurs at a meeting of the Chile

Comité when his father sees that Michael has arrived to show his support; he labels

his son as a “proselitista.”  At this point Lucho has been assigned a name, which

defines his role and is his “insignia” (LaRocque 54).  The reader understands that

Lucho has found his place within Geman society without forfeiting his root culture.
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He wins back the girl, Edith, by copying and translating poems from his native

tongue for her, and he has won the respect of Michael, symbol of all that is

German, not only by fighting him, but by discussing his country’s history and

culture with him.  It is because of Lucho’s comments to Michael regarding Chilean

history and the political reality of Pinochet’s regime that the German boy becomes

a supporter of the cause in which  Lucho’s parents are involved.

This novel, then, not only closely follows the pattern described by Buckley

as typical of traditional eighteenth- and nineteenth-century bildungsromane, but

also adheres to the scheme of traditional rites of passage associated with initiation,

as described by Aponte, Eliade, Victor Turner, and others.  The reason for this

close adherence to traditional patterns is the fact that the protagonist’s core identity

is not in doubt. Lucho identifies himself as Chilean at all times.  His codes of

conduct and his cultural background are not only solid but fixed. Unlike

protagonists of previous novels in this study, whose cultural roots and patterns of

behavior are in flux due to rapid changes in their world, for Lucho the conception

of what it means to be Chilean remains frozen, fixed in the moment at which he

abandoned his native country.  Whatever may be confusing, unstable, or hazy

regarding German society does not affect Lucho’s core identity because it remains

exterior to him.  Lucho’s struggle, therefore, has more to do with how to fit into

German society and have an effective role as an exile than it does with sorting out

who he is and what he stands for.  In this sense Lucho, protagonist of a mid-
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twentieth-century coming-of-age novel, has more in common with Goethe’s

Wilhelm than with, for example, the protagonist of Este domingo, which is not only

a Chilean novel, but was published temporally much closer to No pasó nada than

was Goethe’s novel.
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CHAPTER FIVE

MARCO ANTONIO DE LA PARRA: RECOVERING THE PAST
TO CREATE A FUTURE

Marco Antonio de la Parra’s novel La secreta guerra santa de Santiago de

Chile, published in 1989, takes up again the thread of novels prior to No pasó nada

regarding the question of identity and the protagonist’s attainment of a stable sense

of self.  The author, a psychiatrist by training, has held positions ranging from

medical doctor to cultural attaché to the Chilean embassy in Spain during the first

democratically elected government following the years of the military dictatorship.

He is the author of several novels and more than twenty plays, and is widely known

for some of the latter which have received critical acclaim in Chile.  His training as

a psychiatrist influences his writing, as his plays and novels tend to deal with

questions of identity and the psychic impact of external factors on the human mind.

Currently he is a professor of theatre arts at the University of Chile and he writes a

column critiquing television for La Segunda, a Chilean newspaper.

In this novel the main character, Tito Livio Triviño, is an adult who has

been married and separated from his wife.  He is the father of two girls and a

successful advertising executive, a position which allows him to participate in the

benefits of the Chilean economic boom of the 1980s:  “The period of 1973 – 1989,

then, can be divided into two major phases of neoliberalism.  The first
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encompassed the years of the economic boom, 1978-1981… The second took place

after the economic crisis, from about 1986–1989.  This was the period… when

there was an economic boomlet” (Oppenheim 151). Owing to his professional

success, Tito finds himself living the life of the jet set, a life style far removed from

his roots in a lower-middle-class neighborhood, and one which is vastly different

from the daily reality of the majority of the Chilean population.  The plot of La

secreta guerra revolves around Tito’s passage from a state of latent adolescence to

adulthood through his participation in a covert war that is being fought in Santiago.

The ongoing battle in which the protagonist finds himself suddenly immersed is

between the forces of good and evil, tradition and modernity, and capitalism and

socialism.  Tito’s involvement in the underground war stems from his father’s

previous role in the same conflict.

The novel is quite postmodern in its subject matter as well as in the way it is

presented. Fredric Jameson describes the postmodern society as one in which the

following characteristics exist: “New types of consumption; planned obsolescence;

an ever more rapid rhythm of fashion and styling changes; the penetration of

advertising, television and the media generally to a hitherto unparalleled degree

throughout society; the replacement of the old tension between city and country,

center and province, by the suburb and by universal standardization; the growth of

the great networks of superhighways and the arrival of the automobile culture”

(Postmodernism 124).  In La secreta guerra, de la Parra describes a city in which
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the barrio alto encompasses the features noted by Jameson on the one hand, while

at the same time large sectors of Santiago maintain characteristics of an era prior to

that which brought about the traits described as postmodern.  Throughout the text,

Tito’s coming of age is linked to his need to unravel the process by which this

division between modern and postmodern, old and new, and traditional and

contemporary has occurred.  Through the use of irony and a return to widely-

known historical facts presented from a radically different perspective, the links

between Chilean history and world history, as well as the connections between

Chile and the era of globalization, neo-liberal reform, and transnational capitalism

are re-interpreted.  The process of revisiting the past from a different perspective is

carried out in the hopes of realizing a future that allows for stability within a

framework of authentic cultural practices. As Madelena Gonzales points out:  “A

different future obviously depends on a different past and the ability to visualize the

present critically” (110).  Tito’s failure to achieve a stable sense of self despite his

age is linked to a present devoid of cultural foundations.  To attain these cultural

moorings he must journey into the past and re-interpret what he finds there.  He

also casts a critical eye on the present.

Speaking about Latin American postmodernism, Néstor García Canclini

notes that “we conceive of post-modernity not as a stage or tendency that replaces

the modern world, but rather as a way of problematizing the equivocal links that the

latter has formed with the traditions it tried to exclude or overcome in constituting
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itself” (9).  De la Parra’s novel problematizes these links through a revision of

history as well as by recapturing traditional practices, such as the practice of

religion in a setting of post-modernity, a time when “the level of time-space

distanciation introduced…is so extensive that, for the first time in human history,

‘self’ and ‘society’ are interrelated in a global milieu” (Giddens 32).  The novel

reviews the links between the industrialized, developed world and Chile.  At one

point on his journey toward initiation, Tito is told by a character who calls himself

Sigmund Freud, but is a Chilean named Roberto Romero:

Esa es la tragedia de Chile, ser una aproximación a un país, una
imitación,

un pastiche, una parodia, una eterna versión criolla del mundo
externo, un

microclima. Cuando iluminado terminé mi obra, me tramitaron, me
dijeron que esperara, que esto, que aquello.  Cuando logré

comunicarla
a voz en cuello, metiéndome a la fuerza en los organismos oficiales

los
encontré celebrando a un vienés que decía lo mismo que yo.  Lo que
escribí ya estaba escrito, lo que pensé lo pensó de inmediato, al

unísono,
un autor europeo, allá donde pasan cosas que les importan a los
historiadores, donde se emiten las imágenes de las que somos un

reflejo
el hemisferio norte que pone los nombres a las gentes, a los autores,

a las
cosas. (112)

Clearly, the relationship between the first and third world, and the former’s

influence on the latter’s evolving identity is deconstructed for Tito by this

character.  It is of crucial importance to Tito’s coming of age, to his success in
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finding an identity and a stable, satisfying role that he come to terms with this

aspect of his personal history. Tito is a product of that process described by the

Chilean Freud as “ser una aproximación a un país, un pastiche, una parodia, una

eterna versión criolla del mundo externo” (112).  For this protagonist, growing up

has involved leaving his roots in a traditional, lower-middle- class neighborhood in

Chile and moving on to a life style more like that of many people living in the

United States or any other country in “el hemisferio norte” (112).  As Lois

Oppenheim observes, after neoliberal reforms were put in place by the Pinochet

regime, “New life-styles emerged, especially for the rich. Elegant housing

developments were built in formerly wooded areas, consisting of large, private

homes with expansive lawns and inner courtyards, all protected by high fences and

gates. Behind the gates were signs of a new kind of conspicuous consumption

previously unknown in Chile – saunas, Jacuzzis, and swimming pools...” (163).  It

is this rapid movement across time, essentially a move from living in a more

traditional, pre late-capitalistic life style, to living in an era of late capitalism in

which the “world wide project to restructure industry for the maximum profit

reorders society and culture” (Miyoshi 49), that problematizes Tito’s coming of

age.

Despite the fact that Tito’s age places him in the realm of adulthood, the

narrator emphasizes the fact that he exhibits behaviors and reactions more

appropriate for an adolescent or child.  At the novel’s start the reader encounters

Tito in Villa Alemana, a small town in the Chilean countryside where a statue of
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the Virgin Mary is believed to be conceding miracles.  The protagonist has arrived

in the town because he wants to write a serious novel, and he understands that what

he does in the advertising world is, at some level, unsatisfying.  He describes to a

friend who is with him how, while he was at a discoteque with his girlfriend, he

came to leave Santiago:  “Y a mí me viene entonces el corto circuito, el gringo

MacPherson, la mina, Pinochet, la dictadura, el guatón Aspillaga, los clientes

mirándome, la misma mierda, y le digo, Mina, oye, voy al baño... y me vengo acá.

A Villa Alemana” (10).  It is apparent that Tito’s approach is that of a child. Unable

to face the repercussions of his sudden decision to leave, he lies to his girlfriend,

and, like an adolescent, he behaves rashly, leaving everything to act on a sudden

impulse.  The emphasis on his childlike traits is prevalent throughout the novel.  In

Villa Alemana, shortly after telling his friend the details regarding his departure

from Santiago, Tito goes to the restroom to urinate and, giggling, writes with urine

on the wall “su consigna más personal” (12).  During the battle between good and

evil, when Tito meets God in a cheap restaurant in the old district of Santiago, the

latter notes that he is a “niño chico” (65).  The protagonist himself recognizes that

he is stuck in a  phase of latent adolescence: “Ese infierno de la pubertad donde

Tito temía a veces haberse encallado a cadena perpetua” (201).

In this novel, the age of the protagonist breaks with the pattern described by

Buckley regarding the Bildungsroman.  The reasons for this have to do with the

fact that he is living in a society that has undergone rapid transition, one in which a

seemingly endless array of possibilities has opened up in terms of professions and
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social roles.  As Anthony Giddens notes,  “In the settings of ...‘high’ modernity or

‘late’ modernity – our present day world, the self, like the broader institutional

contexts in which it exists, has to be reflexively made.  Yet this task has to be

accomplished amid a puzzling diversity of options and possibilities” (3).  At the

point in history that is the backdrop of La secreta guerra, the neoliberal reforms put

in place by the Pinochet regime had led to an opening of the markets and a

tremendous influx of foreign goods, companies, and media. Oppenheim points out

that “Lowering of tariff barriers meant that Chileans were able to buy all kinds of

imported products, from Barbie dolls and GI Joes to Reeboks and computers.

Foreign investment and ownership increased.  Multinational corporations became

firmly established in the country...” (164).  Tito himself works for a U.S.

advertising firm that promotes U.S. products, and copies most of its ads from spots

created in developed countries: “Un cartel enmarcado de la campaña de Lipton a

sus espaldas...en la copia chilena de la campaña internacional de Don Meredith.

La copia feliz del Edén.  Desde el himno nacional todo nos condena: copiones”

(24).

The protagonist’s profession is linked to the reasons for his failure to

assume adult traits, in that it is the effects of  the advertising campaigns Tito puts

together which further fuel the ability of foreign interests to destabilize and

reconstitute traditional culture.  In a discussion of the consequences of advertising

and fashion on society, Douglas Kellner notes that “The inexorable trends of

fashion and the new advertising campaigns undermine the previously forged
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identities and associations by circulating new products, new images, new values.

And so it is that advertising, fashion, consumption, television, and popular culture

constantly destabilize identity and contribute to producing more unstable, fluid,

shifting, and changing identities” (Kellner 172).   Hence, Tito chooses a profession

which is central to the issues of identity and cultural uniqueness.  At one point he

wonders whether he should tell his American boss what he truly believes regarding

the work they do: “¿Digo lo que pienso? ¿Digo que es un soberano papelón vender

algo que no interesa si lo compran, que destruimos valores, cultura, lenguaje,

costumbres, que es francamente inmoral lograr venderlo” (27).

Tito is the product of a society which has, in a relatively short period of

time, gone from a market-driven, capitalistic system which, however, retained its

sense of cultural authenticity, to a post-traditional, neo-liberal society operating

within the tenets of late capitalism. The protagonist can be described as what

Kateryna Longley calls the Fourth World, defined as “indigenous people who are

colonised by a different culture and, although living in their own land, are uprooted

from their own tradition by another civilization” (22).   Owing to rapid advances in

technologies related to transportation and communication, the effects of neo-liberal

reforms, which allowed transnational corporations freer access to a given society,

coupled with the rise in the importance of  mediatized images, created a situation

that led to a rapid destabilization and alteration of traditional culture.  At one point

the protagonist analyzes his position in the system which has so radically changed

his world: “Y tú Tito Livio, presidiendo la juguera del magazine que todo lo
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mezcla, que anula tiempo y espacio, ideas y valores, creando esa hermosa

majamama, el puré de la cultura, la historia hecho zumo” (48).  Tito is an offshoot

of the changes in society brought about by neo-liberal reforms and advanced

technologies, and he is also a cog in the wheel that drives the system bringing about

the changes.  Don Slater points out that “one can define the entire function of

advertising and marketing as the redefinition of market structures and relations

through the substantive cultural redefinition of goods” (45).  In light of this, one

could say that Tito’s choice of professions is at the heart of his troubles.  The

protagonist’s inability to successfully traverse the threshold to adulthood, even as

his age would indicate he surely must have, is a product of his having to come of

age and find a role, and a stable sense of self, in a society that has undergone rapid

transformation, one in which a wealth of possibilities is now available in terms of

identities and professions.

The rapid alteration of Chile is described in the novel through the

alternation between descriptions of areas of Santiago which could be classified as

the old, traditional Chile, and other areas which could be referred to as the new

Chile.  The text often refers  to  the subject of the dramatic changes undergone in a

short period of time.  By way of the protagonist’s movement  between different

sectors of Santiago, from the traditional areas of his upbringing to the barrio alto

where his life has led him, the novel paints a clear picture of the differences

between traditional and contemporary; differences which go beyond simply

physical characteristics.  At one point, while Tito is taking a bath in an old house in
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a traditional area of Santiago, he describes the differences between the world he has

been living in and the world of his roots:

Un califont paleolítico jadeaba como un Ford T para calentar la tina
prometida.  Una enorme bañera de patas de león, como en ilustraciones
antiguas, como en una añosa casona donde alguna vez habría alojado con
sus padres, con su hermano... Sesteó un poco con la cabeza apoyada en el
borde.  Esas sí que eran tinas, para su tamaño, para realmente dejarse estar
en medio de la tibieza deseable y lenta del agua caliente.  Silencio: apenas
alguien a lo lejos que escuchaba un programa matinal de radio con
canciones de moda y del recuerdo... Una escoba llevaba a cabo su faena
cerca de la puerta.  Cerró los ojos atanto a ese mar de sonidos tan distintos a
los de su departamento donde escuchaba flamear los autos último modelo o
fiestas en alta fidelidad o televisores frenéticos repitiendo la misma febril
amenaza: alto o disparo, cualquier cosa que usted diga puede ser usada en
su contra... (147)

Tito reflects on the differences between his previous life, that represented by the

old sector of Santiago, and his present existence, which, as he emphasizes in the

last lines of his reminiscence, is permeated by technology and imported images.

With respect to the effects of this type of alteration of social space, David Wood

asserts that “dramatic changes in conceptual or social space can block or transform

our capacity to remember, and, just as interestingly, our capacity to draw on the

past as a resource for self-interpretation and motivation” (198).  There is a moment

in the novel that crystallizes this inability to remember described by David Wood,

when, upon returning to the lower-middle-class neighborhood of his childhood,

Tito exclaims:  “Qué horror, no saber cómo huele su propio barrio, no ponerle

nombre siquiera” (198).

The economic policies of the Pinochet regime had the effect of changing

society, especially for those who, like Tito, benefited financially from the policies
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the government put in place.  For many of those who derived financial advantage,

the development within their neighborhoods was such that they offered “a vast

array of services, which would put those of many U.S. cities to shame...”

(Oppenheim 163).  The neo-liberal policies implemented had the effect of doing

away with cultural strictures against exessive consumption and the open display of

wealth through excess and opulence.  As Oppenheim notes, “Over time, the market

approach would affect not only people’s behavior but also, eventually, their basic

values” (155).  For the protagonist of La secreta guerrra, the move from his old

neighborhood in a traditional sector of Santiago to the barrio alto leads him down a

path of discarding the old for the new, and toward a life style which, clearly, is

prone to conspicuous and excessive consumption:

La casa: blanca, grande, de senador si los hubiera, de artista de cine
si tuviéramos cine... Tito Livio de blanco a través del gran salón donde
flota como un resto del último glaciar el piano albo... un jardín inundado
por el volteador perfume de la glicina... Al centro un camino de adoquines
(poco le falta para ser de ladrillo amarillo) asciende por una leve
inclinación hacia una puerta de cristales biselados y madera color caoba
que sella como una caja de música el sonido que ahora lo envuelve... Están
ahí vestidas con trapos brillantes, salpicados de lamé, escotes
asesinos...Mucho gusto.  Glad to meet you.  Te lo juro, me saludan en
inglés, te lo juro, me besan las mejillas y son aromas de esencias del
oriente... (47)

The Chilean sociologist Tomás Moulian notes that “Antes de 1973 el consumo

conspicuo era casi imposible, por los controles a las importaciones, pero también

por las condenas morales que suscitaba” (109).  What can be seen in La secreta

guerrra in the episodes occurring in the wealthier areas of Santiago is the relaxation

of societal strictures regarding the extravagant display of riches, something which
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points to a change in traditional culture and one effected in large part  owing to

foreign influences resulting from neo-liberal reforms.

Shortly after the reader encounters him in Villa Alemana, Tito  begins his

journey of initiation into adulthood.  He starts the process in Villa Alemana when

two oddly dressed men ask him to accompany them.  These two men offer no

introduction, and give no reason as to why they want him to go with them; one of

them simply states: “Lo estamos esperando” (12).  It is clear, however, that Tito’s

journey toward initiation has begun.  Almost immediately after encountering these

two men in Villa Alemana, Tito begins to probe into his past.  The presence of

these two men acts as a catalyst which will open the flood gates of memory for the

protagonist:  “¿Qué diablos hago acá?  ¿Por qué no fui al doctor como quería mi

madre?  ¿Por qué me quedé con ella cuando se separaron los viejos?  ¿Por qué me

separé yo?  ¿Por qué dejé a las niñitas solas con Ana María?  ¿Por qué me metí con

Graciela, y con Isabel,  y con Nicole, y con Mina?” (13).  Tito’s first step in the

process of initiation parallels that described by Joseph Campbell in his discussion

of myths and the role of the hero. Campbell notes that “the call rings up the curtain,

always, on a mystery of transfiguration – a rite, or moment, of spiritual passage,

which, when complete, amounts to a dying and a birth” (51).  For the protagonist,

the appearance of  these two mysterious men marks the beginning of his coming-

of-age process.  The two men who issue the call to Tito are poorly dressed,

suggesting poverty and a lowly status: “Ambos de terno entre gris celeste y verde

oliva, perdido el color original por el lustre que daba el uso a mangas y perneras.
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Usaban sombrero y sendas corbatas tejidas, delgadísimas, muy arrugadas” (12).

Campbell points out that “Typical of the circumstances of the call are the loathly,

underestimated appearance of the carrier of the power of destiny” (51).  Like that of

Lucho, the protagonist of No pasó nada, Tito’s initiation will be carried out with

steps paralleling Mircea Eliade’s description of the rites of passage of traditional

societies, a process described in the previous chapter.  However, Tito’s journey

across the threshold to adulthood will be carried out in an adventure of mythical

dimensions.  Mario Rojas notes that in much of de la Parra’s work “es posible

distinguir tres isotopías que entreveradamente atraviesan su obra: el mito, el ritual y

el poder” (1097).

The outcome of the battle between good and evil depends in large measure

on the protagonist’s performance in combat. The conflict, on whose outcome

hinges the future of  the country’s cultural identity, requires Tito’s probing into the

roots of Chile’s present state of affairs.  The reasons for its relative

underdevelopment and poverty, as well as the underpinnings of the present state of

what he calls “el puré de la cultura” (48), is investigated as Tito traverses the path

toward adulthood.  The protagonist, a self-confessed coward and man of weak,

child-like character, has to bridge the gap between the old Chile and the new one,

between the traditional and the modern, and between the chasm dividing sectors of

excessive wealth and others of supine poverty, and he must  do this while his life is

in constant peril.  During this process, the protagonist’s inquiry into these elements,

as well as into his own personal history, leads to a fusion between his past and that
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of his country, and ultimately gives him a sense of cultural identity.  Speaking

about another of de la Parra’s works, Pedro Bravo Elizondo notes that “el asunto y

tema confluyen en la crisis de identidad de una sociedad postmoderna, donde todo

es fragmentario” (291).  In fact, the theme of the struggle for identity in conditions

where change has occurred at an unprecedented pace and where history seems lost,

is a common thread running through much of de la Parra’s writing.

In Campbell’s description of the trials a hero must face, he outlines the

process: “Once having traversed the threshold, the hero moves in a dream

landscape of curiously fluid, ambiguous forms, where he must survive a succession

of trials...The hero is covertly aided by the advice, amulets, and secret agents of the

supernatural helper whom he met before his entrance into this region” (97).  Once

Tito realizes that the men who appeared to him in Villa Alemana are not part of

Pinochet’s secret police, but instead are in some way connected to his estranged

father, he moves in and out of realms in a fashion which will appear completely

impossible to him.  For example, he meets God in a cheap restaurant in La Vega, a

large market in a very old, lower- middle-class, traditional area of Santiago.  He

also returns to a night club his father frequented in yet another old section of

Santiago.  However, this night club had closed its doors and been turned into a

mechanic’s garage; indeed the entire neighborhood, once a hot bed of night life,

had been turned into a strip catering to the automotive industry: auto parts shops

and garages.  Tito  not only returns to the night club, but also  meets Lilí Salomé, a

legendary dancer who had an affair with his father. He sees this woman
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metamorphose from an old lady into the beautiful dancer she once was, and he

watches her perform at the night club, which had been destroyed: “Un gesto de su

cabeza sacudió su cabellera.  La anciana se esfumó.  Una mujer madura,

voluptuosa, dulce en su lugar.  Los pechos le flotaban entre lentejuelas.  La sonrisa

se le iluminaba como al gato Cheschire” (104). After living through several such

impossible, supernatural events, Tito examines the possibility that he is having a

nervous breakdown:  “La idea de la locura se le configuró a Tito Livio.  Por un

momento le pareció la única alternativa cuerda.  Pensar todo como venido de un

traspié psíquico del agotamiento, de un traumatismo enecefalocraneano, de las

angustias propias de la supervivencia en una situación social tan inestable” (110).

Tito’s explanation for a possible nervous breakdown hinges on the unstable social

situation, as if, on some level, the protagonist understands that his failure at

achieving certain landmark things: an adult perspective, a satisfying profession, a

stable sense of self, and a long-term, solid relationship, is rooted in the larger social

scape he lives in. Jameson describes the bind faced by societies in transition, one he

says is reflected in the texts written by authors living in these countries, and which

he refers to as “la angustia de valores importados que al ser aplicados a la industria,

la medicina y la guerra parecen haber tenido resultados pragmáticos positivos, en

oposición a los valores tradicionales, que prometen esa evasiva cosa llamada

identidad” (“de la sustitución” 117).   The protagonist of La secreta guerra is caught

in this trap, and only through a reconstruction and a revisiting of historical facts is
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he  successful in attaining a sense of identity,  which ultimately enables him to pass

the threshold into adulthood.

It is also at the night club where Tito meets the character who acts as a

father figure for him, guiding him in his journey toward manhood.  The character

whose job it is to lead the protagonist through the perils of the coming-of-age

process is the  man who calls himself the Chilean Freud.   Tito goes to the boite in

search of his estranged father, who makes a brief appearance at Tito’s apartment to

warn him of his involvement  in something bigger than he is and quite dangerous.

At the night club he  meets his mentor, who is the first to initiate him into the

nature of the battle going on covertly in Santiago, essentially a battle for the

cultural integrity of Chile and what it means to be Chilean.  Freud takes Tito on a

journey to a library where he is forced to look at  history through the lens of

underdevelopment.  The library  holds texts written by Chileans, but ignored by

history, which, according to the explanation Freud Romero gives him, accounts for

the present state of underdevelopment: “Aquí están todas las obras de la cultura

occidental, las escritas a destiempo. Tan precoces o tan tardías que ya nada

importaban... Este es nuestro subdesarrollo” (114).  Freud goes on to outline for

Tito how all the famous discoveries attributed to citizens of the developed world,

were in fact, at either an earlier or later date, also arrived at independently by

Chileans.  Thus, Freud shows Tito  “Marcelito Aceituno, el Proust de Las Condes,

que descubrió que la memoria solo sirve para recordar lo inútil... Jaimito Froilán

Joyce, ciego de por vida, que narró peripecias insondables en la jerga de los
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dioses... Ernestito Einstein de Conchalí, genial pero tardío... La Isadora Duncan de

Vivaceta... Madame Curie de Quilpué... descubrió cosas que ya todos sabían”

(112).  Ultimately, Freud clarifies  for Tito the dimensions of the battle in which he

is involved when he tells the protagonist that all  accumulation of knowledge is

leading to the discovery of “el Tetragramatton, la palabra sagrada... que cuando se

descubra terminará con Dios y con el diablo, creando una sola raza.  De malditos

según unos, de dioses según otros.  Cuando el hombre se haga a sí mismo será su

epílogo.  Dicen que hay ya tres letras descifradas y que la cuarta circula inocente”

(115).

With these words, Freud outlines for Tito his position in the ongoing battle;

he has to find and disable the Tetragrammaton. Freud’s words to Tito hint at

globalization as the beginning of the end of Chile’s cultural independence.  It is,

according to him, the creation of “una sola raza” (115) which Tito must resist.  For

Tito, this implies a radical change in his life, since those who would seek to

homogenize cultures are the transnational companies which, through the American

advertising agency he works for, keep him employed.  Tito’s advertising career

contributes to the problem that his guide in the coming-of-age process describes as

pernicious; the process by which  “destruimos valores, cultura, lenguaje,

costumbres... ” (27).  Ultimately, Tito’s mission throughout the novel is not only to

overcome all obstacles put in his path on the way to securing and disposing of the

Tetragrammaton, but also to know himself in order that he reach a decision in the

matter of which type of social order he can acommodate into; a homogenized
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“majamama” (48), or a society which still retains a degree of cultural

independence.  Franco Moretti notes that it “is... necessary that, as a ‘free

individual’, not as a fearful subject but as a convinced citizen, one perceive the

social norms as one’s own.  One must internalize them and fuse external

compulsion and internal impulses into a new unity until the former is no longer

distinguishable from the latter” (116).  For Tito, it is necessary first to come to

know himself by way of a thorough inquiry into his past.  Along with the task of

rediscovery of his persona, Tito has to choose which type of societal strictures he

can accept as not only legal, but legitimate: those imposed by traditional Chilean

values or those brought from abroad.  Within Chile there are essentially two

distinct social systems operating, and Tito must make choices regarding which one

he can live with.  As Susan Gohlman points out in her definition of the

Bildungsroman: “at the heart of it lies the notion of the individual in contact with a

world whose meaning must be actively shaped and reshaped from within up to the

point when the hero is in a position to say, ‘I think I can live with it now’” (25).

When Tito feels that he understands nothing, it is Freud who tells him that:

“Yo creo que, por el contrario, recién está comenzando a entender” (121). It is also

Freud who takes on the role described by Campbell as “threshold guardian... Such

custodians bound the world... standing for the limits of the hero’s present sphere, or

life horizon... just as beyond the parental watch is danger to the infant” (77).  The

parallel between Freud and  Campbell’s “threshold guardian” (77) is clear

throughout the novel.  He rescues Tito when he is on the verge of a blunder which
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could cost him his life, and  Chile its cultural independence, and he does not allow

Tito to go beyond what his capabilities at a particular moment allow; he steps in

when it is necessary to limit Tito.  The father role is something the protagonist

senses immediately:  “Romero, cercano, cálido... Como todo un padre, pensó Tito”

(117).  From the first pages of the novel, the protagonist is depicted as someone in

search of a father figure.  Tito and his father have been estranged since the parents’

separation, and there are many references to the son’s search for someone to fill

this void.  One of the men who has occupied this role works at the agency with

Tito:  “El guatón lo adoptaba.  Cada vez que había un desastre el guatón lo

designaba como hijo adoptivo.  Se transformaba en padre” (25). The agency itself

takes on the role of a family for Tito, owing to the fact that living in the barrio alto

he has limited contact with his own family.  Tito refers to his position at the agency

as “en familia en la oficina” (25).  At times the protagonist openly asks for his

father: “¿Dónde estás ahora, padre difuso, impalpable? ¿Dónde?” (19).

In a discussion of the patterns associated with traditional European

bildungsromane, Buckley notes that “The loss of the father, either by death or

alienation, usually symbolizes or parallels a loss of faith in the values of the hero’s

home and family and leads inevitably to the search for substitute parent or creed... ”

(19).  In La secreta guerra, the loss of the protagonist’s father  marks the beginning

of his return to the values of his home.  In this novel, the process has come full

circle, from  venturing into the tides of change to a return to the safe harbor of

traditional culture.  Whereas in previous novels set in Chile protagonists sought to
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assimilate into a fluid social order, in this novel, the protagonist  seeks to stem the

tide of flux and, instead, return to a time in history prior to that which brought the

massive tide of foreign influence via the market.  Instead of the Bucklean pattern of

the loss of the father signifying a search for something new, here the death of Tito’s

father is what speeds the protagonist toward a reconciliation with the past, toward

his roots, and toward a value system he had left behind when he moved to the

barrio alto.  By the end of the novel, when the battle is most intense and Tito is

closest to acquiring the Tetragrammaton, he has also become most like his father:

“Era el espíritu de su padre que corría a su lado, encauzaba el viento, le

seleccionaba  los trayectos adecuados, se había transformado en buena suerte,

intuición, sentido común. Estaba dentro de él, cuidándolo... Su padre lo calmaba

por dentro” (256).  At this point in the novel, his apprenticeship nearly complete,

the protagonist is no longer guided by a stored inventory of incidents and responses

secured from the mediatized images and sound bites of pop culture.  Once Tito

loses his father, he comes to terms with his roots:  “Tito para sí:  el hijo de, ni mi

nombre importa ahora sino mi linaje, soy el hijo de mi padre, el que debí haber

sido, no saco nada con negar mis ancestros como hasta ahora lo he hecho” (236).

Clearly, at this point Tito has come a long way from the beginning of the novel

with respect to acceptance of his personal history and his roots.  Early in the plot,

before his father’s death, after he visits Tito, the protagonist thinks about his past in

quite a different manner:  “Piensa en su ancestro de clase media superado para

siempre... De repente, eso sí, le cae como sal en la herida la imagen de su padre.
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Viejo radical de mierda, ajado y hediondo, qué sabes tú lo que va a ser mi vida,

socialistoide resentido...” (40).

As noted earlier, although the protagonist is an adult, it is clear that he has

been unable to complete a successful bildungsprocess. He is adolescent-like in his

behavior, and once he begins the coming-of-age process admits as much to himself.

Using Freud Romero as his spokesperson, Tito’s father informs him that he has

been unsuccessful in attaining a stable, satisfactory sense of self because he has

taken the wrong route.  Freud Romero will recount to Tito what his father believed:

“Hablaba mucho de usted... Sentía que llevaba un rumbo equivocado.  Quería

dejarle algo de herencia, algo verdaderamente importante en que usted pudiese

reconocerse... ” (190).  The failure to achieve a stable identity is something Susan

Gohlman finds  common in contemporary novels, in which “the protagonists

actually pass through two apprenticeships, the first being the conventional one...

and the second being the true apprenticeship during which  the protagonists must

come to terms with life in a world in which absolute truths must either be rejected

or totally reassessed” (xi).  Tito’s conventional apprenticeship is one which has

failed him in terms of a stable sense of self, and has left him with a feeling of

dissatisfaction with his role in society.  The protagonist’s  first apprenticeship

revolves around completing college and securing an upwardly-mobile position with

the U.S. advertising agency.  However, his profession does not allow Tito to feel

satisfied with his role.  His choice of profession leads him toward a betrayal of his

true self.   It also leads him away from his roots and into a world dominated by
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foreign interests.  Moretti comments on the role of work in the traditional,

European Bildungsroman: “work is fundamental in Meister: as noncapitalistic

work, as a reproduction of a ‘closed circle’.  It is an unequalled instrument of social

cohesion, producing not commodities but ‘harmonious objects,’ ‘connections’.  It

gives a homeland to the individual.  It reinforces the links between man and nature,

man and other men, man and himself” (29).  By the time that Tito is coming of age,

his work involves  being a cog in the engine which is destroying his homeland,

instead of giving him one.  In La secreta guerra, work leads to destruction of Tito’s

culture and dissatisfaction with his life.

The protagonist’s unhappiness with his life is reflected in his restlessness.

Tito is constantly searching for something to fill a void within him:  “Lo invadió

ese vacío... La misma depresión que después conjuró cambiándose de carrera, de

polola, de oficina... con una fe ciega en el cambio, año nuevo vida nueva, la fe con

que empezaba todo huyendo de esta sombra de este desasosiego que no lo

abandonaba y lo volvía a alcanzar  una tarde, una mañana, un despertar, hasta la

próxima enloquecida fuga hacia otro trabajo, otro jefe, otra cadena de éxitos que se

le iba entre los dedos sin poder saciar esa sed intolerable de no sabía qué... ” (215).

Another expression of his lack of satisfaction with life is a constant state of anxiety

and fear:  “se sintió diminuto, extraviado, niño perdido en el Tren Fantasma” (66).

The psychic malaise experienced by the protagonist is connected to the

transformation of Chilean society from a traditional community that adhered to

long established-rituals, such as the practice of Catholicism, to a full-blown
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consumer culture, which, particularly for those members of the higher social

classes living in the barrio alto, exposes the populace to new, imported ways of life

and a vast array of new products through advertising and marketing. Slater notes

that “Consumer culture (particularly typified in the form of advertising) increases

the individual’s experience of risk and anxiety by offering ever more choices and

images of different identities, and by increasing the sense of social risk involved in

making the ‘wrong choice’” (85).

Tito is an example of someone who suffers anxiety due to the risk

associated with a daily, and in some cases hourly, managing of his persona.  He has

a seemingly endless array of social masks he can choose from depending on the

situation he finds himself in.  Transparency is impossible for Tito, owing to the

social risk it would involve, as is the admission or demonstration of deep emotions

such as love: “El amor se le hacía deleznable, lo aniquilaba con juegos de lenguaje,

con ingeniosismos, todo lo que era cariño se le antojaba cursi, de tarjeta Hallmark,

una estupidez más con que volver más loco a un mundo esquizofrénico” (211). Tito

is so permeated by  mediatized images, which play out every emotion and its

variant to such an extent that for someone so deeply involved in the world of the

image, to feel an emotion and believe in its authenticity is impossible. The

protagonist himself notes that “Ya no hay misterio en el misterio, ya es patrimonio

público, ya nadie se puede hacer el inocente.  La erótica ha muerto bajo el peso de

la publicidad” (57).  Tito is unable to manage emotions without referring back to

how they have been marketed on the screen, in his advertising campaigns, or in
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products such as  Hallmark cards.  Speaking of the generation brought up with the

pervasive influence of the televised image,  Kellner notes that “The TV self is the

electronic individual par excellence who gets everything there is to get from the

simulacrum of the media: a market-identity as a consumer in the society of the

spectacle; galaxy of hyper-fibrillated moods... traumatized serial being” (144).

It is interesting to note that Tito refers to Hallmark cards when he thinks of

the spuriousness of love.  Prior to the opening of the markets with neo-liberal

reforms, Hallmark would not have been the name which would have come to mind;

instead “Village” would have been the brand associated with cards for any

occasion.  “Village” cards, a national brand, was put out of business after the

advent of neo-liberal reforms, and replaced with the imported brand, Hallmark,

which markets emotionally charged cards for every situation.  However, Hallmark

cards express emotions as they are seen through the prism of U.S. culture.  Martín

Hopenhayn discusses this aspect of the reconstitution of culture when he says that

“La cultura se politiza en la medida que la producción de sentido, las imágenes, los

símbolos, íconos, conocimientos, unidades informativas, modas y sensibilidades,

tienden a imponerse según cuáles sean los actores hegemónicos en los  medios que

difunden todos estos elementos” (72).

Tito’s repertoire of social masks comes from television and other

mediatized expressions of pop culture.  Throughout the novel the protagonist

manages every situation he is put into by passing  it through a lens of mediatized

pop-culture images and sound bites.  When he finds himself alone on the streets of
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Santiago running from danger “había escogido las más transitadas avenidas seguro

de estar más protegido.  La idea la había rescatado de alguna teleserie americana”

(129).  At one point, Tito has to confront Freud with a gun because he is not sure

who he is.  Tito’s words to Freud are a direct copy from something on television:

“Hágalo bien si quiere vivir- dijo Tito.  La frase era celuloide pero quien haya

tenido una Magnum en la mano que trate de no imitar a Clint Eastwood” (181).

The protagonist’s father, in his brief visit to his son’s apartment in the barrio alto,

refers to this aspect of Tito’s persona: “¿Hasta cuándo plagias la televisión, Tito?”

(33), and his girlfriend, who will turn out to be one of the enemy forces, will also

point out that he is not authentic but rather a pastiche of things he has heard and

seen in the media: “¿A quién le robas ese libreto, Tito?  ¿A qué radioteatro?” (92).

The protagonist of  La secreta guerra is an example of a character who has derived

a weak and fluctuating sense of self from television and other mass-mediated forms

of cultural interaction, which “play a key role in the structuring of contemporary

identity” (Kellner 148).

Eugene Linden discusses the dissatisfaction of people in modern, consumer-

driven societies, and he points out that there arose “circumstances that gradually

moved reason to a central place in the organization of our society and our lives,

exiling in the process the irrational forces of tradition and religion from their

accustomed role” (121).  In La secreta guerra, Tito makes forays into sectors of

Santiago which represent another era.  He witnesses the transformation of an auto

repair shop back into the night club it once was, and he watches Lilí Salomé
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metamorphose from an old woman into the stunning dancer she had been. He notes

that Lilí Salomé’s home is one in which “Un gobelino con leones testificaba que la

sociedad de consumo santiaguina no había entrado en ese cuarto” (124).  Not only

does Tito make incursions into the older, traditional sectors of Santiago where the

effects of globalization and neo-liberal reforms are far less visible, but he also

makes his way back to religious traditions he had left behind.

In the context of Tito’s dissatisfaction with his life in the barrio alto and his

inability to assume a stable and convincing role, it is no accident that the

protagonist’s rite of passage involves a return to the past, to a time when traditional

cultural practices, such as the practice of Catholicism and going to the stadium to

watch a soccer game, were important components of life and the influence of

television and advertising was not as great.  The protagonist’s call to adventure is

issued at a place where a statue of the Virgin is said to be conceding miracles.  His

escape from Santiago to Villa Alemana heralds the beginning of his rite of passage,

and the first sign given to him is issued by an ethereal, beautiful woman who

appears out of nowhere and whom Tito describes as possessing an other-worldly

beauty. This woman points Tito toward his car, which also appears out of nowhere,

and he notes that despite her stunning beauty “no le dieron ganas de piropearla, ni

silbarle, ni embaucarla” (14).  In Villa Alemana it is the Virgin herself  who sets

Tito on the  path to  his coming of age.

Another major step in Tito’s finding his self involves his participation in a

ritual parallelling that of the Catholic celebration of the eucharist.  Late at night,
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Freud leads Tito to a bakery called “La Academia Escolástica de San Pablo,” where

Freud is unable to open the door.  However, Tito utters the words “Viva la Madre

Superiora” (235), and the door opens.  It is at this point that the last steps in Tito’s

coming-of-age process occur.  Without knowing why, intuitively, Tito has faith that

the secret words to make the door open had been given to him by a couple of

drunks on the street, something Freud could not believe.   Even before passing

through the doors of the bakery, the protagonist is moving away from the total

dominance of reason and toward the wellspring of  myth and intuition, of which

religion is an expression.  Tito’s progress is noted by Freud, who shortly before

entering the bakery tells the protagonist that he is “un adolescente crecido, un

inmaduro insoportable y un cobarde de exposición” (228), and when Tito utters the

words that make the door open, says to him “Ya se está pareciendo a su padre”

(235).  Inside the bakery,  Tito helps bake  bread in the form of a human being,

along with “El jefe, Gran Panadero” who is in charge of the process and who takes

Tito back to a time long before the present: “su voz que merece mención aparte

pues tenía un timbre único de campana de bronce de tonos bajos sonando en una

explanada medieval” (236).

Participating in the kneading of the dough and the baking process and then

partaking of the bread gives Tito the insight he needs to decipher the

Tetragrammaton locked in a photograph his father left after his death.  In order for

Tito to understand what is in the photograph he must first discover that “no es la

cabeza el centro del pensar y del conocimiento” (237). Eating the bread allows Tito
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to go back to a time before tradition and religion were exiled in order to put reason

in their place.  Once Tito participates in this ceremony, which parallels the  offering

of the eucharist in a Catholic mass, he is able to perceive what was hidden to him

when he was operating solely under the aegis of reason.  The starting point of his

coming of age, as well as the final steps in that process,  involve a return to the

traditional practice of Catholicism.  This protagonist, whose life has been wrapped

up in sound bites and televised, mass-marketed images of  foreign roots, returns to

the traditional practice of myth, as it is embodied in religion, as an aid in finding

his self.  Kellner notes that “television today assumes some of the functions

traditionally ascribed to myth and ritual (that is by integrating individuals in the

social order and celebrating dominant values)” (148).  In this novel, the protagonist

must turn away from this contemporary method of socialization and back to more

traditional methods of achieving acculturation in order to succesfully complete his

bildungsprocess.

At this point, the trajectory of the coming-of-age novel has come full circle.

Instead of a movement away from a provincial town and toward a larger metropolis

triggering the coming-of-age process, something noted by Buckley regarding

typical nineteenth-century bildungsromane, and typified in the earlier novels in this

study; here it is a movement toward the provincial town and toward the sectors of

Santiago which retain a more provincial aspect that sets off and makes possible

Tito’s bildungsprocess.  Friedman notes that “what has been referred to as

postmodernism is but one aspect of a more general shift of identity towards roots,
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identity that is somehow culturally fixed and a value in itself” (238).  In this novel,

Friedman’s observation is made evident in that the protagonist is unable to secure a

stable sense of self until he flees the city, and specifically the barrio alto, the seat

of progress where advancement  is defined in material terms, which can be

measured and codified rationally, and which is also saturated with foreign

influences.

At all points along the protagonist’s coming-of-age journey, the forces of

good are associated with traditional cultural values and goods; even such details as

what he is offered to drink and eat at the boliche where he meets God affirm the

local over the influx of the foreign: “¿Una Bilz? ¿Una papayita?... ¿Un sanguchito?

¿Arrollado, malaya, mortadela, un aliado?” (62).  There is no mention of

hamburgers or pizza, or even of coca-cola, a complete difference from the places he

frequents with his girlfriend, which have names like “Le Bistró” (89).  Tito’s

coming-of-age process is suffused with the past and with recapturing local customs

and traditions in the face of the effects of globalization and the change to a

consumer-driven society.  The reasons for this have to do with the difficulty of

attaining a sense of self and being able to cross the threshold of adulthood in a

technologically-driven world in which identity is tangled up in consumption rather

than on one’s sense of belonging to a particular community.  In a discussion of the

effects of this type of society on the self, Kenneth Gergen  points out that: “It is not

only a coherent community that lends itself to the sense of personal depth.  It is also

the availability of others who provide the time and attention necessary for a sense
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of an unfolding interior to emerge... In the techno-dominated world, one must keep

moving, the network is vast, commitments are many, expectations abound, and

time is a scarce commodity” (142).  For Tito, the experiences with Freud, and his

time spent in the conflict between good and evil afford him the time away from his

jet-set life in the barrio alto in order to reflect on who he is and what he wants.

Ultimately, Tito wins a final and decisive battle in the soccer stadium where

his father spent most Sundays, along with his friends, cheering on his favorite team;

a place in the heart of a traditional sector of Santiago and steeped in childhood

memories of a time prior to the onslaught of foreign influences.   The battle is

against Donkavian, the most important publisher and advertising executive in South

America, and at the moment of his victory, Tito hallucinates images which visually

portray the things his mentor, Freud, had been trying to tell him:  “Vio “cómo

avanzaban los buques y los carros y los ejércitos y entendió la amenaza venidera,

entendió el mal y su fuerza... Vio mentiras matemáticas, mentiras cibernéticas... y

grandes pantallas de televisión con la figura de la Gran Bestia esperando la señal

para atacar la tierra disfrazados de cantantes, predicadores, artistas, políticos,

periodistas, científicos.  Vio todas las máscaras del bien al servicio del mal” (299).

The ending of the novel suggests a return to the protagonist’s roots as a

method of attaining a sense of self.  He finds his way to the central market, a place

which represents an entirely pre-neoliberal world.  It is Sunday and around him

people follow the age-old ritual of going to the mercado central to breakfast on

seafood after a night on the town.  In this setting, Tito does what custom would
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have him do; he breakfasts on fish and wine and reflects on his situation.  He

decides to quit writing jingles and designing advertising campaigns and write a

novel instead.  He also reflects beyond his personal situation, something which

heralds his having passed the threshold into adulthood.  Tito projects the impact of

what he has learned on future generations:  “La micro se detuvo delante de ellos.

¿Cuánto tiempo que no usaba transporte colectivo?  Sus hijas no conocerían ni por

asomo el deleite de viajar en micro, su olor a piel, a pueblo chileno de veras, su

ruido de radio a transistores, de cantantes improvisados y voceadores de aspirinas”

(303).  Through a process of recollection of the larger historical past of the society

he lives in, Tito has come full circle, back to his roots, to the mercado central

instead of places like “Le Bistró,” to the  micro instead of his Toyota, and to a

cultural rootedness from whence he can project himself as who he is, a Chilean

with a stable identity and a new-found sense of purpose.
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CONCLUSION

This study has proposed that, owing to its subject matter, which documents

the growth of an individual and his or her accommodation into society, the

Bildungsroman is a genre that changes over time in ways that are connected to

alterations in the social mores of the larger community.  By foregrounding the

political, economic, and social changes occurring in Chile at the time the novels

included were written, and by applying sociological theory to decipher the impact

of these changes on the protagonists, it is possible to note a trend toward a

problematization of the coming-of-age process.  As society changes from a stable,

strictly class-structured community with strong cultural moorings to an ever more

fluid situation that is deeply affected by foreign influences, and one in which social

mores are in flux, the predictable coming-of-age process described by Buckley

becomes complicated.

Martín Rivas is a novel that closely follows the general pattern described by

Buckley.  Written at a time of relative social stability, this novel results in the

protagonist’s ultimate accommodation into society.  He wins the girl of his dreams

and the text ends with the promise of his success on both the social and economic

levels.  In this respect Martín Rivas is similar to the prototype for this genre,

Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre.  Moretti notes that the latter novel describes “A

perfect circle: Wilhelm’s formation is achieved only by subordinating himself to
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the Tower – the Tower’s legitimation only by making Wilhelm happy.  It is a

beautiful symmetry, a perfect match: ‘to the advantage of both,’ to use the words of

Elizabeth Bennet” (Way 22).  For the protagonist of Martín Rivas, marriage to

Leonor will legitimate his entry and accommodation into society and will make

him happy and prosperous.  This is the only novel included in this study that

provides the protagonist with such a clearly successful adjustment to the larger

social world.

Once we move forward in time, the problematization of this adjustment can

be seen.  The protagonists of subsequent novels find it ever more difficult to

conform to society without losing their sense of self or compromising their identity.

With the exception of No pasó nada, these novels end with the protagonists in

varying states of difficulty regarding the attainment of a stable and satisfactory role

in the community.  For Luis, the protagonist of Un perdido, marriage does not

represent the perfect symmetry; instead, his liaison to Teresa accelerates his

downward spiral toward indigence and dependence.  Although this character has a

clear sense of his self, he must become marginalized in order to avoid betraying his

ethos.  There is no place for Luis in the mainstream community.   For the

protagonist of Este domingo, the search for adjustment and an acceptable place

within society happens through his memories of his grandfather’s coming of age.

In this novel, what happens to the protagonist is unclear; there is less definition

regarding the outcome of his coming of age than for Luis.  In Este domingo, the
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only clear paradigm with respect to the protagonist’s coming of age is haziness.

This can be correlated to the historical period; one of rapid, landmark changes that

leave a vacuum in social mores.

The last novel set in Chile in this study, La secreta guerra santa de Santiago

de Chile, describes a situation in which the vacuum of the period of Este domingo

has been filled to overflowing with social mores of all types.  At this point in time

choice has become the pattern.  Protagonists are free to choose from an enormous

array of possibilities, many of which are alien to the root culture of Chile and are

imported from abroad and circulated via mass-mediated images.  For Tito Livio the

vacuum has been filled and the pattern which emerges from this novel is not

haziness but rather confusion and the need to retake steps in an effort to remain true

one’s cultural authenticity.

No pasó nada is a novel which takes the bildungsprocess outside of Chile,

and although it is set in a time of much social upheaval and changes at all levels

within Chile, including the upsetting of a long history of democracy by a military

coup, the protagonist’s coming of age is more closely linked to that of the

protagonist of Martín Rivas, than to those of other novels that are chronologically

less distant.  This novel re-emphasizes the theory that changes in society,

particularly a society in constant flux, create a situation which problematizes the

coming-of-age process and consequently impacts the pattern of the Bildungsroman.

The reasons for this have to do with the fact that the protagonist is an exile.  Living
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in exile means that, for Lucho, transformations within Chile regarding long-

established social mores do not impact his sense of self.  For Lucho, the question of

cultural identity is not a problem to be dealt with; he brings with him from Chile a

clear sense of self, which is connected to his cultural moorings.  This identity as a

Chilean is not only not in flux since he is no longer living out the changes

occurring within Chile, but is heightened as well owing to the fact that that what

marks him in his new surroundings is his Chileanness. The issues this protagonist

deals with have to do with finding a role in society and winning the girl he wants,

which are similar to the problems confronting Martín Rivas.

The conclusion I draw from this study is that as structure of Chilean society

has changed over time, the Bildungsroman has evolved in ways which not only

reflect those differences, but also incorporate them into the framework of the rites

of passage undergone by the protagonists.  As the characters of coming-of-age

novels face new and varied difficulties presented to them because of

transformations in the social codes of the communities in which they live, the steps

they must take and, often, retake, reflect these changes in society.  One of the

modifications to the traditional pattern of the Bildungsroman revolves around the

movement of the protagonist, both across physical space and through time.

Whereas in the traditional Bildungsroman delineated by Buckley the protagonist

must leave the physical space of his hometown and venture out into the world in

order to find his or her ethos, as we move forward in time the process of venturing
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out becomes complicated; it morphs from a movement away from provinciality and

the constraints associated with tradition to that of a return by way of a physical

journey that represents a temporal voyage back in time, returning the protagonist to

a period marked by tradition and culturally specific modes of existence. The

problems faced by the protagonists of recent coming-of-age novels are completely

the reverse of those faced by their predecessors; rather than being constrained by

their surroundings, these characters’ coming of age is made difficult by the very

lack of constraints presented to them.  They are set adrift in a world of limitless

options on who and how they can be.

I imagine that, just as the protagonist of Este domingo is frozen in his

attempts to come of age, and ultimately resolves the situation by way of a temporal

journey into the past, future protagonists will find novel ways of overcoming the

challenges posed to them by unlimited options.  Some, like Tito Livio of La secreta

guerra, may combine physical movement away from a space representing the

present, marked by freedom from traditional constraints, with a voyage into the

past.  The physical spaces across which these protagonists move encompass a

temporal dimension, allowing them to return to a point of departure that will ensure

a successful coming of age. Future protagonists will, like Tito Livio, most likely go

through more than one coming-of-age process.  As enhanced technology,

globalization, and neo-liberal politics combine to break down physical and cultural

barriers between nations, thus opening a floodgate of possibilities regarding
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identities, behaviors, professions and lifestyles as well as the ever greater potential

for a pastiche-like medley of multicultural patterns regarding life and how one lives

it, protagonists of coming-of-age novels must reflect this situation in their quest to

assume a stable identity.  If the trend seen in this study continues, and given the

level of complexity of the societies into which current and future protagonists must

come of age, many of them will need to go through the process more than once.

The first apprenticeship included here, that of Martín, is one which follows

the Bucklean pattern of movement away from provinciality and tradition toward

modernity.  The protagonist moves forward with time instead of against it.  He is

seeking to find his or her place in the world of the present despite the difficulties

this may create.  It is this bildungsprocess that fails to help the main character of

the most recent novel included, La secreta guerra, to arrive at an adequate sense of

self; instead the protagonist assumes a mode of being with which he or she cannot

live.  It is a second coming of age, one which includes a reversal of the Bucklean

pattern, a movement that goes against the clock, back in time to a point of departure

prior to his present, which affords Tito Livio the tools he needs in order to find his

niche and assume a mode of being that is satisfactory.  It is from this point in time,

prior to their present, set back in history, after an exploration of cultural roots and

traditions, and a melding of what was into their present persona that protagonists of

future novels will most likely be able to arrive at “a new or revised set of values by

which they could survive in the world” (Gohlman xi).
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The definition of the Bildungsroman, then, cannot be binding; it cannot

hinge on a single pattern, or even on whether the protagonist is successful in

adapting or accommodating into society.  Instead, the definition of this genre

should be open to changes as the novels themselves are.  In the case presented here,

the pattern noted is one of increasing complication and difficulty in attaining a

secure sense of self, happiness, stability, and complete accommodation into a

segment of society.  This study includes the question of cultural authenticity and

the loosening of root cultural ties that bind people together as a distinct community.

The way in which this process of freeing individuals from long-standing social

mores and cultural moorings affects the coming-of-age experience will also change.

What is seen in these novels is a return to searching for authenticity regarding

cultural practices in order to attain the landmark accomplishments of a successful

coming of age.  As I said in the last chapter, the process has come full circle, from a

venturing away from the provincial to a turning back toward the local, the

culturally authentic.  However, completing this circuit is not the end of the story,

and I assume that as globalization increases and societies come into closer contact

and conflict, the circle will open, or perhaps throw out a ray and new patterns will

emerge as protagonists wrestle with the new problems presented to them.
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